TIFFANY & CO.

JEWELRY SILVERWARE STATIONERY

Known Far and Wide
For Quality

MAIL INQUIRIES RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION

FIFTH AVENUE & 37TH STREET
NEW YORK
Among important stores leading the way toward better taste in home interiors is Gimbels in Pittsburgh. Here the floors of furniture, rugs, draperies and accessories work as a unit in planning decorative home ensembles... Here period designs are combined to give subtle interest to each ensemble... Here restraint is a master theme, that homes may be the more livable and lasting... Here, thanks to the miracle of modern machinery, good taste is divorced from price... the modest home is made no less correct and charming than the elegant town house... Here everything that is suited to the modes and manners of modern life, from the sturdy furniture of the Jacobean period to the sophisticated things of modern tomorrow has been assembled for your inspection.

Ours is the pleasure of aiding the moderns in creating charming home interiors.

GIMBELS

PITTSBURGH
GUERLAIN

SHALIMAR

out of essence so rare that only a small quantity can be procured. Guerlain of France has created Shalimar the unforgettable.

NEW YORK 578 Madison Ave - PARIS 68 Champs-Élysées.

Guerlain perfumes are bottled and sealed in Paris and sold only in the original bottles.
The traditional fineness of Altman china and glass is exemplified by these dinner plates of Royal Doulton English bone china in the aristocratic Lombardy pattern, a dozen, $52 . . . . and by these goblets of Brierly English rock crystal, a dozen, $160. Carried in open stock.

China, Glass—Fourth Floor
Karess Face Powder

Packaged especially for the boudoir $2.00

Endorsed by Women of Discrimination and Refinement Everywhere

WOODWORTH
Creators of Exclusive Face Powders since 1854
NEW YORK PARIS
GOTHIC TAPESTRIES

The traditions of great French and Burgundian tapestry weavers live in their descendants today. Macy's has gathered a collection of beautiful panels, made entirely by hand in the old manner, and copied from original Gothic sources. The finely woven panel illustrated above is adapted from a priceless tapestry in the Musée des Arts Décoratifs in Paris. It is 65 by 82 inches and is priced $449.00.

Macy's offers a wide choice in all types of tapestries; machine-woven, hand-loomed or hand-made, also block print copies of Gothic designs. We import these tapestries directly and therefore can sell them for exceptionally low prices even for Macy's.

Macy's has authentic hand-loomed copies, too, for those who plan a more modest expenditure. The mille fleurs designs, illustrated on either side above, can be found only at Macy's in the United States. They are 31 by 39 inches and are $17.74 each.

34th Street and Broadway
New York
MON SEUL AMI

Isabey’s newest parfum masterpiece, in an exquisite, modernistic facon de luxe, is an essentially sophisticated odeur, created for the formal occasion and dedicated to the smart Moderne.

At Exclusive Shops Everywhere

ISABEY - PARIS, Inc.
411 Fifth Avenue
New York

BOTTLED SEALED & PACKAGED IN FRANCE

PARFUMS ISABEY Originally created for the exclusive use of one of the present Nobility of France
Modern Drapery Fabrics

Textiles have taken to new ways—ways of originality, of subtlety and restraint. Lustrous surfaces, rare tonal combinations, patterns as smart as they are pleasing—all bespeak a fresh note in modern decor.

Our collections now are richer than ever before in modern drapery fabrics, and we invite selection from assortments glowing with the impress of an essentially vital art.

SEVENTH FLOOR

Lord & Taylor

FIFTH AVENUE    NEW YORK
The Latest Importations from Liberty of London have just arrived!

ON THE Fourth Floor in the Liberty Gift Section you will find delicately hammered silver, reproductions of old Pewter, modern Tudric Pewter, Moorcroft Pottery, Pigskin Leather articles and many other novelties. And there's also an extensive collection of Cretonnes, Brocades, Sardinian Tapestries, Crewel Embroideries and Persian Antiques.

DRESS FABRICS from Liberty's are on the Third Floor. Satins printed in smart designs, metal brocades in heavy or sheer weaves, Tyrian and Wandel Silks and the fresh lovely Liberty Cottons await your selection here.

JUST AS YOU enter the front door, you will see Liberty Scarfs. And each scarf whether it's a smart square of silk or a long scarf of chiffon, metal brocade or silk has the inimitable charm of Liberty colors and designs. Bags of Liberty Silks are shown in a wide range of shades. And a Liberty Pot-Pourri will serve for many a year as a reminder of England's fragrant gardens.
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Nahon

NAHON FURNITURE is sold only through the trade. It may be seen to best advantage in our extensive showrooms, which are always open to the public.

IN OUR SHOWROOMS

At the right is illustrated the Avondale Coffee Table—the Nahon Special for November. Like all Nahon Furniture, this piece is made in the Nahon factory, and is of the finest material and workmanship. Owing to the fact that it is a particularly popular design, however, it may be made in quantity, and hence offered at an unusually low price. The Avondale, and other Nahon Specials, may be purchased through your decorator or dealer.

THE NAHON COMPANY
Manufacturers to the Decorative Trade

52nd Street and East River — New York City

AVONDALE COFFEE TABLE
This is of modern design, yet pure in style and true to the details of the William and Mary School. It is made of walnut and is particularly suitable for the English or Italian style of room. Extreme length 28 inches, width 19½ inches, height 20 inches.
The Influence of Mahogany in the Development of Furniture Design

The introduction of mahogany into general use as a cabinet wood was a very considerable influence in the extraordinary advance in the art of cabinet-making which took place in England in the last half of the 18th Century. The close grain, beautiful figure and color of the wood were an inspiration to the designer, and invited and certainly rewarded the highest skill of the cabinetmaker, carver and finisher.

The remarkable strength and stability of this finest of all cabinet-woods enabled a lightening and shaping of the structural parts so that the furniture of Hepplewhite, Sheraton and their contemporaries attained a delicacy and grace hitherto unknown and still unsurpassed.

The examples illustrated are in every detail characteristic of Sheraton's delightful style. They are made by hand throughout of beautifully figured mahogany and are finished in the rich warm tones of old wood to withstand both heat and dampness, retaining all of the old-world charm of originals while for practical considerations decidedly preferable to antiques.

Kensington Furniture is made in all the decorative styles appropriate for American homes.

Sheraton Mahogany Furniture by Kensington

The purchase of Kensington Furniture may be arranged through your decorator or furniture dealer.

Write for illustrated booklet H and pamphlet, "How Kensington Furniture May Be Purchased".

Showrooms, 47 West 45th Street, Sixth Floor
Each individual piece of furniture in this wholly delightful group is worthy of one's careful study—and admiration as well. Particularly beautiful is the tapestry-covered love seat, with its cabriole legs and gracefully curved back. Among the famous Hampton Shops reproductions can be found love seats that range from three hundred to three thousand dollars ... With such lovely furniture the Hampton Shops are completely filled. May we not show you these pieces?

Hampton Shops
18 EAST 50th STREET NEW YORK
Furniture  Decoration  Antiques
Night hides in scented mystery
the bold who plan love's piracy

LE PIRATE
A Parfum by Lenthéric

The recognition that is Lenthéric's among the aristocratic women of
France is not a social whim. To them a perfume must be a fragrant
flowering of the very art of living—a delicate alchemy to quicken
the emotions. For of all languages, that of elusive fragrances can
best express those moments which are so fleeting and beautiful...
Such a fragrance is Le Pirate. Delicate—yet purposeful. Decidedly
it is not naïve. Rather it is as intent as black-eyed Spanish love.
Intent—but with irrepressible caprice. Le Pirate is a triumph of
the perfumes of that "Composer in Fragrance" Lenthéric—bold
and irresistible... Le Pirate—like all Lenthéric parfums—serves
its "devoir" and unsuspected background to visible beauty. It
creates for a lovely woman a garden of invisible flowers...
Like all Lenthéric perfumes, Le Pirate possesses a priceless
secret—it lasts, fresh and delicate, like growing flowers...
Parfums Lenthéric can be secured not only in the New York
Salon of Lenthéric, Savoy-Plaza, Fifth Avenue at 58th
Street, but in the finest shops of the large cities.

Lenthéric, Paris
Parfums, Fifth Avenue and 58th Street, New York
246 Rue Saint-Honoré, Paris, France
Furniture such as this carries the
Memory of Christmas through the years

CHRISTMAS giving can mean more
than buying an appropriate present.
The joy of giving is most fully realized when
the gift is not only one of individual charm
for the receiver but one that can also be
joyfully used year after year with increasing
satisfaction.

Kittinger masterpieces in small homes
or large are most often appropriated by
individuals with personal pride. This chair
and stool in solid American Walnut, luxuriously comfortable with best curled hair and
down, will be jealously claimed by the man
of the house. The accompanying globe and
flap-top table of gateleg design, also in Solid
Walnut throughout, will gratify any home-
lover desirous of artistic surroundings.
There are over four hundred fifty other
Kittinger pieces and suites, all in solid
Cabinetwoods, principally American Walnut, Honduras Mahogany, Oak and Maple.

Let us send a Christmas Folder with Booklets showing
Kittinger Distinctive Furniture for every room in the
home, for better executive Offices, Clubs and Hotels.
Name of nearest Kittinger Dealer on request. Kittinger
Company, 1872 Elmwood Avenue, Buffalo, N. Y.

KITTINGER
Distinctive Furniture
THREE CENTURIES OF CHARM

Fads die and fancy changes. But for three hundred years, the Windsor Chair has remained enshrined in our national life. Years have but strengthened its hold on our hearts and hearthstones. And in no small measure is this due to Nichols & Stone Company.

In the largest and oldest establishment devoted to Windsor Chairs exclusively—they have re-created in Nichols & Stone Windsor Chairs all the beauty, grace and sturdiness that have made the Windsor America's best-beloved chair. And thru volume production with quality standards, they have brought more than 125 distinctive patterns of Nichols & Stone Windsors within a modest price-range. All N & S models are also furnished in the white wood for home decoration.

Furniture and department stores everywhere carry the Nichols & Stone line. Write us for your nearest dealer's name.

NICHOLS & STONE CO.

FREE BOOKLET
"Three Hundred Years of Charm" is a delightful new booklet on the influence of Windsor in today's living homes. For free copy and the nearby N & S dealer's name—please address desk H.G. 2.
Everyone says it's the smartest car in the world.

In twenty-five years no car like this ... no car so beautiful, so fashionable and so capable as the new Buick with Masterpiece Bodies by Fisher. It's the Buick of Buicks and the car of cars. And it's enjoying the year of years!

WHEN BETTER AUTOMOBILES ARE BUILT... BUICK WILL BUILD THEM

THE SILVER ANNIVERSARY
BUICK
Gift Lamps

A GROUP of the most strikingly executed lamps in America, selected for Christmas presentation in America’s smartest stores. Lamps that would have done credit to a Doge’s palace, that might have graced the studio of the great Cellini, himself.

In design, in execution, and in their startling choice of metals, they are as daring, as inspired, as artistic, as any model ever wrought by painstaking care and cunning artistry in the great days of old. They breathe the fire and loveliness of true inspiration, the perfection of exquisite handiwork.

The lamps here shown are the cream of a collection of masterpieces. They are made by an organization of artists who have preserved since 1844 the exacting traditions of superior metal craftsmanship. Each product is an authentic re-creation of the period of its inspiration, each is a symphony in perfect symmetry.
The Lamps. One by One

A Suggesting hand-work of the 16th century. The restrained symmetry of this polished bronze base is balanced by the striking obliqueness of the arrow arm and mellowed by the rich velvet shade. Lamp No. 244; Shade No. 5445.

B For a spacious room. A Grecian urn of perfect proportions, sculptured in Old English bronze, supports a rich fringed shade which spreads and reflects the light over a wide table area. Lamp No. 2633; Shade No. 5397.

C Strikingly modern! This exquisitely balanced creation combines, with the simple stateliness of a Greek eley, midnight black with sunbright brass. Lamp No. 252; Shade No. 5431.

D A lyric in metal—the silver of French pewter fusing into exquisite old copper. No lovelier or more unusual combination is possible than this duotone creation whose inspiration is a spear mounted on a pedestal—a sphere shot through with a shaft of light. Lamp No. 240; Shade No. 5393.

E The magic of the potter's art. Rich color and perfect proportions uniting in an exquisite Italian vase; with Empire parchment shade in matching colors and reflecting design. Lamp No. 2673; Shade No. 5425.

F A symphony in warm copper radiance. Perfect coordination between a beautiful copper and brass Russian jug base, in excellent lines, and a triangular shade of neutral home-spun over tangerine silk. Lamp No. 2865; Shade No. 5408.

G A gay, graceful little Early American candle-lamp in cherry-red lacquer. With attractive antique parchment shade to match. Charming for Early American and French provincial rooms. Lamp No. 223; Shade No. 5434.

H Florentine grace adapted to Tudor requisites. This base of flowing bronze which would have fired the heart of a Medici is subtly combined with a stately shade that attunes it perfectly to Tudor interiors. Lamp No. 247; Shade No. 5396.

I Truly Colonial. A lovely and authentic candle-lamp of light Colonial bronze, perfectly proportioned. The graceful sileen shade is bordered by velvet applique. Lamp No. 2844; Shade No. 5412.

J The hand of Cellini, the master craftsman, might exquisitely have molded the rich rounded base of this modern bronze relief masterpiece which rises with deft surety into a subtle shaft crossed by a delicate arm. Lamp No. 241; Shade No. 5404.

K A charming novelty. For console, sideboard or dining table. Lamp of apple-green and gilt with gold-pleated shades. The base serves as a holder for flowers. Lamp No. 2855; Shade No. 5432.

Brilliantly Designed

Each of the lamps reproduced upon these pages represents the final achievement of craftsmen who give their lives to the production of such perfect designs. It represents, too, the long efforts of skilled metal workers who transmitted each design to permanent glowing metal, fusing silvery pewter with lovely copper, shining brass with ebon steel in striking new combinations, hand molding and hand polishing as only the finest metal artists can.

Each Miller Lamp is made of heavy solid metal, richly colorful. Their finishes are permanent; they will neither tarnish nor wear off. You are choosing lamps which are authentically artistic and permanently beautiful.

If your dealer does not display these Christmas Lamps by Miller, write to us for information where you can see them or from whom you can purchase them.

THE MILLER COMPANY, Meriden, Conn. Pioneers in Good Lighting since 1844.
AN ANNOUNCEMENT OF A UNIQUE BATTERY-OPERATED RADIO SET
NEW IN DESIGN AND TONAL BEAUTY

Three years of scientific research developed the entirely new . . . different . . . beautiful Eveready Battery Set

Three years of scientific research lie back of the Eveready Battery Set. And long years of exquisite enjoyment of its performance lie before those who buy it.

Three years ago we set out to develop a battery-operated radio set that would be the utmost in selectivity, sensitivity and faithfulness of reproduction. One that would give new meaning to those significant words “Radio is better with Battery Power,” and at the same time use very little current from the “B” batteries, so that the “B” batteries would last longer than ever before.

The new Eveready Battery Set is the result. It is really unique. We know of nothing like it today. It uses “High-Mu” tubes, which were originally designed for highest quality reproduction in custom-built sets.

Now for the first time a receiver is available to all, in which five of the six tubes are the “High-Mu” type. They not only protect the naturalness of reproduction, but give much greater amplification than ordinary tubes. And in doing so they take only a fraction of the usual current from the “B” batteries!

So remarkable is the economy of this new receiver that a set of Eveready Layer-bilt “B” Batteries lasts a year or longer, with average use.

This new and modern radio receiver has thrilled critical musicians with its faithful reproduction. We have been told we should call it “The Music Lover’s Set.” Learn what radio really can be—hear the Eveready Battery Set at your dealer’s. And ask him to show you the booklet, “What the Eveready Fidelity Curve means to radio reception,” which describes orchestra and band instruments and the human voice, and proves how faithfully each is reproduced. See and hear this new set.

NATIONAL CARBON CO., Inc.
New York San Francisco

TRADE MARK

EVEREADY Radio Sets

At left, the new Eveready Loud Speaker. Model No. 1 in maple—to match either the AC or battery maple sets. Model No. 3 in mahogany—to match the mahogany cabinets. Either speaker, $30.

At right, the new Eveready Loud Speaker in green lacquer, with die-cast aluminum housing, decorated in natural aluminum striping, to match the Eveready AC Set Model No. 2. Price, $35.
Unaffected simplicity... delicate vigor

— and certainly a thorough spirit of femininity pervade this furniture for the modern boudoir... Typical Dynamique Creations, all... where neither comfort nor practicality is in any way sacrificed. (Note the cleverly contrived compartments in the vanity table... the generous space in the slimly-proportioned beauty of the chiffonier!)... Dynamique Creations are all authentically modern in design... flawless in taste... and with a restraint that permits of their being used with furniture of other definite periods... And natural woods in all the beauty of the polished grain contribute much variation and interest... Shown by the outstanding stores throughout the United States and Canada.

JOHNSON FURNITURE CO.
JOHNSON-HANDLEY-JOHNSON COMPANY
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN

DYNAMIQUE CREATIONS
An authentically carved piece of furniture completes and enriches an interior as can nothing else in all the world. Placed on review at the Lightolier Galleries is a vast collection of magnificent chests, cupboards, tables and chairs, endowed with the grace, character and tradition of the ages. Each piece, whether massive or delicate in design, is the hand work of a Lightolier master carver. Decorators and their clients are invited to inspect the almost limitless Lightolier display, or to write for catalogue.

LIGHTOLIER GALLERIES
569 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
222 HIGGINS BLDG., LOS ANGELES
Balance... charm... dignity... all are necessary ingredients of an attractive room. Furnishings by W. & J. Sloane personify these attributes—and add to them a measure of comfort and correctness.
Making the Most of Your Fireplace

The measure of joy and comfort which your fireplace can give depends upon what you make of it. Besides the cheerful warmth of crackling logs and blinking embers, there is happy satisfaction in knowing that your fireplace is a spot of beauty. Its own charm reaches forth to every corner, its beauty becomes a dominant feature of the room. And the means of doing this lie in selecting fireplace fittings that are themselves beautiful—distinctively designed. Andirons should either harmonize with the decorative motif of the mantel or strike a pleasing note of contrast. Their quality and workmanship should reflect the preference for finer things. Such andirons, as well as fireplace accessories of every description, are available through this House. Our designs and the craftsmanship which is a part of each offering cannot be duplicated elsewhere. It is worth your while to see what we offer, to learn how easily your fireplace can be transformed into a beautiful nook of blissful comfort.

Booklet and photographs of andirons and other fireplace fittings will be sent to those who address us at New York, Dept. HG.
The andirons offered by this House are distinctive in design and obtainable only from us. Every pair is the result of the individualized effort of our craftsmen. Every pair is designed and wrought in our own shops and foundries. They are made in a great selection of designs, including those after the Tudor, Adam, or other various periods, also those along modernistic lines. Indeed, some of the andirons available through us are designed directly from rare and unusually beautiful andirons which our representatives have fortunately found in the old homes of European aristocracy. As individual and attractive are the other fireplace accessories, such as Magiccoal grates, firesets, wood holders and scuttles, screens and fenders, plaques and firebacks, etc. You will find a visit to our New York or Chicago showrooms filled with value and interest.

No. 214 French design Grate—black iron and gold finish, with Magiccoal Electric fire, $165.
No. 848 Italian design Andirons—antique gold and 16th century iron finish, $130.
No. 880 Tudor Period Andirons—polished steel and antique brass finish, $400.
No. 881 Chippendale Period Andirons—gold and bronze finish, $245.
No. 935 Spanish Andirons—antique iron, gold and polychrome finish, $125.
No. 964 Modern Andirons—polished steel and brass finish, $145.
No. 964 Modern Fireset—polished steel and brass finish, $145.
To match andiron set No. 964.
You can have beauty like this in your home... if you use these smart curtain fixtures

Window beauty is the basis of room beauty—and Judd Drapery Fixtures are the basis for the most beautiful of windows.

Whatever type of room you may be planning, you will find a Judd Curtain Rod of just the needed style. In the delightful window pictured above, a Judd Decorated Bluebird Extending Rod was used to support the crewel-work linen curtains against the Non-Pat mosaic walls.

But if your room is simpler or more elaborate, equally suitable Judd Rods and Drapery Fixtures may be had. All Judd Rods are smart in style, beautifully made and finished, and easy to use. Decorated Bluebird Rods retail at $1.50 to $4.00 each, complete with brackets, rings, etc. Ask to see them at your nearest department, furniture, or hardware store, or write to us and we will see that you are supplied. H. L. Judd Company, Inc., 24 West 40th Street, New York City.

The rod in the window above, and shown again at the side, is Judd Decorated Bluebird Rod No. 91113 which comes in polychrome finish. The holdbacks shown are No. 355

JUDD
Drapery Fixtures
WALL PAPER happily inspired by the smart modern movement! Thibaut’s “Designs of Today” mirror charmingly the fresh moods of the time—never offend good taste with distractions or extremes! They are most practical, too. An unusual manufacturing process makes them so—they will not, cannot fade. Until recently these papers could be obtained only in New York. Now they are being offered by exclusive establishments throughout the land. If you find Thibaut Wall Papers difficult to procure in your city, if your decorator has no samples available, write to us directly. We will send you specimen designs and a copy of Mr. Thibaut’s little brochure, “Wall Paper Designs of Today.” Address: Richard E. Thibaut, Inc., 24 West 40th Street, New York.
What's this new flooring which makes cleaning so much easier?

How can it be so impervious to stains and spots?

Not in years has an innovation for the home won such instant praise. Thousands of homemakers already are enjoying the benefits of this new flooring. It gives them grateful relief from the worry and expense of trying to keep their floors clean and free from tell-tale spots and stains.

THE name of this new flooring is Sealex Linoleum. It is linoleum of the finest quality made by the exclusive Sealex Process. This remarkable process makes all Sealex Linoleums stain-proof, spot-proof, easy to clean.

The Sealex Process actually seals the tiny pores of the material. Dirt cannot grind in—even fruit juices, ink and ammonia can be quickly wiped up without leaving a trace. And yet the surface of this remarkable linoleum is not glossy or slippery, but possesses a rich sheen and velvety lustre.

Sealex Linoleums, for home or office, are made in a wide variety of lovely colorings and up-to-date patterns. There are period designs of rare charm...richly veined marble effects...the neatest tiles you have ever seen...and a host of others.

This new flooring can be laid in a day directly upon your present floors. It is usually cemented down in "one piece" over builders' deadening felt. The total cost is very moderate.

Colorful! Beautiful! Durable! Inexpensive! Easy to clean! Decide now to look at Sealex Linoleums the next time you go shopping. Remember, the shield shown at the right appears only on Sealex Linoleums!

FREE—A new and valuable book on home-decoration by the well-known authority, Winifred Fiske. Contain many helpful suggestions on how to adapt inexpensively the new trend in decoration to your own home. A practical Color Scheme Selector comes with the book. Address Congoleum-Nairn Inc., Kearny, N.J.
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The finest tobacco—long even cut—no dust—"It's Toasted"—all impurities removed—flavor improved.

"It's toasted"

No Throat Irritation—No Cough.

©1928, The American Tobacco Co., Manufacturers
A FINE old custom (or if it isn’t, it ought to be!) this practice of broadcasting engraved lists of one’s pet gift aversions. . . . Some helpful person suggests auxiliary listings of the sender’s modest desires. But is that really necessary?

We think it isn’t. After all, there are certain gifts that would automatically appear on all such requisitions, one’s own included. Leaving aside the purely facetious steam yachts and diamond necklaces and polo ponies, there’s always International Sterling. . . .

And with the few sterling examples given here, and the dozens more that your jeweler can show you — need we say more?
let it be

INTERNATIONAL STERLING

FINE ARTS DIVISION
Meriden, Connecticut

To bring more than passing pleasure to the woman who delights in her table, give her International Sterling, in flatware or hollowware. The five far-famed patterns pictured are: Minuet—stately. Colonial. Wedgwood—lacy, feminine. Fontaine—rich, luxurious. Trianon—classic, unmistakably French. And Pine Tree—modern among madmen! A 26-piece set of flatware ranges from $73.50 to $90.00, with hollowware proportionately priced.


Varsity rules its simple design deeply, and places fourteen pieces in a black bag folding case, to make for any man a gift without a peer. $19.50. With matching box, $30.

Send for this Catalogue De Luxe

Dresser sets—Men’s—Women’s— a showing of mirrors in actual size, as well as illustrations of other dresser pieces and complete cases and traveling sets. This 18-inch brochure . . . a beautiful, fascinating thing . . . will be sent to you for 50c—it costs us $1.50. Or if you prefer, we will send the name of the nearest jeweler, where you may see the silver itself.

We will also send “Correct Table Silver—Its Choice and Use” (approved by Elsie de Wolfe) for 25c.

INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO., Meriden, Conn.

Please fill my order for the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Description</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The International Sterling Dresser Silver Brochure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name of jeweler where I can see Dresser Silver Brochure and Silver (no charge)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Correct Table Silver—Its Choice and Use&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Name

Street

City

State
Children are the First of
for avoiding the "Shadow"

Children are really the lords of the manor. The house you build or buy must serve their happiness—must serve their health... But your house can never do this well—if the Shadow of Rust hovers over it...

Children need good water and plenty of it. But when rust creeps into the water pipe (and it is *bound* to if that pipe is made of metal that rusts) it makes the water brownish and unpleasant to drink... Children just naturally hate to bathe and wash in such water. Cleanliness is hard to teach when the water is "dirty."

The laundry, too, becomes a problem. Children's clothes have to be washed and washed again. The best laundress in the world can't wash them clean if the water leaves rust stains.

Then year by year, as rust clogs up the pipe, the flow of water gets weaker and weaker. Waiting for water is always annoying, particularly so in the morning rush for school...

Once and for all you can free your home from these rust troubles: equip it with Anaconda Brass Pipe. *It cannot rust.*

But it's not only in the water pipes that rust can make itself felt. Rust attacks your house from the outside also. Your rain pipes, spouts, gutters, leaders and flashings are constantly exposed to rusting. If they are made of Anaconda Copper, rust can never touch them. For—Anaconda Copper cannot rust.

There are many reasons why you should thus guard your house against rust—both outside and inside. Below are given some of the most important ones. They represent the experiences of home-builders and home-buyers, architects and real estate men:

*Rust costs money:* As inferior water pipe rusts, it must be repaired—first one place, then another. Eventually it has to be replaced. Put Anaconda Brass Pipe into the house—and there it stays—unrusted, as good as new.

It has been shown (by a nation-wide investigation) that in the average $15,000 house, the use of Anaconda Brass Pipe for hot and cold water lines *saves* as much as $431 in the first 14 years.

Rustable rain pipes, flashings and gutters have to be painted, repaired—and replaced after 5 to 8 years' use. But Anaconda Copper lasts forever. Again you save—$338 in the first 14 years!

Therefore:—although the first cost of...
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Neither Anne nor Frances has any personal acquaintance with Rust... Below is a picture of the beautiful house in Westfield, New Jersey, where they live.

Five Reasons of Rust

Anaconda Copper and Brass is necessarily a little higher than inferior rustable metals, even a few years' use proves that Anaconda metals save money.

Rust makes you worry: A rust-weakened water pipe may develop a leak at a moment when you least expect it. Nobody can estimate the damages from leaking. At best, the necessary repairs and redecoration are messy and costly.

Rust spoils the looks of the house: The dirty-looking rust stains which you often see on the outside walls of houses come from rusted rain pipes. The pipes themselves look frayed and tell of neglect... Rain pipes, gutters and flashings made of Anaconda Copper are clean-looking and beautiful. Years and years of service only improve the beauty of copper.

Do you want to sell? Rust is a hindrance: But if you can say your house is built with Anaconda metals you have a distinct selling point in reselling the house. For the use of Anaconda Copper and Brass has become one of the certain marks by which you may know a truly fine and truly well-built house.

Every Anaconda Product is fully guaranteed by the world’s largest manufacturer of copper, brass and bronze. A single organization with more than a hundred years' experience, is responsible for every process of mining and manufacturing. For your protection every length of Anaconda Brass Pipe is stamped “Anaconda” as is every single Anaconda Copper sheet.

Write to our Building Service Department for the new authoritative free booklet, “Rust-Proofed.” Please address the American Brass Company, General Offices: Waterbury, Connecticut.

AND BRASS Can’t Rust
A Heating Plant that is Utterly Carefree and Truly Automatic!

*Bryant Automatic Gas Heating has been proved by 35,000 installations and a performance record of twenty years.*

**During six months out of every year** your pleasure in your home is governed by your furnace. There is no substitute for reliable, effortless warmth. Architectural fineness, or lavishness of furnishings, cannot compensate for the discomforts of hand-fired heating or the unreliable performance of complicated mechanical devices.

Choose your heating plant with care. Weigh the heating service you can secure with the various available fuels—coal, wood, oil and gas. Compare the heating service which each can provide with its cost. You will find that gas has every advantage. It is the cleanest of fuels; it requires no storage space; it adapts itself most readily to automatic control; and gas fuel requires no complicated revolving mechanisms to grow noisy with age, wear out or require servicing.

**Fully Automatic—Always**

To be truly automatic, a heating plant must literally "run itself" from the time it is lighted in the Fall until it is turned off in the Spring. A Bryant Gas Boiler or Furnace is the nearest truly automatic heating plant that has yet been devised. It maintains uniform warmth without the slightest furnace-tending effort on your part. It even "orders its own fuel!" And, most important of all, it is so simple and reliable that servicing is practically an unknown factor—it has no revolving mechanism to wear and get out of kilter.

**Utterly Carefree Warmth**

Bryant Automatic Gas Heating requires "no more care or attention than a pup can give it." There are no ashes to handle, no stoking, no drafts to adjust, no early morning firing up, no nightly banking down, no fuel deliveries, no noise, no complicated moving machinery. Your winter's furnace tending consists merely of lighting the heating plant in the Fall and the weekly winding of a clock conveniently placed in one of the upstairs rooms.

**Uniform Temperatures**

With Bryant Heating, temperatures are positively and accurately maintained—automatically. No matter what the ups and downs of the thermometer outside, the temperature inside the home does not fluctuate. The warmth is held always within a single, thermometer-measured degree of the setting on the regulator control.

If you prefer a temperature of seventy-one degrees throughout the day and even-
ing, it will be uniformly maintained. If you like a cooler house at night for sleeping, the temperature will drop automatically—and rise again in the early morning to make bathrooms and bedrooms warm and comfortable for dressing.

The even temperatures maintained by Bryant Gas Heating have, also, a health asset that should not be overlooked. Many families have found a pronounced relief from colds and sore throat after the installation of a Bryant heating plant.

**ABSOlute CLEANLINEss**

Bryant Gas Heating is entirely free from dust, ashes, soot or oily vapors. It makes a new cleanliness readily apparent throughout the entire house.

Housework is greatly reduced because wall paper, woodwork, windows and furnishings all retain their fresh cleanliness a great deal longer.

The basement is literally transformed. Instead of a dust-burdened spot, to be visited only upon necessity, the basement becomes a clean, usable part of the house. It can be kept as neat and tidy as the rooms upstairs—with a dust cloth!

**A LONG LIFE WITH SERVICING NEGLIGIBLE**

A Bryant will give you uninterrupted heat for practically a lifetime. You can be shown Bryants that have been in use ten, twelve, fifteen or more winters, during which time they have had no servicing other than, in some cases, an annual fall inspection. Today these same plants are operating just as noiselessly and with the same utter freedom from dirt, vapor and grime as when first installed. With Bryant Automatic Gas Heating long uninterrupted service is an assured fact, attested by 35,000 installations. It settles your heating problems once and for all because a Bryant Boiler or Furnace has no revolving mechanisms to wear out or require frequent servicing.

**MODORATE IN COST**

The Bryant Warm Air Furnace—designed particularly for gas—offers the utmost in winter comfort to those who prefer this winter comfort to those who prefer this method of heating. These heating plants are compact, attractive, and utterly carefree in operation.

Bryant Gas Boilers are designed for hot water, steam and vapor systems, with a range of sizes in each type to meet every heating need. Any Bryant Gas Boiler can replace the present heating plant entirely, without any change in the system itself, or can be installed alongside of it.

**THE BRYANT HEATER & MFG. COMPANY**

17891 St. Clair Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio

A national organization of expert gas heating engineers. Phone or write The Bryant Heaters & Mfg. Company in the city nearest to you.

Bryant Automatic Gas Heating is the greatest heating service you can buy.

The Bryant Warm Air Furnace—designed particularly for gas—offers the utmost in winter comfort to those who prefer this method of heating. These heating plants are compact, attractive, and utterly carefree in operation.

No longer need you and your family experience the drudgery and petty nuisances of old-fashioned heating methods.

For the complete details of this modern, reliable and truly automatic heating service, or for a dependable estimate of the cost for your home, just 'phone your local Bryant office, or write to us at Cleveland.
There is a fine spaciousness about this hall, with its balustrade of wrought iron and its floor and stairs of oak... warm... rich... gleaming

OAK FLOORS ARE LIKE FINE OLD FURNITURE

Time only serves to make them mellower

Will the interior of your house be as attractive ten, twenty, fifty years from now as it is today? Will the home into which you are putting so much thought and care continue to express your personality?

Houses with floors of oak grow old gracefully. The rich, warm coloring, the grain, so full of character, the firm, enduring surface of the floors you love, will still beautify your home when decades have passed.

Oak floors are true heirlooms, for they never become out-of-date. This year the decorative fashion may call for scatter rugs. At another time it may be carpets. But the foundation of any good floor scheme is oak.

Oddly enough, many people think of oak floors as a luxury. Perhaps the reason is that for centuries oak floors have been associated with the finest residences. But the fact is that it costs only a trifle more to build a house with oak floors throughout than to build it with floors of softer wood.

Even if your home does not at present have oak floors upstairs and down, you can have them laid over the old floors at a surprisingly small expense. The cost of putting in oak flooring is actually less than that of buying temporary floor-coverings. And you save definitely by eliminating the need of repairs. The work can be done room by room in a few days, without inconvenience to you. Oak floors are an aid to better housekeeping. They are dustless, smooth and easy to keep clean. If you should ever wish to sell your house, or rent it, oak floors will add hundreds of dollars to the value of the property.

Let us send you literature about oak flooring—and help you with technical advice on any flooring problem.

This advertisement is published by the Oak Flooring Bureau, 1247 Builders' Building, Chicago... a non-profit bureau maintained by the oak flooring industry for the benefit of home owners and builders.
Among those present

Up in the boxes, down in the ring—wherever you go, you will find these popular but unobtrusive little aids to pleasure. . . . For people who know their thoroughbreds seem to have an instinct for the better things of life. . . . A good judge of horseflesh is almost always a good judge of cigarettes.
May we send you 2 new helpful books?

There is hardly a question about how to make a bathroom more beautiful and more convenient that is not answered in *New Ideas for Bathrooms*. It is all that its name suggests. In beautiful color-printing, it presents page after page of fresh and agreeable arrangements of the newer fixtures...novel ideas...color schemes...blue prints of floor plans...wall elevations...plumbing hints that may save space and money...inspiring suggestions, every one of which is as practical as a door-knob.

The companion volume is *Homes of Comfort*. In the newly revised edition, it is a handy illustrated catalogue of Crane fixtures, valves, and fittings, for kitchen, laundry, and bath.

Merely fill out and mail the coupon below. Both books will be sent to you promptly, without obligation.

**CRANE CO., 836 S. Michigan Ave, Chicago, Ill. Please send me without obligation the two books: New Ideas for Bathrooms and Homes of Comfort, which you offered in House & Garden of November.**

Name: __________________________________________

Address: __________________________________________

City: __________________________________________ State: ___________________
A WOOD THAT FIGHTS ITS OWN BATTLES
—whether you paint it or not

The oldest frame house in the oldest American settlement. Unpainted, this cypress house at St. Augustine, Florida, is still in good condition, after 250 years.

EVEN without the protection of paint, Tidewater Red Cypress can be relied on to resist rain and rot for many generations.

Paint is desirable, of course, where you want the charming effect that only a painted wood surface can yield. But exposure of cypress to weather need never concern you. Because of its freedom from repair bills, its moderate initial cost, and its low upkeep cost, this Wood Eternal is the most economical lumber you can employ. Because of its beautiful grain, its smoothness of finish, and its resistance to warping, Tidewater Red Cypress is the most beautiful lumber you can use—inside or outside. Surely you will want your home to be one of enduring beauty.

Surely you will want to maintain it economically. Surely, then, you will want to build with this Wood Eternal.

But when you order, be careful to specify, "heart grade Tidewater Red Cypress," for exterior use, as only coastal type red cypress has these qualities of beauty and durability.

"Money Saved for Builders"—sent free

Attractive modern homes and beautiful old homesteads are illustrated in "Money Saved for Builders." This is not a book of commonplace printed plans—it merely suggests dozens of ideas. (To get just what you want in your home, retain an architect—he usually saves you more than his fee.) This booklet tells the whole, interesting story of cypress, tells how to cut down the cost of your home, and how to make it more attractive. It’s yours for the asking. Slip the coupon into an envelope today.

Durable Tidewater Red Cypress was used in the construction of this lodge on the Vincent Astor estate at Port Washington, Long Island. Aymar Embury II was the architect.

The Wood Eternal

SOUTHERN CYPRESS MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
111 Barnett National Bank Bldg., Jacksonville, Fla.

GENTLEMEN:
"Money Saved for Builders" sounds like good news. Please send me the booklet.

Name ________________________________
Address ______________________________

specify TIDEWATER RED CYPRESS

THE WOOD ETERNAL
Refreshmint!
after smoking—
"They take your breath away"

ALWAYS GOOD TASTE

This new book
FOR THE HOSTESS
contains pictures of charmingly decorated tables
smart menus for luncheons, teas and dinners
hints for giving even simple menus real distinction and suggestions for serving them.
“For the Hostess” is just as valuable to the woman with one servant as it is to the hostess with a whole corps of them.

Price 25c postpaid
THE CONDÉ NAST PUBLICATIONS, INC.
Greenwich Connecticut

From far-away Formosa
southernmost Isle of the Flowery Kingdom, comes tea famous for rare fragrance and delicate flavor—
FORMOSA OOLONG TEA
Grown on sunny mountain slopes in a semi-tropical Paradise.
Daintiest of teas.

Nothing more refreshing than a cool bottle of POLAND WATER direct from the frigidaire—untouched by ice or air.

Try these delicious figs at my risk and expense
Do you like these big, tender, skinless, preserved figs that are served in dining cars and clubs at $6 a portion? Would you like to try some of the same figs at a price that is only a fraction of what you paid before? If so, I will gladly send you at my risk and expense, a box containing one dozen 13-oz. tins of the finest figs grown; big, plump, delicious and tender. When the box reaches you, open a can—let the whole family try them as a breakfast dish or dessert. Then, if you want to keep them, just send me your check for $3.90 ($4.55 west of the Mississippi) in full payment within ten days.

Price 25c postpaid
THE CONDÉ NAST PUBLICATIONS, INC.
Greenwich Connecticut

Delicious hors d'oeuvre
sandwich spread

Your Health, Sir!

Try these delicious figs at my risk and expense

Try these delicious figs at my risk and expense

Try these delicious figs at my risk and expense

Try these delicious figs at my risk and expense

Try these delicious figs at my risk and expense

From far-away Formosa
southernmost Isle of the Flowery Kingdom, comes tea famous for rare fragrance and delicate flavor—
FORMOSA OOLONG TEA
Grown on sunny mountain slopes in a semi-tropical Paradise.
Daintiest of teas.

Nothing more refreshing than a cool bottle of POLAND WATER direct from the frigidaire—untouched by ice or air.
Your Table... is it Distinguished?

Charming table arrangements for luncheons, teas, dinners, and informal, are illustrated in the new book, "For the Hostess". And of equal importance and equally modest are its inspired menu and its suggestions for serving and the training of servants.

2 pages
Order from
THE CONDE NAST PUBLICATIONS, INC.
Greenwich, Connecticut

The Old-Time Christmas Spirit in These Gifts

Here are "different" gifts to send to your friends this Christmas. Delicately decorated gifts—because of their delightful, tasty contents and their novel and useful containers. Too, gifts not likely to be duplicated. If desired, either or both items will be sent direct to the recipient, with a unique Christmas Card bearing the giver's name.

*Postage Extra on Either Item; at East Postage Extra.*

The TREASURE CHEST
Ashville, N. C.
Griffesport of AUNT NANCY
HAND HOOKED RUGS

For Colds
"The Doctor's Cocktail"

Medicinal Note: Martini & Rossi Vermouth contains cinchona from which quinine is obtained.

MARTINI & ROSSI
Non Alcoholic

CHOCOLATE, TEA OR COFFEE—its best from Sherry's

INSTANTANEOUS chocolate of our own making—ground or liquid coffee...the Sherry blend of tea—those and other specialties of Sherry establishment are all obtainable for your home table.

Instantaneous chocolate 8.75—1 lb.
Ground coffee... 1.50 lb.
Liquid coffee... 25 split
Sherry-blend tea... 2.00 lb.
Juice of tangerine... 1.50

Order in person or by mail
Prices do not include parcel post

Louis Sherry
300 Park Avenue
5th Avenue at 35th and 35th Streets
and in The Waldorf-Astoria
New York

INTERESTING IMPORTATIONS

Nuyens' Grenadine
Also the most complete line of delicous imported French non-alcoholic cordials including Crème de Menthe, Crème de Cacao, Apricot, etc. Made by Nuyens of Bordeaux—foundered in 1802.

B. B. Dow & Co., 287 Park Ave., New York

Please send me, without charge, your illustrated book "Cordial Cocktail Coordinators" # 25.

Name ..............................................................
Address ...........................................................
My Grocer's Name ................................................
THREE STANDARDS OF LIVING • ONE STANDARD OF HEATING COMFORT

In nearly a million homes now oil is being used as a heating fuel. Thousands of these modernized houses are equipped with Quiet May Automatic Oil Burners.

Some of these houses* are very large and pretentious. Others are of medium size—from ten to fifteen rooms. Still others are very modest little cottages. In each instance the Quiet May has proved eminently satisfactory from a standpoint of mechanical excellence as well as economical operation.

MAY OIL BURNER CORPORATION
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND

QUIET MAY
AUTOMATIC OIL BURNER

*Each of the homes illustrated is equipped with a Quiet May. Names and addresses of the owners on request.
Building the Great Cathedral

The progress of the great Washington Cathedral is of interest to the entire nation. The Indiana Limestone Company, which is furnishing the stone for this edifice, counts it a high privilege to have so important a part in this undertaking which will have a place in our country's history.

For such a building, only natural stone could do justice to the architect's design. Indiana Limestone was selected because this fine-grained, light-colored limestone has proved unequalled for building purposes. It is a fact that the limestones of which the great cathedrals of Europe are built are not of so fine and durable a quality as this limestone from the hills of southern Indiana.

A vast deposit and improved production methods make Indiana Limestone practicable for every building purpose at moderate cost. We will gladly send you an illustrated booklet showing fine buildings constructed of Indiana Limestone and telling about this wonderful stone. Or, write for our booklet showing residences. Address Box 750, Service Bureau, Indiana Limestone Company, Bedford, Indiana.
WHAT is modern? What is good? What is bad? Is it possible at this time to differentiate between good and bad, between true and false, between "moderistic" and modern? Is there a definite grammar of Modern Ornament, or does mere deviation from established forms in itself constitute Modernism? All these questions have been asked and as yet few of them have been answered.

There have been vague allusions to our age of steam and speed and steel, to the automobile, to functional form and fourth dimension, to significant form and self-expression, to aeroplanes, grain elevators and to the effect of the skyscraper on modern decoration.

These influences, it has been said, are shaping the thing which we call modernism. Even to the untrained eye there does frequently appear to be a certain analogy, but such indefiniteness leaves much to be desired. We must await the judgments of future historians for clear-cut and sane expositions of the relationships. Only from the vantage-point of retrospect can sound analysis and conclusion be set down for the guidance of the actual creators of modern designs.

For the modern movement in America as applied to furniture, decoration and architecture is still in the formative stage. Like the boy who, almost overnight, acquires inches more in stature and an odd inharmonious physical proportions, its mature form is still undetermined. Modernism shows indications—plenty of them. But how these shall be blended, which shall endure and which fall by the roadside leading into the future, is not yet to be told with any real surety.

Certain things are of extreme importance to us today. It is said that for the first time in the history of American manufacturing, art is entering industry. What an opportunity for art education on a huge scale. Mass production of the beautiful. Living design in everything we see and touch in our daily lives. Here indeed are opportunities which are rich in possibilities.

But let all those who would attempt to disseminate information, to mould public opinion and sponsor the new—let them beware. Let the critic, the manufacturer, the store buyer and all those in a position to dictate and influence realize that there does exist today a good and a bad modern design. Let them champion the Modern which is the art of today, and exert their influence in discrediting the gauche and the merely weird, whatever the guise in which these tendencies are met.

MODERNISM

... what about it? Should one loathe it? ... or love it? ... How make use of it? House & Garden gives you a yardstick. Shows you modernist contrasted with classical ... What the Viennese and Germans are doing, and the Americans, too ... and don't miss the seven articles on House & Garden's Modern House beginning with this issue ... seven rooms by seven recognized American experts.

HOUSE & GARDEN

$3.50 a year ... ... ... ... 35¢ a copy.
Paint and wallpaper were formerly the only possibilities for wall treatments. Now, however, due to the experiments of the Dupont organization, there is available a processed fabric which besides being impervious to rain or dampness, easily cleanable with soap and water, and absolutely dustproof, is entirely unaffected by climatic conditions. It will retain its coloring and decorative quality indefinitely. Not only may this smooth fabric be used for walls, but for drapery and upholstery purposes as well. Its possibilities are many and varied, for it comes in a wide variety of textures and colors. One type of this fabric has its pattern laid on with an airbrush. Here the colors, of which there is a vast range, are blended in simple geometric designs.

In its pleated forms, with the pleats varying from an eighth of an inch to an inch, the fabric is also successfully used for window and door hangings. Patterns embroidered on silk after the Rodier manner are highly decorative. The kitchen and bathroom find a place for this synthetic material, on shelves and table tops,

McMILLEN INC.

Fine and unusual Old Furniture and Decorative Objects

INTERIOR ARCHITECTS
DECORATORS
148 East 55th St., New York

ELSIE DE WOLFE

Furniture
Interior Decoration
Objets d'Art

677 FIFTH AVENUE
New York

Mrs. George Draper consultant
architectural plans decorative schemes

This office is prepared to advise its clients upon the selection of architects, landscape architects, and decorators who are interested and experienced in both the modern and the traditional points of view.

THE ARCHITECTURAL CLEARING HOUSE, Inc.
186 East 64th Street
New York City

Telephone Rhinelander 8028

BOSTWICK & TREMAN

Interiors & Antiques
694 Madison Avenue
New York City
Telephone Regent 6966

Decorated Leather Screens are popular
Present standards of decoration demanded screens that harmonize perfectly and of a quality that cannot be questioned. Rarely Veneziano Art Screens. Your dealer or decorator knows these.

VENEZIAN ART SCREEN CO. INC.
540 Madison Ave., N. Y. C.
(6th and 52nd Streets)

STUDIO: "Hedgelands", HARDINSBURG, KY.

Decorative Loveliness

The 'Birds at Fountain' design on this sunfast French taffeta chaise cover is an exquisite copy of old Italian Trapunto quilting.
Price $60.00

Bed and Couch Coverings—Pillows—Baby Things—Negligees. Send for Catalog "C"
for shower curtains and bath-mats. The living room may have its walls, hangings, sofa cushions, ottomans and comfortable chairs upholstered with this modern fabric. Covers for the popular magazines of the day are also available in the airbrush-colored fabric from the Periodical Readers Guild, with the name of the magazine stamped in one corner. This is a good way of keeping periodicals neatly, as well as making them firm enough to handle easily.

**THIS** is an age of special processes. Nothing, it would seem, is what it appears to be. De Sherbinin, Inc., make lamp shades of what would seem to be a skin parchment, but in actual fact is not. By a processed treatment, they gain a translucent effect which is very lovely, for it brings out the design on the shade and mellows the light. This treatment doubles the strength of the paper parchment, making it far more durable than in its original state, and also renders it proof against climatic or atmospheric conditions. A damp cloth may be used to clean the shades.

---

**Bertha Schafer**

**INTERIORS & ANTIQUES**

37 & 57 St., New York

---

**A L. DIAMENT & CO.**

Importers, Jobbers and Retailers of

INTERIOR FURNISHINGS

101 & 119 Park Ave., New York

1515 Walnut St., Philadelphia

---

**AN OLD SCENIC WALL PAPER**

**ISOLA BELLA**

Inspired by the beautiful Isle in Lake Maggiore, Italy, and originally printed in the early nineteenth century by Zuber & Cie of Alsace. Tropical plants, flowers and foliage in delightful pastel shades have a delicately tinted tropical sky as a background.

**A DOWER CHEST**

A little prior to the collection of antiques is a hope chest from the Grand Canal, Venice. It is in every respect a fitting container for the treasures of a princess. Made of polished mahogany and lined with taffeta satin. Detailed information will be furnished to inquiries. Five to select from, your demonstrator or dealer.

---

**The Lammert Furniture Co.**

911-919 Washington Ave.

Saint Louis, Missouri

RUGS * FURNITURE * DECORATIONS * TAPESTRIES * ANTIQUES

Established in Eighteen Sixty-One
without fear of ill results. In fact, this method of cleaning is strongly recommended, for it will best restore the natural beauty and fine coloring of the shade. On these shades a superior type of fiber binding, which will not give or stretch, is utilized to weld the parchment to the frame, thus insuring that the original shape of the shade will always be kept.

BESIDES the regular plain shades, that is, exact copies of skin parchment with a mottled effect, there are several new and pleasing designs. There is the Pleatette, of simple straight lines; the Rayette, which, as its name implies, represents the rays of the sun; the Lattice; the Featherette, a herring-bone design; the Grecian Key, a conventional pattern, and the Spiderette. Any of these patterns may be had in either amber, peach, Nile green or umber tones. There are also lithographic reproductions of old paintings—Venetian scenes, Lake Lucerne, Lake Geneva, etc.

YOU will find here an array of materials immeasurably helpful in home decoration. Besides a most complete line of Chintz and other fabrics, we offer simple units of upholstered furniture, lamps, shades and pillows in a very pleasing variety. We make curtains and slip covers to order.

Do up your Christmas packages in this delightful and distinctive manner

Nine sheets—20 x 30 inches—of charmingly printed paper in gay Christmas colorings; twenty yards of fiber tape; twelve Christmas seals and twelve tags—enough paraphernalia to make at least twelve of your gifts carry an air of importance even before they are opened.

Complete $2.50 postpaid

To Double the Size of Any Closet

... here are two ingenious space-saving units, that slip right into your present closet and bring order out of chaos. Used with other clever clothing devices, they create ideal wardrobes for any home.

Catalogue on request
RAYON is a fabric that until the present time has been too little appreciated. This season, however, we see rayon come forth in all its glory, due in great part to the careful nursing and good auspices of the Rayon Institute. The fact that rayon is not only a leading fashion item this season, but that it has invaded the modern interior is interesting. It may be well, therefore, to understand from the start that rayon is a basic textile, not a substitute for one of the afore-mentioned textiles. Rayon is a hard glossy filament which has passed through a series of chemical processes—wood pulp with a cellulose base.

IT is this hard filament which gives the luster associated with the fabric, and renders it capable of numerous and varied effects. This is demonstrated in the pearly and woolly designs so popular today. Although, as has been mentioned before, rayon is in the foreground in the fashion world, its adaptability to the home has not been neglected. Upholstery and drapery fabrics, ranging from sun parlor screen to fancy sculptures and vases, flower-bombs and other interesting garden ornaments, Terra Cotta and Marble will be found on exhibition in our studios. An Illustrated Catalogue sent for post free.

THE ERKINS STUDIOS
Established 1830
253 Lexington Avenue at 55th Street
New York City

Genuine Reed Furniture
We are constantly Furnishing Prominent Homes, Hotels, Clubs, and Yachts with Distinctive Reed Furniture, and Decorative Fabrics.

OUR EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS AT LOWEST PRICES
Catalogue of Reed Furniture sent for Post Free.

The REED SHOP, Inc.
Specialists in Sun-Fashion
161 East 57th Street, New York
Imported Decorative Fabrics

The Arts & Decoration Home Study Course
Operated under the auspices of ARTS & DECORATION MAGAZINE, the foremost authority on the building and decorating of beautiful homes. This Course is absolutely authoritative; and is thoroughly taught. Individual, expert instruction given every student. An interesting booklet and full details mailed on request.

A SPECIAL DISCOUNT OF 40% TO THOSE WHO ENROLL NOW
Arts & Decoration, 576 Madison Ave., New York City
from rayon and wool mixtures, velvets with a deep rayon pile, rayon brocades and damasks are now available for the interior. Glass curtains of rayon in lacy effects are pleasingly soft and easily draped. Towels, table linens, and bath-mats are now made, if not entirely of rayon, at least with a great percentage of this fabric. For boudoir accessories there is a rayon taffeta which lends itself gracefully to draperies and bedspreads.

**OILCLOTH** is no longer the humdrum prosaic material once found only in the kitchen. The Standard Textile Products Company recently launched several striking designs with vivid colors and distinctive forms which make the fabric decorative enough to be featured outside of the kitchen. A pleasing dull finish which has been developed in the newer designs and the use of oil paint which assures the permanence of the colours, are two interesting points. A novel design by Ionka Karasz is featured in the new oilcloth. This noted woman illustrator subtly combines the influence of the modern French school of painting with the inspiration of

**STUDY INTERIOR DECORATION AT HOME**

A delightfully arranged course for either professional or cultural use

No previous training required. Unlimited opportunities in this fascinating profession. Full instruction in use of color harmony, period and modernistic furniture, fabrics, curtains, and in all principles of decoration. Home study course conducted by foremost authorities. Start at once. Send for booklet 2-N

**NEW YORK SCHOOL OF INTERIOR DECORATION**

578 Madison Ave. Established 1916, N.Y.

**MAHOGANY SHERATON FULL SIZE BED**

The authentic beauty and sturdiness of this Mahogany Sheraton Bed makes a perfect keynote in the decorating scheme of any bedroom. It is made also in twin size.

Richter Reproductions are executed with sensitive fidelity to the originals. They may be purchased through your Architect, Dealer or Decorator.
tropical forms in her tulip motif. The design is carried out in two colors, and is offered in four combinations—blue and white, red and white, green and white and yellow and white. This design would be effective for window draperies in sun parlor or breakfast room. Cushions of this fabric would be pleasing for wicker chairs.

**A Garden Faucet**
A distinctive garden fixture, this hard closes on the wall makes a good addition to any country home. It is made of solid bronze and is cast to resemble an old-fashioned lantern. It is a reproduction of a piece made by an early bronze maker, and it is the same in every respect as the original. Just the gift for that person who has everything—a garden!

Cost: in solid bronze, beautifully finished. Nine inches high. 
Diameter _ _ _ _ _ _ nine dollars. 
Pewter plate bronze _ _ _ _ _ _ seven dollars. 
Send for list of other interesting and unusual gifts.

V. C. MORRIS
454 Post Street
San Francisco

**FOLDING ROCKER**
Delightfully Restful
In Cedar Bark, Smooth Finish. For the Lawn or Veranda.
Price $7.00
If not obtainable at your dealers send us your check.

MICHIGAN CEDARCRAFT CO.

**THE CAN-DLE-LUXE SHOP**
588 Madison Avenue
New York.

NEW IMPORTATIONS OF EXCEPTIONALLY INTERESTING AUSTRIAN POTTERY.
The lamp shown below is an example of a large variety of original creations to be seen at our shop. The color-scheme is green, terracotta and cream.

15" high
$25.00 Complete

**V. C. MORRIS**
454 Post Street
San Francisco

**HEARTHSTONE FURNITURE CO., INC.**
624 EAST 57th STREET - NEW YORK CITY

**THE AUTHORITY NOTE for color and sophistication in the contemporary room**

**Wall Hangings**
Priced to meet all purses, from $25.00 up. Made of velvets rich with the bloom of age, of documentary prints or of original designs.

**Emily Rockwood**
Specialist in color
131 East 56 Street
New York

**BEAUTIFUL—ECONOMICAL**
In the finest homes you will find today Dixie Radiator Enlosures. They add charm to any room arrangement and save draperies, furniture, fuel and above all health. Various styles in any desired finish.

Write for catalogue, Dept. A
DIXIE METAL PRODUCTS CO., INC.
1000 N. 28th STREET, 101 PARK AVENUE
BIRMINGHAM, ALA. NEW YORK, N. Y.
THERE is a certain dignity associated with the better examples of 20th Century taste in decoration. This is evident when one visits the showrooms of Forzina, Inc. Their interpretation of the latest trend in decoration has a reserved and dignified beauty. The various rooms all strike one harmonizing note. There is a smoking room with natural pigskin leather walls, worked in rectangular blocks, and cork tile floors. The lighting is indirect, coming from the edges of a double angular ceiling. A crystal engraved window forms the focusing spot of the room.

MACASSAR ebony paneling lines the walls of an executive office. The sparse trim is of hollywood and harewood. The doors are simple and plain, having no moldings whatever. Bookshelves occupy one side of the room. The lighting here, too, is indirect, coming from above the bookcases. A special feature of all the rooms is the novel window treatment. The symmetry of the room is not spoiled by a window recess, the paneling being carried right along, flush with the walls.
DIRECTIONS OF DECORATION & FINE ARTS

THE living room has paneled walls of Palisander, inlaid with hollywood and vermillion. An interesting note in this room is the old Chinese rug, which demonstrates the happy harmony of good taste, even though separated by centuries. The fireplace frame and the mantel are of a single patterned wrought iron, as are the door frames. A concealed bar, which holds both an electric refrigerator and a cocktail stand is amusingly treated. This bar takes up an alcove space on one side of the room and is balanced on the other by a nook which any collector would covet. This is a glass lined and mirrored display cabinet and would show glass and crystal off to marvelous advantage.

ANOTHER feature of special consideration and an extremely practical one is the placing of the lighting switches at hip level, just inside the door, where they may easily be reached and found, instead of any place around the room and at absurd heights. Then, too, the plates are finished to tone with the walls, and are happily unobtrusive, as they should be.

NEW CATALOGUE

of Unfinished Furniture

showing over two hundred pieces from our large and varied stock and twenty-six in- teriors is a practical, helpful book. To obtain this catalogue send one dollar with your request (this dollar will be refunded on your first order of furniture).

All our furniture is sold unfinished. You may paint it yourself, or if you prefer we will paint or stain it "as you like it." In our workmanship.

The Campbell Shops
OF NEW YORK, INC.
216 East 45th St.
New York City
Near Grand Central Terminal, Vanderbilt 7226

PRINT BARGAINS

English Fashions, famous or not, and those for laughing with a light heart. A selection of improved engravings, as in our Regiment of Water Colours, etc. A fine full set $12.00. Single print, $3.50. One of the important enterprises of the last century. For framing (24 x 24), a full set $7.50. Single copy, $3.50. Famous Portraits, fine Country, Bohemian Prints, etc., etc. For framing. (24 x 24), Griffith $2.00, 197.50. Old English House-Celebrated-tails (46 x 24), Set of 2 prints, $7.50. For framing, (24 x 24), Griffith $2.00, 197.50. Famous Water Map of New England. Decorative—beds, tables, cushions, Early English, English antiques, etc. $2.50. Famous Water Map of North America. $2.50. Map of England (20 x 20). Decorative—tapestries, hangings, etc. $2.00. Rouse's Masterpieces—North and South America with its historical prints. Each $1.50. Victorian prints and marginal prints. (£4 x 32), $3.50. Add the price for shipping. Illustrated, 48 pages. Send one dollar.

LOUIS RASTETTER & SONS
1374 WAL! ST. FORT WAYNE IND

LAMPS

LAMPS
Not merely to brighten the home but to beautify it. Take, for example, this distinctive all brass and pewter lamp, cleverly designed around the old-fashioned candle snuffer. It stands 21 inches high and every inch radiates good taste and good cheer. $30.
Send for Catalogue "C"

FURNISHINGS
AXLE-HAMMER QUALITY

19 East 48th St.
NEW YORK

THE-COPLEYS-PRINTS
Fine Art Reproductions of Distinguished American Art
for Gifts, your Home, and for Schools

PICTURES THAT GIVE beauty and distinction to your walls. Wide range of subjects to choose from. Both in sepia and color. This SNECK THE VIRGIN by Abbott Thayer, one of the great works of American Art, published by courtesy of the Freer Gallery of Art. Mr. Thayer himself wrote: "The Copley Prints—such beautiful reproductions—out of all comparison."

Prices $2.00 to $100.00
WE SEND ON APPROVAL

ALSO YOUR FAMILY PORTRAITS RESTORED AND REPRODUCED from old daguerreotypes, faded photographs, tin-types, snapshots, etc. All sizes, miniature to life-size.

They make unusual keepsake gifts to your relatives.

Price original should be copied or restored if only to provide against fire, loss, damage, or fading.

ALSO PORTRAITS PAINTED ON CANVAS

Typical of hundreds of letters:

"Absolutely the sweetest I ever saw."

CURTIS & CAMERON, Dept. 5-A, 221 Columbus Ave., BOSTON

ARUTEX

Company, Inc.
418 West 25th St. • New York

Economical and Permanent . . . .

Arutex Mantels of stone or reproduced wood are available, single or in quantity, in 52 Period and Modern designs. Fire-retaining and permanent, they cost less than any similar mantel. Arutex, architects, decorators and owners are always welcome at the Arutex Studios. Orders accepted or 10% will gladly be sent on request.

Inquire also about Arutex Paneling, Wallcovering and Woodwork
THE dining room presents several interesting features. Natural American birch, decoratively set with metal, makes a rectangular table of generous proportions. The chairs with velvet covered seats, also have metal inserts carried out in the same design as ornaments the table. The metal discs which run down the center of the table at definite intervals have a practical purpose. Here may be inserted, when required, electric lamps or candlesticks with which to grace the banquet. Extra boards with which to make the table wider may be stored in its hollowed base.

NOTHING appeals more to a woman's heart than those dainty accessories which give the boudoir some expression of her personality. And one never has enough pillows that are just the right size and shape and color. For this reason it is of interest to know that the Pillow Shop has a wealth of new designs to offer, besides the usual types for which it has long been known by those who give thought to the niceties of life.

DIGNITY is expressed in these CREWEL WORK CHAIRS

Two distinguished chairs, each a notable example of fine craftsmanship. Their appearance in a room leaves no doubt of the taste of the owner. Theirs is the heritage of a race of rare cabinet-makers, the worship of beauty, a job well done.

High back tufted wool chair, trimmed with wool fringes and antique nails, to be used in living room or hall as an occasional chair; very comfortable.

Queen Anne Wing Chair, covered in self-colored wool, trimmed with wool fringes and antique nails; solid oak construction.

Our upholstered furniture catalog H 11 pictures different types of fine furniture. It is free upon request.

EDWARD R. BARTO & CO.
Complete Interiors—Upholstered Furniture—Curtains and Draperies
833 Lexington Ave. New York
Est. 1926

If you plan to build

House & Garden has recently published a collection of the loveliest houses that appeared in the last five years of the magazine.

“House & Garden’s Second Book of Houses” has 192 pages, 600 illustrations... a wealth of material that is all practical, all beautiful. $4.20, postpaid.

HOUSE & GARDEN

BECOME AN INTERIOR DECORATOR

A Dignified Exclusive Profession which is not overcrowded. Offers exceptional chance for lucrative career. Trained men and women in great demand on staffs of leading decorating houses. Salaries from $5,000 up attainable. Opens up opportunities for engaging in own business. Qualifies you expertly to serve your friends and save, by avoiding mistakes, hundreds of dollars in furnishing your own home. Enriches your knowledge of art. Easy to master under our fascinating method of instruction. Certificate awarded by approval State of N. Y. Operated by Arts and Decoration Magazine, the outstanding authority on the building and decorating of model homes. Established 1926.

Write for information and splendid brochure—FREE.

ARTS & DECORATION HOME STUDY COURSE
Suite 1102, 578 Madison Avenue NEW YORK CITY

TODHUNTER

Fireplace Equipment

Lighting Fixtures
Fireplace Equipment

Lantern #719, 14 1/2" x 6", in antique copper or any other finish—completely wired and supplied with bracket or chain and canopy. $25.
Booklet upon request

L. D. FORD CORPORATION
16 EAST 54th STREET
NEW YORK

November, 1928
AERO—FOR LOVERS OF LUXURY

Home-makers with the means to gratify the most expensive tastes choose Aero, the National Radiator—because search as they will, they can discover no radiation finer or more effective.

Home-makers who must count the cost choose Aero—because with all its virtues they pay no more for it than for ordinary radiators.

Both find that Aero ministers alike to their creature comfort and their esthetic sense. It is the logical choice of those seeking that desirable combination—healthful warmth and beauty.

Your heating contractor can obtain and install this attractive radiation for you. Be sure the name "Aero" appears on the radiator ends; it is your guarantee of genuineness—assurance of permanent and complete warming satisfaction.

National Radiator Corporation
Manufacturer of Radiators and Boilers

Nine Plants devoted to Sales and Service through these Branch Offices and Warehouses

BALTIMORE, MD.
BOSTON, MASS.
BUFFALO, N. Y.
CHICAGO, ILL.
CINCINNATI, O.
CLEVELAND, O.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
JOHNSTOWN, PA.
MILWAUKEE, WIS.
NEW YORK, N. Y.
OMAHA, NEB.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
PITTSBURGH, PA.
RICHMOND, VA.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
The Beauty of Mosaic Tiles Will Add Charm to Your Home

A little house of your dreams! — Could its rooms shed more charm and beauty than is imparted by those Mosaic Tiled walls and floors? The Mantel in soft grey Mosaic Tiles adds a delightful color-note to the mellow richness of floors and walls.

Almost every room in your home can be given individual beauty through the tasteful use of Mosaic Tiles.

Just as you express your own individuality through your choice of draperies and furnishings, so can you impress your personality permanently on your home through the selection of beautiful Mosaic Tile designs for walls, floors, fireplaces, mantels, fountains, etc.

Mosaic Tiles have been developed in such a wide range of colors, shapes and types that every individual taste can be met. You may select from designs already evolved or you may give your own tastes free reign and have original patterns made to your own design.

Beauty Combined with Utility

If used on floors and walls you are through forever with the major part of redecorating expense and inconvenience. They will last as long as the house itself. In fact, in Florentine, Venetian and Iberian palaces, tiles of this type are still imparting a beauty that has existed since medieval times.

Floors of Mosaic Tiles will not develop unsightly worn places nor will the beautiful surface be scratched by heavy furniture. Neither wall nor floor will Mosaic Tiles fade, crack or stain. They are so easily kept spotless that even neglectful servants need little supervision in order to insure that walls and floors are always immaculate.

If, in future years, you sell your home you will find that the time-mellowed beauty of your Mosaic Tiled walls and floors will have enhanced its value.

What Mosaic Tiles Can Do

Your architect and tile contractor will be glad to show you colored illustrations of how Mosaic Tiles are used in various rooms of modern homes — large and small.

Do not complete your plans for your new home — or for redecorating your present one — until you have seen these illustrations, as well as the actual Tiles themselves. The possibilities for beautification — at comparatively small expense — through the use of Mosaic Tiles, may be a revelation to you.


The Mosaic Tile Company
Member, Associated Tile Manufacturers
ZANESVILLE, OHIO
NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES
ST. LOUIS CHICAGO
Whether from the leisurely Southern Colonies, from bustling little Old New York, from Quaker Philadelphia, or rigorous New England, Colonial doorways must always be associated with the sweep of humanity that has passed through them. Notables and citizenry of our early Republic have sounded their gleaming knockers, have lifted their firm latches and turned their solid knobs.

Such doorways from many of the thirteen colonies have been preserved by the Metropolitan Museum in permanent or temporary exhibitions. Doorways like those illustrated, are not only rich in historic associations—they are an artistic heritage of American industry and craftsmanship. In every detail they offer a wealth of suggestions for those who design homes in the American tradition.

The entrance doorway is from Bristol, Rhode Island, of the early 19th century. Here, the hardware consists of a welcoming brass handle with thumb latch, and (patriotic citizen!) a conventionalized American Eagle knocker to tell passers-by of a homeowner's pride in the new Nation.

The Eagle won widespread popularity in the early eighteen hundreds... it blossomed as decoration on clocks and woodwork, turned up on porcelain ware sold to seafaring New Englanders by Chinese merchants, and was a favorite design in builders' hardware.

The interior shows a typical early 19th century parlor "north of Boston." It is from the Eagle House, formerly Brown's Tavern, Haverhill, Massachusetts, erected in 1818. A colorful hunt rides from start to kill around the room on French wallpaper. The door is six paneled and has a stalwart rim lock with brass knobs. In Early American interiors, rim locks, combining black iron with brass knobs, are always appropriate. On doors of light color they stand out particularly well. The strength of their construction itself suggests sturdy Colonial character.

Hardware in this tradition is manufactured for present-day builders by Sargent. Hardware of solid brass and solid bronze and of authentic Colonial or Georgian design. Some pieces are reproductions of actual 18th century and 19th century originals found in collections of Early American door hardware, and many are similar to the pieces in the Metropolitan's exhibitions. Complete sets of hardware for interior and exterior use in twenty-seven Colonial designs are standard Sargent items.

Of course this solid brass or solid bronze hardware is permanent. The moving parts are carefully machined and fitted. Wear is minimized, and quiet, smooth operation is made a certainty. Hardware by Sargent is faithfully built for generations of use.

Write for the free booklet, "Hardware for Utility and Ornamentation." It is a compilation of Sargent designs, and will be cheerfully sent upon request. Select Sargent pieces with your architect. Sargent & Company, 1 Water Street, New Haven, Conn.
Your Plumber knows why—do You?

Ask Your Plumber about Fuel Saving

Whether you are planning to build a new home or overhaul the heating system of your present residence, you will do wisely to give heed to the advice of your local plumber and steam-fitter. He is a man whose business lifetime has been spent in solving the plumbing and heating problems of others (many of them possibly being your neighbors). He will bring to your home this lifetime of experience plus mechanical expertness and specialized knowledge which, for the sake of living comfort, you can ill afford to do without.

If it is a new home you are building he will apply to it the concentrated knowledge he has received not only through experience but through contact with all the makers of heating equipment—people you never see in the course of your daily business. He knows a certain size pipe is needed to carry a certain quantity of warming steam or hot water—and he knows Improved Asbestocel is the one insulation which, when applied to that pipe, will give the steam most generous safe conduct to your radiators.

ASBESTOCEL pipe covering is an investment which pays satisfactory dividends in more heat for less fuel

YOUR plumber knows that bare heater pipes cause uncomfortable homes. Bare heater pipes waste fuel and increase heating cost. Your house can be more comfortable for less expense if the heater pipes are insulated with Asbestocel pipe covering.

The reason for this is that the warmth generated in your heater must be carried to the spot where it is to work. If you send the heat along a leaking path, loss is certain.

Your plumber can easily reduce heat losses on your present system, or can start you right in your new home. He can do this by using Improved Asbestocel, the product of the world leader in the development of asbestos insulations.

Without protecting insulation on the pipes the huge power plants which furnish you electric light, or supply power for great industrial plants, could not operate. You can run your own heating plant with bare pipes, but every day that you do so means that you are burning more fuel than is necessary.

The Cost is Low—the Returns High

The price of a ton or two of coal, or its equivalent in oil, will put Improved Asbestocel on the heater pipes of the average home. Usually this whole cost will be saved in two winters. For the rest of the time you use the heater the saving is clear profit. Besides this, your house will be more comfortable because more uniformly heated. Write today for our booklet, "More Heat from Less Fuel."

JOHNS-MANVILLE CORPORATION
New York, Chicago, Cleveland, San Francisco
Branches in all large cities
Canadian Johns-Manville Co., Ltd., Toronto
Please send me a copy of your booklet entitled, "More Heat from Less Fuel."

Name: ..................................................

Company: ..........................................

Address: ..........................................

A-27.11
1. Strength and permanence of re-inforced concrete made practical for even modest homes

2. At no extra cost — three to five times the insulation provided in most types of construction

3. Any exterior or interior finish without furring strips, lath, or extra operations

4. Richest architecture — utmost individuality — deep reveals — elegance — without extra cost

5. Greater All-Around Economy than any other substantial construction

That must be true, for nothing else fully combines all the functions of the remarkable building material called Stockade.

Eight times brick size, light as one brick, laid up brick-like — but without mortar — self-bonding Stockade saves time and labor in erection.

The Stockade units form the mold for re-inforced concrete columns, poured as the wall goes up. This structural wall assures the enormous strength of 34 tons resistance per lineal foot on an 8-foot wall — a wall that strengthens with time — never needs upkeep.

Serving as integral, continuous, unbroken insulation, Stockade provides from three to five times the insulation value of most types of construction.

With their 8-inch depth, Stockade walls permit of widely varied architectural expression — deep reveals and substantial appearance. The adaptable, ready surface of Stockade bonds directly with stucco and plaster — ends cracking risk — saves material — lends itself to any design.

Stucco, brick, clapboard — any preferred exterior finish — is easy with Stockade.

Homes everywhere of every type have proved Stockade economy, permanence, insulation value, and possibilities for greater beauty. You must know Stockade to know the greatest betterments and savings now possible in home construction. Write for full information. Ask for book HG-11.

THE STOCKADE CORPORATION, 228 NORTH LA SALLE STREET, CHICAGO, and 347 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY.
Step over the Threshold of a NEW ADVENTURE in Home Comfort and Convenience!

Many are already experiencing it... The pleasure is yours—your family's—at your bidding!

You have thought of oil heat for your home—you have planned to enjoy it some day... but why remain on the threshold of so great an adventure in better living?

The engineers who pioneered the oil burner have perfected Electrol to a point you may not have realized! The improved Electrol gives you that degree of dependable automatic heat which you have wanted. Truly an investment in permanent comfort... Always the temperature you like best, regardless of the weather.

Electrol is All-Electric... Entirely Automatic... Economical. Produces a surprising volume of heat without waste of fuel. Governed in every phase of its quiet operation by the Master Control which stands watch like a living sentinel at your furnace door, regulating the oil, the electric ignition and combustion—safeguarding your comfort day and night.

Why not give your home this modern automatic heat—a satisfactory and lasting adventure in greater comfort and convenience for the hours you spend indoors!

Wherever Electrol is sold, you will find a complete oil heating service backed by a sound, large and growing manufacturing organization. Sizes for every type and size of building. Convenient terms, if desired. Your request will bring the enlightening booklet, “The Master Furnace Man.”

ELECTROL INC. of MISSOURI
171 Dorcas Street • • St. Louis, U. S. A.

ELECTROL
The OIL BURNER with The Master Control

LISTED AS STANDARD BY THE UNDERWRITERS’ LABORATORIES, AND BEARS THEIR LABEL.
GIRLS' SCHOOLS

APPLIED ARTS

APPLIED ARTS

CO-EDUCATIONAL

CO-EDUCATIONAL

INTERIOR-DECORATION

PRACTICAL TRAINING COURSE

Spring Term Starts February 4th

INTENSIVE training in the selection and harmonization of period and modern furniture, color schemes, draperies, wall treatments, art, Faculty courses in music, art, expression, dramatics, etc.

地址: ADDRESS REGISTRAR, Box 199, Forest Glen, Me.

WARD-BELMONT

 каталог. Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Crist, Principals. Box 129, Swarthmore, Pa. For girls. Suliurliaii to Phllla.

MARRY LYNCH

School

College preparatory. Junior College, Also

- A registered Catholic college for women at Storrs,

SHIPPAN POINT STAMFORD CONN.

A boarding and day school for boys and girls from

Home Economics. 400

success in the practical arts. A full year's intensive college training in the practical arts. A full year's intensive college training in the practical arts.

For the Girl in New York

SCHOOL OF INTERIOR DECORATION

Established 1916

American Landscape School, 811-MA Newark, N.Y.

end for Catalog 1-N

THE KNOX School for Girls

College preparatory. Junior College and Culinary courses

Mrs. Russell Houghton, Box E. Cooperstown, N. Y.

241-242 Central Park West. Box 397, New York, N. Y.


THE MARY LYNCH

School

School

College preparatory. Junior College and Culinary courses

Business subjects.

THE NATION SCHOOL OF FINE

and APPLIED ART

BLAIRE ACADEMY

Charles H. Reed, Ed. D., Headmaster

For catalog address

Box 9, BLAIRSTOWN, NEW JERSEY

SCHOLARS AND SANITARIUM

For children and parents desiring a really

Short Story Writing

By Mrs. Estelle Brown

You learn by mail, the up-to-date professional

THE DANDY SCHOOL

In the practical arts. A full year's intensive college training in the practical arts.

Six Forms including two grammar grades. Boys

344-346 W. 841st St., at Riverside Drive, N. Y.

What Happened:

Here's

What You Should

by

Susan C. Frank

Get a Practical Course, prepared by the National

American School for Girls

College preparatory. Junior College and Culinary courses

151-171 West 57th St., New York City

What You Should

by

by

THE HUN SCHOOL

Our Junior Dept. for boys 10-15 and sepa­

egrate Senior Dept. for older boys born familis of students of the HUN. Great expectations.

This school gives thorough preparation for col­

lege. Boys get in—stay in—and make good.

CO-EDUCATIONAL

W. F. W. McFarland. Webster, N. Y.

Worcester College Preparatory School

Address: WORCESTER ACADEMY, WORCESTER, Mass.

EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN

FLORENCE NIGHTINGALE SCHOOL

A special school for boys who are not getting along.

The Student Correspondent

A special school for boys who are not getting along.

216-218 Central Park West, Box H, New York City

THE MARY E. POGE SCHOOL

The Mary E. Poge School of Home Economics. Home Economics. 400

MRS. MOLLIE WARD, Principal

Home Economics. 400

145-117 cast 57th street

MRS. RACHEL HAGUE, Principal

Student Correspondent

163-165 West 57th St., New York City

HEDLEY

The Hedley School

The Hedley School

Continued each year

The Mary E. Poge School of Home Economics. Home Economics. 400

Without obligation and free of charge, please send me a copy of your book "What You Should Know about Interior Decoration—and Why!"

NAME:

ADDRESS:

CITY:

STATE:

HEDLEY

The Hedley School


315-317 East 57th St., New York City

short story writing

A practical forty-four course in the writing

and mechanics of the Short Story taught by Dr. J. Bruce Robson.

Our Junior Dept. for boys 10-15 and separate Senior Dept. for older boys born families of students of the HUN. Great expectations.

The Mary E. Poge School of Home Economics.

School of Interior Decoration.

Dancing

CHALIF Russian Normal School of Dancing

LAURIUS M. CHALIF, Principal

"Highest Standards of Artistic Merit" in music and dancing.

101-103 WEST 5TH ST., NEW YORK CITY

Schools and Camps

Beautiful Amentdale Seat of the

National Park

Seminary

An affiliated seminary of Washington, D.C.

James E. Atlee, A.M., Ph.D., LL.D., President.

College preparatory courses in English, Latin, Greek, and such subjects as are usually taught in college preparatory schools. Normal courses in music, art, expression, dramatics, etc.

Address Registrar, Box 199, Forest Glen, Me.

How I Earn Splendid Pay as an Interior Decorator

Six Months Ago I Launched at the Age of 16 the Art of Learning Interior Decoration. Yet I Recognized from the Start the Whirlwind of Opportunity!

By Mrs. Estelle Brown
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THERE is perhaps no breed of dog whose general appearance is more widely known than the Collie. He has been associated with man in the herding of sheep for so many years that everyone has heard of him and the great majority of people have seen him either in the flesh or in pictures. As a final touch, one of our most famous fiction writers and authorities on the breed has written so convincingly of the Collie that he has made him a very real sort of celebrity.

It goes without saying that a dog which can win and hold such wide attention is something out of the ordinary. One must have good looks, health, spirit and a fine intelligence of the sort that justifies the time-worn expression, "man’s best friend." It is to the everlasting credit of our best modern Collie breeders that they realize the importance of all these four points and are producing dogs that exemplify the greatest possible degree. In one prominent kennel no dogs are kept for breeding unless they have amply demonstrated their all-around ability in actual live-stock herding—and a dog that makes a success of that job must have the finest kind of physical and mental equipment. The good modern Collie is decidedly an active, well-put-together dog, strong but nowhere inclined to bulkiness. His deep chest, sloping shoulders and well bent hocks indicate lithe speed together dog, strong but nowhere inclined to bulkiness. His deep chest, sloping shoulders and well bent hocks indicate lithe speed

The good modern Collie is decidedly an active, well-put-together dog, strong but nowhere inclined to bulkiness. His deep chest, sloping shoulders and well bent hocks indicate lithe speed.

THE MODERN COLLIE

By ROBERT S. LEMMON

WILSONA KENNELS

AND TRAINING GROUNDS

Ben H. Wilson, Owner

RUSHVILLE, INDIANA

THE GREATEST KENNEL OF SCHNAUZERS IN AMERICA

THE MODERN COLLIE

By ROBERT S. LEMMON

THE MODERN COLLIE

By ROBERT S. LEMMON
have caused more discussion than any other one feature. Neither
the broad and heavy nor the snippy type is correct; the standard
laid down by the experts states that "The proper width of skull
necessarily depends on the combined length of skull and muzzle,
for what would be a thick and too broad skull in one dog is
not necessarily so in another of the same actual width but better
supported by length of muzzle . . . A heavy headed dog lacks
the bright, alert and full-of-sense look so much to be desired.
On the other hand, the attenuated head is most frequently seen
with small, stern eyes which show no character."

In size, males should weigh from forty-five to fifty pounds
and stand from twenty-two to twenty-four inches at the shoulder.
Bitches are about five pounds lighter and two inches lower
in shoulder height. The color is really immaterial, though of
course a nicely marked dog is to be preferred. A smooth face,
very profuse mane and frill, abundant hair on body, hips and
tail, and hind legs smooth below the hocks are other points to
look for.

The old-time working Collie—he of the broad, fairly short
head and roundish, prominent eyes—is rarely to be found today.
His place has been taken by a handsome, more graceful and
heavier coated dog that looks every inch the aristocrat. Buy this
modern fellow from the right kennel, and you will buy a very fine
example of dog-flesh.

A Friend and Playmate
Shamrock White Collies Love Kitties
Kathy case

Citlcle Kitties

Cairn Terriers
The little dogs that shut out winter
from the lives of thousands of people
are more popular than ever. They are
domestic, affectionate, gentle, yet
courageous little pet dogs, with
remarkable stamina and energy that
make them the ideal companion for
school children. If you are thinking
of adding a dog to your family, we
recommend the Cairn.

They're Merry Little Cockers
For two centuries they have been the loyal friends and allies
of real people, and the marks of their association are strong upon
them. Cheerful, high-breasted, hearty and pretty, the little
Cocker—there isn't a time or place into which they don't fit. One of them
will be as devoted a background and playmate for Small Jack as
he will be a hunting pal for Large Jack when the chance comes
for a day's shooting.

Do you know them—the true Cocker Spaniels that we're rais-
ing today? If not, we'll be a little to tell you and show you
about them—to let them prove their own worth, background
of sound breeding and health, their all-around lovely dispositions. They're all that true little
guestroom should be . . . and we're likely to live a greater age than almost any other
bred.

Just visit, telephone or write to ROWCLIFFE KENNELS
Cockers Exclusively
South Road
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

If You Have a Dog—

If You Want a Dog—

Making Him One of the Family

Here is the book!
Announces

The Steady Decline in Income Return

As the season for gift-giving approaches, it is

Advisable to invest in a quality product. Announcements provide a

large variety of high-quality gifts to choose from, making it easy to

2018, No. 36, N. Y. Tel. Murray Hill 5196

Beauty Culture

MME. JULIUS’S HAIR RESTORATION

furnishes all superfine hair with balance. No elec-

tricity or poison. Established 1878. Address

Mil. Hill, 515 Madison Ave., New York City.

Fancy Dress & Costumes

PERSONAL ENGRAVED, CHRISTMAS cards, exclusive design, magnificent assortment, delivered

gatefold and with names at an extra charge. 36 3rd Ave., N. Y.

Dressmaking & Remodeling

COWMEN REMODELED, made to order or from

samples, beautifully designed. 250 W. 39th St., New York City.

Fashion & Accessories

ADAMS, 25 East 39th St., New York City. Tel. 2295

Furniture

Unfinished Furniture of the better style. Prices

reasonable. Pick-up service available. Beautiful, well

crafted, and carefully selected. 212 23rd St., N. Y. N. Y.

Garden Supplies

SHEARWOOD, HYPER-PLANTS—Natural plant

selections, Satisfaction guaranteed. 21 W. 36th St., N. Y.

Gifts & Novelties

GIFTS & NOVELTIES, including fine dinnerware;

beautifully designed, expertly made. 212 23rd St., N. Y.

Social Culture

SELF-CONSCIOUSNESS, prevention. Personality for

social success. Certificates awarded to selected.

36 3rd Ave., New York City, Tel. 2295

Two Free Books

"Cedarcraft" Natural Bark

BIRD-HOMES AND FEEDERS

"The Birds Showed Us How to Build Them"

Greenough, Alton C, Mdth.

Christmas Specialties—Wild Bird Food, Jelly $1.00, dun.

Peanut Butter 7 inch Cake, Hostess 19 cents a pair, Cash Order made with Blackberry

Biscuits, Date Nut Pie, Nuts, etc., exclusive, 500 East 43rd St., N. Y.

Christmas Specialties—Wild Bird Food, Jelly $1.00, dun.

Peanut Butter 7 inch Cake, Hostess 19 cents a pair, Cash Order made with Blackberry

Biscuits, Date Nut Pie, Nuts, etc., exclusive, 500 East 43rd St., N. Y.

Christmas Specialties—Wild Bird Food, Jelly $1.00, dun.

Peanut Butter 7 inch Cake, Hostess 19 cents a pair, Cash Order made with Blackberry

Biscuits, Date Nut Pie, Nuts, etc., exclusive, 500 East 43rd St., N. Y.

Christmas Specialties—Wild Bird Food, Jelly $1.00, dun.

Peanut Butter 7 inch Cake, Hostess 19 cents a pair, Cash Order made with Blackberry

Biscuits, Date Nut Pie, Nuts, etc., exclusive, 500 East 43rd St., N. Y.

Christmas Specialties—Wild Bird Food, Jelly $1.00, dun.

Peanut Butter 7 inch Cake, Hostess 19 cents a pair, Cash Order made with Blackberry

Biscuits, Date Nut Pie, Nuts, etc., exclusive, 500 East 43rd St., N. Y.

Christmas Specialties—Wild Bird Food, Jelly $1.00, dun.

Peanut Butter 7 inch Cake, Hostess 19 cents a pair, Cash Order made with Blackberry

Biscuits, Date Nut Pie, Nuts, etc., exclusive, 500 East 43rd St., N. Y.

Christmas Specialties—Wild Bird Food, Jelly $1.00, dun.

Peanut Butter 7 inch Cake, Hostess 19 cents a pair, Cash Order made with Blackberry

Biscuits, Date Nut Pie, Nuts, etc., exclusive, 500 East 43rd St., N. Y.

Christmas Specialties—Wild Bird Food, Jelly $1.00, dun.

Peanut Butter 7 inch Cake, Hostess 19 cents a pair, Cash Order made with Blackberry

Biscuits, Date Nut Pie, Nuts, etc., exclusive, 500 East 43rd St., N. Y.

Christmas Specialties—Wild Bird Food, Jelly $1.00, dun.

Peanut Butter 7 inch Cake, Hostess 19 cents a pair, Cash Order made with Blackberry

Biscuits, Date Nut Pie, Nuts, etc., exclusive, 500 East 43rd St., N. Y.
HAIL . . . SNOW . . . AND FAREWELL

When the first snow flakes hit, it is now that you can say farewell to Winter even before it comes. The sunny skies and warm blue waters of Bermuda . . . Florida . . . California . . . Hawaii . . . the tropics and the Orient are your refuge from the icy blasts. Make your choice, and let these pages be your guide to the right hotels . . . now and always.

When writing, it is a helpful identification to mention

VANITY FAIR

Graybar Building
Le‘xiington at 43d
New York
Refresh your body and mind under Southern California's healing semi-tropic sunshine!

EVERY good reason your physician, business associates and friends can find to draft you for a Southern California vacation this winter will be answered one hundred per cent by better health and a fresher mind when you return home next spring! Persuade yourself to come to this land where winter is only a name, where flowers bloom gorgeously, birds sing and oranges ripen a mile beneath snow-capped peaks.

All will prove new out here in picturesque loveliness—palms everywhere, radiant gardens, poinsettias, red-berried pepper trees. Wide boulevards lead along the placid blue Pacific to Old Spanish Missions and every other interest spot.

Sixty-five ever-green golf courses are within easy distance. A few hours south and you'll be at San Diego; then, it's but a brief motor trip to Tia Juana! Southern California, because of its mild climate, is flying headquarters!

And, the winter desert! Here may prove your greatest thrill. Drive through Owens Valley in summer-like sunshine and see a blizzard batter itself against bleak Mt. Whitney (14,501 ft.), king of astounding Sierra peaks. Over a safe road lies Death Valley with oases of rare comfort. Palm Springs—a spot of joy in the silent desert waste—is an easy and fascinating motor trip.

Metropolis of the Pacific Coast, Los Angeles, offers all the thrills of a great, modern city—gay hotels, theatres, cafes, shops. Los Angeles County is among the richest in natural resources, with agricultural products annually approximating $95,000,000 and oil fields valued at a billion dollars!

Mail the coupon for “Southern California Through the Camera,” a new and authentic photographic book that pictures the Southern California you will see winter and summer. It should be on your library table. Mail the coupon now!
WHAT picture is your wanderlust painting this winter? Do you know how easily that picture can come to life through the world's greatest travel system?

JAPAN AND CHINA
Does the flowered Orient fill your thoughts? Dainty geishas . . . and the sip of sacred saki . . . porcelain-like herons on Lake Biwa . . . the Battle of Fireflies at Ujii. Or, Peking's gold-capped Temple of Heaven . . . Macao's emotionless fan tan players. All through the Orient, Canadian Pacific agents are in every key city, always ready to arrange special entree and travel comfort. Take one of the great white Empresses from Vancouver or Victoria. Their ten-day leap is the Pacific's fastest crossing . . . favored by Orient commuters and veteran visitors to the Far East.

ON TO INDIA—ON YOUR OWN
Or, that fascinating sojourn in India you always promised yourself . . . when you can actually see Shah Jehan's Glass Palace in walled Agra . . . the Kolar gold fields in Mysore . . . or be neighbor to Mount Everest and Kinchinjunga in Darjeeling, smartest of the mountain resorts. With Canadian Pacific, you go everywhere, see everything, like a privileged visitor. Canadian Pacific is agent in North America for the State Railways of India. What better introduction to India's absorbing out-of-the-way places?

SOUTH AMERICA-AFRICA . . . CRUISE OF CONTRASTS

ROUND-THE-WORLD CRUISE
133 days on the dreamship of cruises, S. S. Empress of Australia. From New York, Dec. 1 . . . As low as $1900.

SHORTER CRUISES
Only along the East Coast of Florida does the Gulf Stream weave its magic spell...a Springtime land for Winter days...sunshine...flowers...warmth...

South...and even farther south...to the Golf on perfect fairways...tennis...polo...bridle paths...motor routes along the Coast...bathing at summer temperature when winter grips the North...dancing beneath the palms...yachting in sheltered bays or open sea...sailfish or tarpon...and the famed hotels of the Flagler System.

Less than thirty hours from New York...forty from Chicago...on limited through trains...for information write...

FLORIDA EAST COAST
Railway and Hotel Companies
(Flagler System)

Operating the following hotels (American Plan)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hotel</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ponce de Leon</td>
<td>St. Augustine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcazar</td>
<td>St. Augustine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cordova</td>
<td>St. Augustine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long Key Fishing Camp</td>
<td>Long Key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casa Marina</td>
<td>Key West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Royal Poinciana</td>
<td>Palm Beach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotel Ormond</td>
<td>Ormond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casa Marina</td>
<td>Key West</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

General Offices
St. Augustine, Fla.

2 West 45th Street
New York City
France is like falling in love... you aren't grown up till you've done it... and you're never happy afterward, away from its magic light. France is an education... that makes history come alive like a thrilling, gorgeous play. France is a holiday of the spirit. France is a course in savoir faire, chic, the international viewpoint on life. This atmosphere begins in New York... if you cross the longest gangplank in the world to the white decks of the "France" or "Paris" or the "Ille de France". Fastest service to Plymouth, England, then Le Havre de Paris, a covered pier, a boat-train... three hours, Paris... overnight the Riviera... one day across the Mediterranean... North Africa of palm-feathered oases and forty-one luxurious "Transat" hotels.

Three Mediterranean Cruises by the "FRANCE"
Jan. 8th, Feb. 11th and March 22nd

Information from any authorized French Line Agent or write direct to 29 State Street, New York City

Stopover Where You Like
On this Cruise Round the World

Here is the only service which enables you to go Round the World under a single management, with all the freedom of leisurely travel afforded by your own private cruise.

You plan your own itinerary. At all 22 ports you have ample time for shopping, sightseeing and enjoying the strange customs.

Other ports lead into countries that you want to travel in extensively. You stay over there as long as you like. Then continue on a similar ship in accommodations identical with those in which you started.

Go Round the World on one ship in 110 days. Or take the full two years that your ticket permits.

From Los Angeles, San Francisco, Honolulu, Yokohama, Kobe, Shanghai and Hong Kong, there is a liner sailing every week. From Manila, Singapore, Penang, Colombo, Suez, Port Said, Alexandria, Naples, Genoa and Marseilles there is a sailing every fortnight.

Fares including your transportation Round the World, meals and accommodations aboard ship are as low as $1000 and $1250.


Fortnightly sailings from Seattle for the Orient and Round the World. Fortnightly sailings from New York, for the Orient and Round the World via Havana, Panama and California.

Fortnightly sailings from Naples, Genoa and Marseilles for New York.

Similar service from the Orient for Seattle, San Francisco and Los Angeles.

Complete Information from any Steamship or Railroad Ticket Agent or

American Mail Line
Dollar Steamship Line

25 and 32 Broadway, New York
604 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y.
210 So. Sixteenth St., Philadelphia
177 State Street, Boston, Mass.
110 South Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill.
514 W. Sixth St., Los Angeles, Calif.
Robert Dollar Bldg., San Francisco

1005 Connecticut N.W., Washington
Dime Bank Building, Detroit
Union Trust Bldg., Arcade, Cleveland
352 Broadway, Portland, Oregon
21 Piazza del Popolo, Rome, Italy
11 Bis Rue Schele, Paris, France
22 Billetter Street, E. C. 3, London
4th at University, Seattle, Wash.
... featuring the extras that make travelling to California a luxurious diversion... a restful adventure

LOS ANGELES LIMITED
extra fare . . . 63 hours

Service, speed, courtesy, cuisine...you can take them for granted on the Los Angeles Limited.

There is something more that attracts famous people, the knowing ones, to choose this train year after year. Maybe it's an atmosphere of refinement and luxury, or the scenic grandeur along the smoothest roadbed in the world that calls them.

To our many old patrons... we await you eager to make your next journey even more enjoyable than the last.

To all travellers to California... take the Los Angeles Limited and we predict that you too will become one of its many ardent admirers.

Train features: Barber, valet, bath, maid, manicure. Observation-club cars, dining cars serving meals that appeal, every class of standard Pullman car accommodations... all equipment of the most modern and desirable type. 63 hours en route; leaves Chicago at 8:10 p.m. daily; $10 extra fare.

Seven other fine trains to California from Chicago and St. Louis including the 63-hour extra fare San Francisco Overland Limited; Gold Coast Limited; Continental Limited; Pacific Limited; Pacific Coast Limited.

Here's a new interesting inexpensive side trip—Death Valley, California.

See its magnificent, mysterious grandeur, by comfortable rail—motor—bus tours. Season starts about November 1st.

For booklets describing California, Death Valley and Union Pacific service:

San Francisco
"Bagdad of the West"
—O. Henry

THE shops and bazaars of San Francisco speak straight to feminine hearts. The little mantis and bookstores of piquant personality; the open-air flower stands offering violets, chrysanthemums and daffodils in midwinter; the smart shopping thorough; the symphonies and studios; the general vivacity, and the exhilarating air that is "nature's own rouge"—these speak an irresistible language.

Visit San Francisco! Dismiss snow and sleet from your consideration. The winter climate at San Francisco averages 51 degrees—only 6 degrees lower than summer's average. Golf, dance, roam, relax. Take time to know this city, its cosmopolitanism, its romance. Gaze from its hills across the blue Bay to purple mountains; hear the voices of its past, the music of its streets. And though its great hotels, vivid cafes and radiant thoroughfares are pulsing with activity, remember that in a hundred byways and corners are scenes that have brought you miles to know: bits of old China, ships at dock from all the sea lanes, Naples in sharp focus at Fishermen's Wharf, golf courses that hang out over the edge of the Pacific, garden suburbs with new standards of gracious living, and—but a few hours afield—Monterey Bay region's beaches and varied outdoor sports, the Redwood Empire's age-old giant groves, the old Spanish Missions, and Yosemite Valley accessible all the year.

Excellent public schools and fifty private academies in and near San Francisco will care for the young people. With San Francisco as a base, all California, Hawaii and the Orient may well be your winter playground.

All railroad and steamship tickets via San Francisco allow a ten days' stopover at this city by the Golden Gate.

Let us send you a sumptuous 32-page view book with San Francisco's compliments.

in CALIFORNIA
"Where life is better"

Address nearest representative or General Passenger Agent Dept. 214, at Omaha, Nebraska

UNION PACIFIC
THE OVERLAND ROUTE

Address nearest representative or General Passenger Agent Dept. 214, at Omaha, Nebraska

UNION PACIFIC
THE OVERLAND ROUTE

Address nearest representative or General Passenger Agent Dept. 214, at Omaha, Nebraska

UNION PACIFIC
THE OVERLAND ROUTE

Address nearest representative or General Passenger Agent Dept. 214, at Omaha, Nebraska

UNION PACIFIC
THE OVERLAND ROUTE

Address nearest representative or General Passenger Agent Dept. 214, at Omaha, Nebraska
In All the World No Trip Like This!

Frank’s 7th Annual Cruise de Luxe

Mediterranean

67 glorious days ... mysterious Egypt ... sacred Palestine ... ancient Greece ... gorgeous Italy ... romantic Spain ... enchanting North Africa ... primitive Dalmatian Coast ... bewitching Turkey ... and the most comprehensive itinerary of strange cities bordering this historic sea.

The romance ... the charming social life ... dances ... gay carnivals ... smart country club atmosphere and comfort on a ship built for cruising ... far famed cuisine ... service par excellence ... most efficient staff to entertain and guide you ... 55 years experience ... all combine to make this a most attractive and thrilling adventure.

Exclusively Chartered Palatial S. S. “SCYTHIA”
Cunard Line’s finest first-class cuisine and service
Membership limited to 390 guests—half capacity
SAILING FROM NEW YORK, JAN. 29
Free stop-over in Europe, including return via S. S. “Persiguria” or any Cunard steamer
Rates from $930, including shore excursions. Full particulars on request.

FRANK TOURIST CO.
542 Fifth Ave., New York

Yo! Ho! Ho! and a barrel of Fun!

This Winter, cruise the Spanish Main—go down to the sea in the good ship Reliance, with her jolly band of Pleasure Pirates—sink dull care to the bottom of the briny deep—find health and happiness in the glorious Caribbean.

S. S. RELIANCE
sails from New York on
Five Pleasure Pirate Pilgrimages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dec. 18—16 days</th>
<th>Jan. 5—16 days</th>
<th>Jan. 21—27 days</th>
<th>Feb. 23—27 days</th>
<th>Mar. 27—16 days</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

The luxurious Reliance is cruising again to the lovely islands of the West Indies and tropic Caribbean ports. Soon her sports deck and tennis court, her sunlit tiled swimming pool and Winter Garden, her lounges and decks and spacious cabins will resound with the shouts of gay buccaneers. Come along and let Winter rage behind you. Come along on the best vacation ever.

Rates $200 up and $300 up. Write now for literature.

HAMBURG-AMERICAN LINE
39 Broadway, New York

Branches in Boston, Chicago, Philadelphia, St. Louis, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Montreal, Winnipeg or local tour agents
From Your First Glimpse

of the glorious Cape in the pink glow of the morning sun, the golden floodlight of noon or the silver radiance of moonlight, until you bid a fond farewell to

SOUTH AFRICA

you will be charmed . . . mystified . . .
and thrilled . . .

It is a land of strange contrasts and inspiring places of romance, mystery and beauty. A land of invigorating climate wherein age renews its youth. When you have seen South Africa you have travelled and not until then.

Visit this . . .

All Year Round Travel Paradise

You travel comfortably, rest in modern hotels, enjoy up-to-date theatres, and also see things that can be found in no other place in the world.

Be sure to enjoy
The Great Diamond Mines
The Magic Cango Caves
Barbaric Bantu War Dances
Quaint Kaffir Kraals
Speedy, Feeding Ostriches
Kruger Big Game Preserve

Before you plan your next trip be sure to write for Booklet SO-5 and fully illustrated travel literature to

TRAVEL BUREAU OF SOUTH AFRICA
11 Broadway, New York City

There are
Lovely Gardens
...Age-old Oaks
...Semi-Tropical Foliage . . . .
and Sunshine on the

GULF COAST

No section of America is richer in tradition, in romance, and legend than is this great sun-swept coast which lies between Western Florida and the old-world city of New Orleans. Every step in its growth, every stage in its development, from the Indian days through the regimes of Spanish, French, English, and Confederate governments, has left an indelible imprint on the habits of the people, on the architecture, and on the communities themselves. Colonial door-ways, mansard roofs, Spanish gables, gorgeous old-fashioned rose gardens, imported Japonicas, old Indian forts—a touch of every government, a recollection of every people.

You will enjoy the Gulf Coast more than any winter vacation land you have ever visited; for, in addition to the historic sights and romance of the community, you will find every outdoor sport at its finest—golf, tennis, motorizing, hunting, fishing, and sailing. 5 Good hotels—moderate prices—perfect climate—sunshine every day. Plan now your winter vacation on the American Riviera.

Write today to R. D. Pusey, General Passenger Agent, Louisville & Nashville Railroad, Room 326-A, 9th and Broadway, Louisville, Kentucky, for complete information about the Gulf Coast, descriptive booklet, etc.
November days will give this priceless Gift

In just a few short weeks—if you start today—you can win back your eager zest for action. For at The Glen Springs, famous because there only this side of the Atlantic are natural Naunheim baths and natural radio-active mineral waters, you find the tempting food, the tonic rest, and the expert medical attention that can rebuild the human body. And there you find also a social life distinctive yet unassuming, a country second to none in beauty and Indian legend, a climate invigorating but not extreme.

Ask your physician about The Glen Springs. The baths and other treatments are especially suitable for heart, circulatory, kidney, nutritional and nervous disorders, rheumatism, gout and obesity.

The ROOSEVELT ORCHESTRA is in the GRILL

Travel without baggage worries

The greatest worry on this score you can eliminate at very small cost. Cover your personal effects with Tourist Baggage Insurance and be safeguarded.

Not only while you travel! Throughout the year you can enjoy this instant protection on personal effects, including loss by fire, accident or theft occurring anywhere outside your home.

Any North America Agent can give you this protection. The attached coupon will bring you complete information.

THE CLIFF
SAN FRANCISCO
GEARY AT TAYLOR ST.

Pleasing service, complete appointments and distinguished cuisine make it an ideal hotel for your visit to San Francisco

540 rooms with bath
Singe, from $4
Double, from $6

EL MIRASOL
Santa Barbara
known across the Continent

THE ROOSEVELT
MADISON AVENUE AT 45TH STREET NEW YORK

EDWARD CLINTON FOG—MANAGING DIRECTOR

THE NORTH AMERICA INSURANCE COMPANY
Insurance Company of North America
Sixteenth St. at the Parkway
Philadelphia, Pa., Dept. B-11
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A continuous round of certain-ment. Finest accommodations—thing you desire.

tennis, roque, lawn bowling, shuffleboard, horseback riding—every

100 hotels, some 500 apartment houses, many furnished homes. Moderate living costs. For booklet address: L. B. Conanl, Chamber of Commerce, St. Petersburg, Fla.

swimming, fishing, boating, other city of the South. Golf,

St. Petersburg is just one wonder-

days a year.

balmy breezes blowing through the palm trees .. sun shining 360

19 E. Jefferson St., Phoenix, Arizona.

Phoenix, metropolis of the Great

West, offers every modern conven-

cence and a background of open-air sport
campaigned in America.

Mayson Line from San Francisco

Sailings every Wednesday and every other Sat-

day over smooth sea on fast de luxe Liberty also popular one-class steamer. Novelt

entertainment features—glorious fun. Attractive all-

cruise Island tours. Regular sailings also from Seattle. See your travel agency or Mayson Line:

121 Market St., San Francisco; 555 Fifth Ave., New York; 160 S., Deardorff, Chicago; 803 Elm St., Dallas, Tex.; 510 W. Sixth St., Los

Angeles; 1319 Fourth Ave., Seattle; 835 Fourth St., Portland, Ore.

Lasso Line from Los Angeles

Sailings every Saturday over the delightful Southern route on Lasso's luxury liners and popular
cabin cruisers. De luxe accommodations; also economy tours on all-express tickets. Ask at any authorized travel agency or at Los Angeles

Steamship Company offices: 730 South Broadway, Los Angeles; 507 Fifth Avenue, New

York; 140 South Deardorff St., Chicago; 815 Market St., San Francisco; 119 W. Ocean

Ave., Long Beach, Calif.; 217 E. Broadway, San Diego, Calif.

Hawana, smartest city in America, offers you thirteen
daily hours of sunshine for sport—golf, yachting, tennis, motorizing on velvet highways (bring your car in free of duty), bathing, deep-sea fishing, polo—horse-riding

on the prettiest track you've seen, a Jockey Club where you may play, dine, dance or watch the races—Jai-Alai, fastest game on earth—And, the Casino, luxurious shrine of a bealle goddess, with the
tastiest against this side of Paris.
Culture and Refinement

Demand--

CULTURE and refinement demand that touch of atmosphere . . . that distinctive charm so necessary to individuality and character in home treatments.

For stairways . . . for floors and wainscots in hallways, dining-room or sun parlor . . . for bench, table top or lamp base . . . Marble offers an invaluable aid in achieving those standards of beauty and individuality that are the goal of the more cultured.

And, too, the use of marble involves but modest expenditure even for so rich and colorful a material. The initial cost of marble is very reasonable, while its durability is so great as to practically eliminate replacement and upkeep costs.

There is No Substitute for Marble

Consult your nearest marble dealer for definite prices. Send, too, for the free booklet shown on the left, containing illustrations of typical marble installations with further information about the advantages of marble in many types of buildings, including residential, civic and commercial. Address Department 6-L.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION of MARBLE DEALERS

ROCKEFELLER BUILDING - CLEVELAND - OHIO
Where NAPOLEON strode

the floors tell this secret for making your home more lovely

YOU almost expect to see the reflection of the Little Corporal as you view this lustrous floor; to see his tri-cornered hat flung on a mirrored chair.

For here, in Napoleon's library at Malmaison, everything is just as he left it; his desks, his chairs, his pictures. Most remarkable, the very floor he strode remains as he knew it, mellow, rich, unblemished.

AN ART REGAINED

Unbelievable, when you think of the tramping feet of millions of visitors through a century? Not at all. For Europeans have long known the art of enriching and preserving floors.

Servant problems have made it nearly a lost art in many American homes. But it is now regained. A remarkable new invention makes waxing not only the best, but the very easiest and most inexpensive way to care for them—the Johnson Electric Polisher.

New or old, varnished, shellacked, linoleum, or tile, on any floor Johnson electric waxing will work wonders.

Quickly you spread on Johnson's Liquid Wax with the lamb's wool mop. Attach the Polisher to any electric socket. Then watch it burnish your floors to wondrous new beauty.

A TRANSFORMATION

In the wake of its whirling brush the wax is driven deep into the pores, heightening floor beauty, repelling dirt, protecting against wear. It does all the work. Your task is merely to guide it with a finger touch. No bearing down; no pushing; effortless.

Wax has the same beautifying, preserving effect on furniture. It forms a film of softness which looks so soft and satiny-like yet really is so hard that scars and dirt can't get through it. It doesn't show finger marks. It dusts off like a mirror.

Try it. Mail the Coupon for sample and booklet, before you turn the page.

S. C. JOHNSON & SON, Racine, Wisconsin

"The Interior Finishing Authorities"

(Warens - Varnishes - Enamels - Wood Dyes - Fillers - Wood Finishes)

Give your floors the charm of those in historic palaces with the amazing help of Johnson Electric Polisher. So extremely popular has it been that $13 have been cut from the price.

Now sold (or rented by day for very little) by groceries, hardware, paint, electric, drug, and department stores complete with applying mop and 1 gal of wax, only $29.50

De Luxe Polisher for bigger floors $68.50

S. C. JOHNSON & SON, Dept.H-11, Racine, Wisconsin

Send me enough Johnson's Liquid Wax for my dining table or the floor of a small room. Also your illustrated booklet on its uses. I enclose 10c in stamps.

What dealers in this city sell Johnson's Electric Floor Polishers?

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

As you like it: either in paste or liquid form.

Johnson's Wax Polish

FOR FLOORS - FURNITURE - WOODWORK - LINOLEUM - AUTOMOBILES
A surface nothing can mar—
colors that never fade—Give
REAL TILES
their indestructible charm

IT HAS ALWAYS FASCINATED architects and builders—
That combination of beautiful color and wonderful integrity which characterizes Keramic Tiles—real tiles.

No other building material makes possible such beautiful effects of color, such lovely freedom and spontaneity in design, as Keramic Tiles. For Keramic Tiles are made in an almost limitless range of colors and tones; and the tile being a small unit, color can be combined with color, tone with tone, to meet any design.

Soft, rich, brilliant—the colors of Keramic Tiles never fade. They are an integral part of the tile itself, burnt into it everlastinglly with fire, and as long as the tile lasts, the color lasts.

This integrity, this quality of permanence, is characteristic of Keramic Tiles throughout. Nothing mars the surface of Keramic Tiles. Heat does not affect them—water does not harm them in the least. Chemicals do not stain them, Friction—constant walking on them, the moving about of furniture,—does not scratch them or wear them out.

Put KERAMIC TILES, properly laid, in your house—and they will never have to be repaired or renewed. In twenty, thirty, fifty years—they will be as beautiful as they are now.

If you are building or remodeling—you will find it a true economy, a lasting investment, from the point of view of money value alone, to build the beauty and distinction of Keramic Tiles into your house. A tiled bathroom or bathrooms—today they are making bathrooms as beautiful as jewels with colored Keramic Tiles at a very moderate cost. A tiled kitchen—so pleasant and so easy to keep clean; a tiled sun-room, proof against sun and rain, frost and damp.

Let us send you our beautifully illustrated booklet, ENDURING BEAUTY in your HOME through KERAMIC TILES. You will find in it interesting facts about Keramic Tiles; how they are being used in beautiful homes throughout America; how you can use them in your home. Mail the coupon today!

ASSOCIATED TILE MANUFACTURERS

Keramic Tiles are especially appropriate for the dining-room, where their smooth, true surface contributes to good service.

SEND TODAY for this interesting booklet!

Associated Tile Manufacturers, Dept. H-21
450 Lexington Ave., New York, N. Y.
For the enclosed 10 cents—please send me your booklet, ENDURING BEAUTY in your HOME through KERAMIC TILES.

Name
Street
City State
Health Officers of 225 Cities Vote Against Overheated Homes

Survey recently published by Wisconsin Anti-Tuberculosis Association makes startling revelations

Is your home heating plant a source of danger to the health of your family? Today this question looms up more seriously than ever before, because it is the almost unanimous opinion of the medical profession that overheating predisposes toward pneumonia and tuberculosis.

Consider the opinions stated above. These men are guardians of our public health — leaders in the modern movement to prevent illness and preserve life. Their opinions support actual experiments of Dr. C.-E. A. Winslow (Yale School of Medicine) in which overheating by only two degrees caused 70% more respiratory illness.

*Automatic Heat Control Prevents Overheating*

The information from this survey was furnished to the Wisconsin Anti-Tuberculosis Association by health officers in all parts of the country. Be warned — take immediate steps toward providing your heating plant with the only practical means of avoiding overheating: an automatic temperature regulator. Investigate now. Learn how the Minneapolis-Honeywell maintains a steady, even temperature without anyone ever touching dampers or drafts — how it saves fuel and provides warm rooms to dress in every morning through clock control. Ask about our Budget Plan of payment. The coupon below will bring you a free copy of our booklet and complete information.

**MINNEAPOLIS HEAT REGULATOR HONEYWELL**

For Coal — Gas — Oil

Send your free booklet, "The High Cost of Overheating."

Name: ____________________________
Address: __________________________
City: ____________________________ State: ______________
The Cotswold Community is Distinctive and Eminently Desirable

The inspiration and the ideal which actuated the founders of the community development at Scarsdale known as "Cotswold" were derived from the Cotswold District of Old England. With this ideal before them, the owners of Cotswold, at Scarsdale, undertook the establishment of a community which would be notable for the high character of its homes and the excellence of its architecture, and where there should be on all sides evidences of a civic and community spirit of the highest order.

A newly English brick and stone house with slate roof designed by W. Stanwood Phillips, architect, set on a plot with 100 foot frontage, amid several tulip trees. 9 rooms, 3 tiled baths, extra lavatory, library, 2 fireplaces, steel casement windows, brass pipes, oak floors. 2-car garage.

Eight minutes' walk from the station, five minutes from school

Building Plots
Illustrated folder on request

W. R. C. BLAKEMAN QUINNARD MEYER
INCORPORATED

30 East Parkway, Scarsdale, N. Y., Tel. Scarsdale 300

Handsome brick and stone residence with slate roof, situated on a corner plot amid a fine setting of trees and with neighboring houses of like distinctive character. 10 rooms, 3 tiled baths, construction and details of finish are the finest obtainable. Steel casement windows, brass pipes. The purchaser of exacting taste will find this an ideal home offered at a moderate cost. Designed by Harold Brown, architect. Inspection invited. Terms.

Frank Bates

527 Fifth Avenue, New York
Tel. Murray Hill 6526

UP IN WESTCHESTER
WHERE THE HILLS ARE HIGH

A Vampish Little Farmhouse
With Features old, but Comforts new. The rooms are eight; the baths, three; the acres, two or less. See It — Love It — Own It.

52 Vanderbilt Avenue
Murray Hill 4249

$35,000

Scarsdale
STONE residence, slate roof, 4 master bedrooms, 2 baths. Brass plumbing, copper leaders and gutters, hardwood floors.

Offered through Chauncey B. Griffen
Westchesters Realtor
535 Fifth Avenue, New York
Tel. Murray Hill 2954

REAL ESTATE

If the property you want to sell, or lease, is the kind of property that would appeal to the discriminating taste of the readers of House & Garden, then obviously, the place to advertise it is in these pages, where it will meet the case of thousands of prospects who will appreciate its fineness. Advertising rates will be furnished you, at your agent's request, on application to House & Garden, 1500 Graybar Bldg., Lexington at 43rd, New York City.

DOWNTOWN STATION PLATFORM
November, 1928

LONG ISLAND
We have many unusually attractive Long Island places both for sale and for rent. Also several outstanding cooperative apartments for sale in New York.

W. S. McARTHUR
665 Fifth Avenue
Tel. Plaza 7336
New York City

THIS CHARMING COTSWOLD HOME

designed by Julia Griggs, whose work has been shown in three major centers.

is located near Scarsdale Station, 49 minutes to Grand Central, in a delightfully high landscaped section. Suitable for families, and a delightful home for individuals. The fine old English Cotswold stones, the charming, low-pitched roof, and the first floor terrace. Having nine spacious rooms and a two-car garage it is an ideal home, with rear terrace and landscape garden matching distinct style. Suggested value in this and other high class homes is $80,000.

ELIZABETH NASH
24 E. Parkway
Telephone Manhasset 557
New York City
or your own broker

If you're selling or renting you'll find House & Garden's readers the kind of people who'll buy or rent your kind of a home.

You may save VALUABLE LIVES by buying these CHRISTMAS LABELS

Mail a post card to
THE AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR THE CONTROL OF CANCER
34 East 75th Street
New York City

You may save VALUABLE LIVES by buying these CHRISTMAS LABELS

Mail a post card to
THE AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR THE CONTROL OF CANCER
34 East 75th Street
New York City

This charming Hodgson home is all ready to erect. And—this charming Hodgson home is all ready to erect.

HODGSON Houses

An Example of WEATHERBEST Remodeling Service

Let our Service Dept. help you. Send photograph of your old house and we will render sketch and make suggestions. WEATHERBEST Stained Shingles laid right over old roof and sidewalls give improved appearance, a double insulation against heat and cold, and a saving of continued repair and repainting costs.

Send 10c (stamps or coin) for Booklet, "Making Old Houses Into Charming Homes", Check coupon for Color Chart and Portfolio of full-color Photogravures if interested in new building. WEATHERBEST STAINED SHINGLE CO., Inc., 932 Island St., North Tonawanda, N.Y.

The ideal home for the southern winter season

Twin palm trees rustle in the breeze. . . . The air is soft and warm and sweet. . . . To a stretch of powdered silver beach, white waves race in from the Spanish Main. Come on down. It's springtime here in Florida. And—this charming Hodgson home is all ready to erect.

Hodgson Houses are expertly made from the finest materials obtainable. Shipped to you in sections, painted, finished and all ready to erect. No skilled labor required. No delays. No building worries. If you cannot build this season, at least select the site for the Hodgson home you will erect next year.

There are Hodgson Houses for every need. New illustrated booklet shows country places, bungalows and cottages. It gives prices, plans and complete information. Send for free booklet G today. Or come in and see the exhibits at our Boston and New York offices. E. F. Hodgson Co., 1108 Commonwealth Ave., Boston; 6 East 39th St., New York. Florida branch, Bradenton.

IRVINGTON, NEW YORK

Representatives in all principal cities of the United States and Canada
Hidden values in house building

You can’t measure the worth of a home entirely by its looks. Appearances are of prime importance, of course. Design—proportion—decoration—all these are among the objectives of owner, architect and builder.

But houses are to be lived in—and living calls for comfort—and comfort isn’t a visible quantity.

Comfort in all weathers—as achieved in the use of INSULITE—is as essential as beauty and form.

INSULITE Sheathing and plaster base—INSULITE for lining the attic—deadening sounds—as a means of preventing damp conditions—represent real hidden values.

There’s one use that comes under the head of visible values, and that is where INSULITE is applied to walls that are not to be plastered. When decorated in any of the many ways to which it lends itself, really beautiful effects result.

All-wood fiber—sturdy as a structural material—priceless as an insulation that saves fuel and insures all-year comfort.

Write for free copy of "Increasing Home Enjoyment."

THE INSULITE COMPANY
1215 Builders Exchange
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Doctor

THE boiler has a fever...Don't laugh, Sir, this is serious...The boiler's gone completely coo-ko0 with inefficiency. It's wasting heat up the chimney at a rate that is driving the owner's cost of heating sky-high.

When the temperature of the stack is excessive, it's a sick boiler. And sick boilers are costly—waste money right and left. The sad part is, there are thousands of such boilers. If your cost of heating is excessive, you have a sick boiler.

Such "sickness" is due to having too little Fire Surface to absorb the heat generated. And the remedy, if you are building a home, is to make sure that the boiler you buy has enough Fire Surface, or, if you already have a "sick" boiler in operation—it seems drastic, but pays over and over in the end—the remedy is to kick out the "sick" boiler and get a new one in its place with enough Fire Surface.

Send for Free Copies of Our Two Books—A more complete explanation of the above will be found in our two books, "Guaranteed Heating Satisfaction at Minimum Cost," and, "Does It Pay to Install an Oil Burner?" To anyone interested we will gladly mail a copy of each book free. Simply use the coupon below, sending it today to The H. B. Smith Co., Dept. K-19, Westfield, Mass.
Announcing THE PATRICIAN-MODERNE
SILVERWARE OF TOMORROW — THE SENSATION OF TODAY

For the lovely, vigorous rooms that show the influence of Ruhlman, and Frankl, and Sueter Marc—here is silverware that is modernist in feeling, geometric in design; the loveliest contemporary example of the influence of the Modernistic Movement on silverware. It brings a bright breath of today... and tomorrow... which freshens any table with delightful effect.

COMMUNITY PLATE

Contingent planes are used... Geometric patterning with light and shade... Bright color on the handles... The serving-pieces have the faceted beauty of Cristofle's work in silver... At your jeweler's, now: $35.25 for a service for six... $40.00 for the tea-set (3 pieces)... Community Plate is guaranteed for fifty years.
Oneida Community, Ltd., Oneida, N.Y.
A BRIEF study of masterpieces of art will teach a valuable lesson on the beauty of simplicity. The really good artist executes his work with a few strokes of brush or pencil, each stroke contributing definite value to the composition. It is the dauber who muddles up a canvas with unnecessary, unrelated masses which add nothing to the work—striving, consciously or unconsciously, to make up by quantity for lack of quality.

Applying this lesson to architecture we readily find reason why some styles have survived the test of years and some have been found wanting. In every case those accorded tribute today are sincerely simple, natural expressions of a need logically filled. For one reason or another, others do not indicate this. The charm of the provincial building styles of various countries is in great part directly attributable to the fact that those who did the work had neither means nor time to erect elaborate structures. In their traditional manners they did what was necessary and did it skilfully. The architecture of our American Colonists falls in this category. Their houses, churches and public buildings could not have been improved upon in design even if those who erected them had had at their command the resources of today.

In spite of having these splendid examples to draw upon, however, we find, as the 19th Century wore on, such ideas spread and develop, our pretentious and expensive work. If we had noted now and again in the more recent period is surely drawing to a close. The Victorians gradually lost interest in natural building and turned their attention to showing and advertising their abilities and talents. Such houses are characterized by a desire for more and more ornate decorations, especially in the interiors. The style of the 18th Century when the buildings were from a standpoint of taste as well as of architecture. A reaction towards older, simpler styles set in. Drawing not only upon the Colonial for precedent but upon European styles as well, and in general suit ing the type to the locality, a new epoch of American architecture began.

Each period of architecture may be divided into three parts—the first being the formative or growing period, the second the time of fullest vitality, and, third, the declining years. We are now in an age which fully appreciates good residential architecture. No single style appears to have the greatest share of acclaim but many are being used. Just one disturbing factor looms ahead and may bring on the period's decline. A growing tendency toward intricate treatments of detail and elaborate textural effects in two or more mediums, all on one house, is to be noted now and again in the more pretentious and expensive work. If such ideals spread and develop, our period is surely drawing to a close.
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Best known of the Whitman assortments, the Sampler illustrates the reason for the success of all the products of Whitman's.

It is not enough to make candies with the finest skill and of finest materials.

They must be so handled, distributed and sold as to reach the homes of candy lovers everywhere fresh and in perfect condition.

Whitman's have combined quality and service. Over a long term of years they have patiently built up a system of distribution direct to every store that sells Whitman's.

This is your assurance of fresh candy when you buy Whitman's. Every package is guaranteed. Candy lovers have learned that the Sampler bought in Miami or Los Angeles is as perfect as that bought in New York or in Chicago.

Quality plus Service have made the Sampler a standard by which candies are measured.
RIDGE Trees and Beer. In the old country it is customary, when a new house is being built and the ridge pole is reached, for the carpenters to mark this august attainment by nailing up a small Hemlock or Cedar. Thereupon the owner opens a barrel of beer, and there is great rejoicing. The contemplation of this excellent habit fills us with sadness. Like the girl, without the giver, the ridge tree without the beer is a hollow symbol. Still we hope that good-natured men here will go on building houses and nailing Cedars to the roof beams and then clambering down to drink forbidden brews. For we love these human, kindly old customs as we beg God to love us—not weighing our merits but pardoning our offenses.

THE Year of Rain. Everyone has been saying (and they said it last year, too) that they never saw such a year for rain. Never has there been such a rainy summer. And those who live in houses where the trees grow close and the bushes thick have had the sadness of monotonous come over them. The dismal days were hard to live through and at night even the sheets felt damp when one went to bed. And yet, as some wise person has said, it is a sure sign that we are over-civilized when we grow afraid of rain.

THE Bear Movement in Antiquity. Precipitate is the descent to Avernus of many an antique. If you doubt it, listen to this tale. Years ago when one of New York’s millionaires was building his Fifth Avenue palace and was spacing no expense in its furnishings, he paid $12,000 for four wonderfully-wrought torchères. They were famous, these torchères; they had a lineage that went back to the finest workers in iron that France ever produced. The skill that made them was superb. Their coming to America was an artistic treat. Magazines published articles about them and artists who knew the great wrought-iron masterpieces of France were thrilled when he arrived these four great masterpieces had been knocked down to a junk dealer for $100. And those who live in their vicinity have known the great wrought-iron masterpieces, but there are many who live in houses where the trees grow close and the bushes thick have had the sadness of monotonous come over them. The dismal days were hard to live through and at night even the sheets felt damp when one went to bed. And yet, as some wise person has said, it is a sure sign that we are over-civilized when we grow afraid of rain.

THE Year of Rain. Everyone has been saying (and they said it last year, too) that they never saw such a year for rain. Never has there been such a rainy summer. And those who live in houses where the trees grow close and the bushes thick have had the sadness of monotonous come over them. The dismal days were hard to live through and at night even the sheets felt damp when one went to bed. And yet, as some wise person has said, it is a sure sign that we are over-civilized when we grow afraid of rain.

THE Bear Movement in Antiquity. Precipitate is the descent to Avernus of many an antique. If you doubt it, listen to this tale. Years ago when one of New York’s millionaires was building his Fifth Avenue palace and was spacing no expense in its furnishings, he paid $12,000 for four wonderfully-wrought torchères. They were famous, these torchères; they had a lineage that went back to the finest workers in iron that France ever produced. The skill that made them was superb. Their coming to America was an artistic treat. Magazines published articles about them and artists who knew the great wrought-iron masterpieces of France were thrilled when he arrived these four great masterpieces had been knocked down to a junk dealer for $100. And those who live in their vicinity have known the great wrought-iron masterpieces, but there are many who live in houses where the trees grow close and the bushes thick have had the sadness of monotonous come over them. The dismal days were hard to live through and at night even the sheets felt damp when one went to bed. And yet, as some wise person has said, it is a sure sign that we are over-civilized when we grow afraid of rain.

MOdERNISM and Airplanes. There is a story going the rounds to the effect that Mr. Ford, who apparently is determined to make airplane transport commonplace as flivver transportation, recently asked several decorators to submit designs for the interior furnishing of his planes. They came in—Queen Anne and Directoire and all the good old styles. It had never occurred to them that such a very modern device as an airplane should be treated in a Modernist manner. Their designs, we understand, were not accepted.

WINDS of November. The winds of the months have as many moods as the men whose faces they lash and soothe. A promise of good things to come is borne on the March wind and the April breezes toss the evidence in scattered world of Columbines. While many varieties seem to lack that fascinating grace of the Columbines against the stiffer and more solid mass of the Iris. There are, of course, many other yellow Irises, but the clear yellow give a better effect than those with dark falls, while many varieties seem to look that fascinating flow of deepening gold that distinguishes Shekinah. A stodgy bloom has no business in a fairy world of Columbines. This is particularly a picture for a new garden as a majority of Irises blossom the first year after planting and there is room to put in hasty little plants of Columbine at the same time. Spring planting is unsatisfactory, so far as spring effect is concerned.

THE Scarlet Males. It is axiomatic: all men like red. They decorate their clubs in that fiery color if at gardeners, they use red abundantly in their borders, and many of them, should their wives permit, would fancy themselves in red cravats. Which goes to prove that men are close to the primitive. Red is the color the ancients held sacred to Thor, and all over the world you find it used to ward off evil. Highland milkmaids tie red worsted around their cows’ tails and Chinese mothers tie a red string around a baby for protection, and the red berries of the Mountain Ash are hung over stable doors in German villages, all for the same purpose—as potent talismans against unforeseen dangers.

CARING for Oak Floors. Often, in her efforts at attaining spotlessness, the house-wife will wreak a fearful destruction on her oak floors. Yet their care is simple. Water, oil, kerosene, turpentine, soap or other alkaline cleansing agents are carbides. Dust your floors and then wax them. This serves both as a filler and a finish. If water has been spilled upon the floor and it has turned white in places, moisten a soft cloth with a little alcohol and lightly rub the spots, which should immediately disappear. Do not repeat this operation too often, however, or the finish will be entirely removed. Sheikhead floors sometimes take on a clouded or grayish appearance due to dampness in the air. This condition can usually be greatly improved by the same treatment described above. If the finish has become so dirty that it is necessary to remove it entirely, first scrub the floor with wood alcohol and then bleach it with oxalic acid—never use lye as it turns the wood black and ruins the surface permanently. After all moisture has evaporated the original finish may be applied.

VICTORIAN Tournaiul. Among certain decorators there appears to be a faint movement to bring about a revival of Victorianism in furnishing. The smell of cozy corners and stuffy over-draped rooms awakens in some hearts the same thrill that a fire bell used to arouse in fire-engine horses. We hope that for the present least, there will be no engulfing wave of this deadly style. Whenever we think of it we are reminded of the mid-Victorian girl who wrote in her diary, "As I entered the ballroom, I was faced by a row of old brown bears—a really beautiful sight."
The home of James H. Bailey, at New Canaan, Connecticut, which is shown on this and the five succeeding pages, is a Norman farmhouse in exterior design, amply equipped within for modern living. Its front door is reached through a walled forecourt into which entrance is given by rustic gates. The architect was Frank J. Forster.
THE NORMAN INVADES CONNECTICUT

Into An Old Yankee Country Town Is Successfully Set This French

Provincial Farmhouse Designed by Frank J. Forster

RICHARDSON WRIGHT

The environment is the placid and proper atmosphere of an old Connecticut town. It rests upon its gentle hills and ridges with the air of a grand dame who has had not too colorful or too strenuous a past, who shows very little of the wear and tear of having had to resist temptation, and still maintains a lively interest in the kaleidoscopic present. As do her sisters of many a New England village, she wears her Elms with engaging grace.

To understand the present state of this environment you must understand something of the past. And having glanced at this, you will relish with more delight the house under consideration.

Generations ago the farmers hereabout cleared the rocky meadows and hillsides and piled the stone walls. Their ox-teams broke the trails. In time the sons of these Colonial farmers began household industries here—as did many a second generation in these New England villages—industries that were to lay the foundation for Connecticut's manufacturing future. Commerce having awakened, the ox-cart trails were widened to accommodate the horse team and broad farm wagon. Eventually these infant house industries moved away to more convenient centers on the Post Road that linked New York with Boston, and once more placid agriculture provided the employment and support of the region. It was still a town

and a countryside of white clapboard or shingle farmhouses with green shutters.

In the 80's and 90's when the Back-to-the-Land urge moved city folk to forsake town for the summer at least, a sophisticated populace began seeping into this bucolic paradise. They bought farms and made parks and gardens of them, and sought out the ridges that commanded distant views, and there built them homes that were in the latest taste of country house architecture. Here and there, between these properties the dirt road gave way to the macadam surface and in the town shopkeepers dressed their store fronts to attract the new trade. This new taste in country architecture that supplanted the green and white farmhouse with vagaries in brick and stucco was, perhaps, not always fortunate, but Time has blended these houses serenely into their setting. That is a kindly way Time has.

Within our own memory this atmosphere has changed again, all save the old churches that look as though Wren or Bulfinch had had a hand in their planning. The macadam has been widened for automobiles. Lanes have become streets and the streets have gradually filled with houses.

Thus the street on which this house is located swings along the flank of a hill that is crowned by one of those white churches. Across the way stands a Georgian house in brick, to each side homes that are quaintly old-fashioned and comfortable looking. Three generations of building are in sight. And then appears another. Into this rural environment of a Connecticut village came a Norman farmhouse.

The site slopes up sharp-
ly under the branches of giant Hemlocks to an outcropping of rock, and on this rocky high point has been set a whitewashed, stone-walled home that you might encounter near Lisieux or Bernay. An informal structure, it suits well the rugged rock ledge that it crowns. As it was evolved, the building took the form of a central square tower with two wings extending at right angles from it. A secondary round tower, built into the northeast shoulder of the square tower, houses a circular stairway. These points of its plan are seen as soon as you push back the wooden gate in the corner of the forecourt and climb the stone steps that lead to the level of the entrance.

The front door, as they call it in New England, is reached through an archway in a portico built up at the base of the main square tower where the two wings meet. A Gothic Norman decoration worked in brick pronounces this feature. The door itself wears a mediaeval air, with its thick small panels and iron bosses and grilled wicket window.

For all its weight the front door swings back easily, and you enter the hall to discover how snugly the Norman farmhouse can be adapted to meet the requirements of modern living in an American town. Here

---

Two wings, one the living room and the other the guest quarters, are linked by a central square tower in which are found the entrance hall, dining alcove and kitchen.

---

The house is situated upon a rocky ledge at the top of a steeply sloping lot. Its whitewashed brick walls are a vivid foil to the dense shade of the surrounding landscape.
Old oak, used for floors, beams and ceiling boards, lend the farmhouse similitude to the living room. One arched door leads to the hallway, the other lights the dining alcove. The owner's bedroom is in the upper story of the central tower. A round tower at the rear houses the circular stairs that lead to this chamber and its bath under the eaves.

The floor is paved with flat field stones. The walls are rough-finished with bits of straw still exposed, as though the plaster had been laid on wattles as the ancient builders made their walls. For a matter of fact it is laid on perfectly up-to-date expanded metal and the straw is only one of those "touches" that a romantic architect allows himself. Overhead, old beams attest to the rugged structure of the house.

This paved hall is a radiating point. To one side a paved passage leads to the guest wing. Another brings you to the stairs that wind up the circular rear tower to the owner's bedroom. Another gives direct access to the kitchen. The fourth passes through a round arch fitted with wooden grille doors to the three steps leading down to the living room level. These steps run the width of the room, for at the further side is another wooden grille with arched top that lights on the dining alcove and midway a door leads into this, so that the steps give access to all these features. Up under the ceiling at this end is a balcony that opens off the owner's bedroom.

The farmhouse atmosphere is pronounced in the living room. Huge old oak timbers support the roof with wide roof boards laid on them. Tie-beams run from...
Looking from the hall into the living room. Three steps, ranging the width of the room, give it gradual approach and the interest of a lower level. The furnishings are French Provincial antiques.

Flat fieldstone was selected for the paving of the hallway. The walls here and throughout the house are rough straw plaster and the trim is of oak stained to the tone of time-aged wood.

Old oak planks of unequal widths and lengths lend the verisimilitude of age to the floor. Instead of being screwed into place and the screw holes plugged with obvious pegs as is usually done, these planks are nailed down from the top with heavy, hand-wrought nails that are polished with the cleaning of the floor. As the house walls are thick, the ranges of casement windows on each side are set in a deep reveal with a stone slab for lintel and slate for shelf. The timber that extends above these windows and along each side of the living room is one solid piece of oak, a fortunate discovery of the owner who bought an old barn solely for the purpose of salvaging its magnificent timbering for his new home.

A fireplace is centered in the further wall of the living room, with a bookshelf set flush on one side and an alcove deep enough for a telephone closet and little window on the other. In keeping with the architecture of the house, the furniture here is French Provincial antiques. The fabrics used are old materials in unobtrusive tones of plum and blue. Casement cloth on wrought-iron rods has been used at the windows.

In order to eliminate the usual ugly radiators and radiator enclosures, a modern hot air heating plant with blower attachment was used. The warm air is brought in through wooden grilles laid in the floor. This system, which eliminates the faults found in the old style of hot air, has proven thoroughly efficient.

At the rear of the living room is a compact dining alcove with a bank of china and linen cupboards filling the opposite side. Though small, this alcove is adequate for everyday use; when numbers come to dine the table is set in the living room.

Contrasting with the picturesque air of the living room is the business-like arrangement and finish of the kitchen. Linoleum tile with painted woodwork, white painted walls, adequate cupboards, an electric stove—such are its modernities. A servant's room is housed in a lean-to at the side, with a bath intervening.

Equally simple is the arrangement of the guest wing on this lower floor—two linen cupboards in the passageway and behind them the guest bath. The bed chamber occupies the remainder of the wing—a room of rough finished walls, hand-adzed beams, casement windows on each side that afford cross ventilation and a liberal closet. The trim here, as throughout the house, is oak stained to the color of old, weathered oak. Again, the thickness of the walls leaves wide stone window sills for potted plants.

The remainder of the house is reached by the circular wooden stairs that fill the round tower at the rear. Here is the owner's bedroom, isolated and secure in the upper story of the square central tower. Bare beams support the ceiling and windows set high in the west wall give the room light. At the rear a door leads to a wooden balcony commanding the back garden, another
opens on the balcony high up on the rear wall of the living room, a third leads to the bath and the storage space under the caves.

Go out into the sunlight again, and walk around the house and "mark its bulwarks". With the exception of the servant's room extension on the west side, which is of solid half-timber construction with brick nogging, the exterior walls are built of stone. And the attractiveness of the house is wholly due to these natural building materials and to the manner in which they are used. Large quoin stones were selected for the corners and around all door and window openings where the appearance of strength and solidity are needed.

The base of the circular stair tower is of alternate squares of brick and stone. In pointing up the masonry joints the cement was brought out flush with the stone or brick and then the excess cement troweled over the face of the masonry. Finally over the entire surface of all exterior walls two coats of whitewash were brushed on.

Hand-made shingle tiles were used on the roof, in tones of old brown, reds and burgundy. The effect of these uneven tiles with their rich warm colors is not unlike the roofs of provincial houses one finds in Northern France. Details such as the roof cornice, balcony window, chimney top, bird house at the gable end, dormer and casement windows, the main entrance doorway and the stone posts of the forecourt, as well as the gates and the circular stair tower are all Norman French in character.

Since much of the ground to the front and rear of the house is rocky and since it is deeply shaded by Hemlocks, the owner has followed the sensible idea of accommodating his plants and shrubbery to those which find these circumstances congenial. One great slope is covered with Periwinkle, its sea of glossy leaves and blue flowers catching lights here and there where the sun breaks through. Informal groups of Azaleas line the winding approach to the forecourt from the street and along the street side they are banked for privacy. Between these the soil is treated with acid so that the ground is growing a rich carpet of moss, an excellent substitute for grass in such a shady spot. Farther up, where the rock crops out, Ferns and native Violets, Mertensia, Lilies of the Valley and shade-loving Iris thrive in loamy pockets.

Down through this forest-glade garden, and you are out on the street again—the Sunday-quiet street of this New England village. Turn back, and the glimpse is a little bit of Normandy. From the white-steepled church on the hill above comes the sound of a congregation singing, as generations of congregations before it have sung, the customary hymn praising God from whom all blessings flow. You step into a perfectly modern car and are whisked away from Normandy into the Connecticut meadows again, along roads where once the ox-teams of Puritan farmers labored.
ON LIVING IN AN OLD HOUSE

To Those Whose Home Has a Heritage Time Brings the
Rich Endowment of Haunted Memories

RICHARD LE GALLIENNE

I

RECENTLY paid a visit to some American friends who have come into possession of an old English house. A very old house. It goes back to the 13th Century, and is situated in that county of Kent which, owing to its position on the extreme southeast coast of England, so near to France, and so much of it a peninsula walled by the North Sea, was perhaps borne more of the brunt of the making of England than any other county. For this reason the old house is not only old itself, but all the country surrounding it is impregnated with storied antiquity. That loveliest of old cities, Canterbury, is not far away, and wherever one wanders, quaint hamlets, ancient churches, ruined castles, stately manorial houses with their avenues of ancestral trees, set us down in the very beginnings of England's history. To live in Kent, indeed, is almost to be impregnated with storied antiquity. That loveliest of old cities, the making of England than any other county. For this reason the old house is not only old itself, but all the country surrounding it is impregnated with storied antiquity. That loveliest of old cities, Canterbury, is not far away, and wherever one wanders, quaint hamlets, ancient churches, ruined castles, stately manorial houses with their avenues of ancestral trees, set us down in the very beginnings of England's history. To live in Kent, indeed, is almost to be impregnated with storied antiquity. That loveliest of old cities, Canterbury, is not far away, and wherever one wanders, quaint hamlets, ancient churches, ruined castles, stately manorial houses with their avenues of ancestral trees, set us down in the very beginnings of England's history. To live in Kent, indeed, is almost to be impregnated with storied antiquity. That loveliest of old cities, Canterbury, is not far away, and wherever one wanders, quaint hamlets, ancient churches, ruined castles, stately manorial houses with their avenues of ancestral trees, set us down in the very beginnings of England's history. To live in Kent, indeed, is almost to be impregnated with storied antiquity.

MY American friends are deeply sensitive to this historic atmosphere. Most Americans I have known are sensitive in that way. Indeed, it may be worth while, in passing, to register a protest against the general misconception that Americans are devoid of the historic sense and of historic veneration. The kind of American responsible for this misconception, to which Mark Twain's rather vulgar "Innocents Abroad" gave an unfortunate currency, is not peculiar to America. Every nation has its Philistines, by whom it is often painfully, and even dangerously, misrepresented. Those Americans who are alone worthy of representing their country are, perhaps, more than less awake and reverential to the beautiful associations of the past and "The old perfections of the earth". How much they cherish the traditions of their own past, and lovingly safeguard its memorials, anyone who has lived amongst them is aware; and I cannot help thinking that such demolition of old historic houses and streets as has been recently going on in London would have been impossible in Virginia or Massachusetts or Connecticut, where an old Colonial house is safer from the wrecker than even the mediæval relics of old Paris.

When an American cannot live in an old Colonial house—and it goes without saying that there are far from enough Colonial houses to go around—he builds a new house as much like one as possible, and spends no end of money in collecting old Colonial furnishings of every kind, so that, if he may not live in the house of his ancestors, he may, at least, be surrounded by his ancestral atmosphere.

ONE has often heard it repeated that so many of the historic houses of England have passed into American hands, and that their hereditary owners should be forced to abandon them is, indeed, a matter for deep melancholy; yet, seeing that they must let them go, my opinion is that they could not, in most cases, be in better keeping than in that of their new American occupants.

At all events, this certainly applies to the old Kentish house of my American friends. To say that these are more appreciative of its character and charm and more anxious to preserve them than its previous English tenants is to say less than nothing; for, as a matter of fact, as so often has happened in old English houses, its 18th Century and early Victorian owners seem to have done everything possible to change its character and obliterate its charm, as though they were ashamed of them—which there is little doubt they were, as being too "Gothic" and barbarous for the "polite" taste of their artificial periods. Till my friends came, the place was like an "old master" which some fashionable painter of a later day had over-laid with a daub in the style of his own time. Till they began removing its various disfigurements, getting rid of whitewash from beautiful old stone, tearing away lath and plaster ceilings, and hideous wall papers, no one would have suspected what treasures of old oak beams, rafters, and wainscoting had thus been totally buried alive by the vandals of earlier "refinement."

When one exclaimed on the vast cavernous fireplace of black oak, quaintly carved, withingle-seats within on each side of the great chimney, and massive iron fixtures, "dogs", chains, etc., to hold the roaring logs, and suspend the steaming cauldron, my friends smiled, on what was one of their discoveries. Till a few months ago it had been hidden away behind a neat drawing room affair, a commonplace mantelpiece effect of cheap marble, with a tiny grate.

The beautiful old entrance hall, with its carved stone porch, had been similarly disguised and all over the house their enthusiasm had made like discoveries, bringing old beauty and charm to light once more, and revealing unsuspected romance in walled-up nooks and corners long forgotten.

It would take too long to tell the whole story of my American friends and their old English house. It is enough for now to say that had they not come into its possession, it would probably have remained unrecognized, so long had it been marred by ill usage and obscured by neglect, and gone moulding on to its final decay. Fortunately, my friends had the romantic, clairvoyant eye, quickened by a long-cherished desire to have an old house for their home.

T

HE desire to live in an old house is a taste that many will share with them—and many will not. It is, as we say, a matter of temperament. De gustibus. Perhaps a majority of people have no interest in the past whatsoever. They look neither before nor after. It bores a good many, and some resent it.

Egoism, perhaps, inspires this distaste, for the past is a sore diminishing of self-importance. An old house naturally reminds one that there were great men before Agamemnon—many wish to forget this indubitable and humiliating fact. Therefore, they prefer (Continued on page 174)
To the building of his residence in Scarsdale, N.Y., Julius Gregory brought a fine feeling for the spirit of stone and pegged oak timbers. With its open-raftered roof, leaded casement windows and iron rails the house has an agreeable sense of spaciousness. The photograph shows the living porch at the rear. Other views on pages 111 to 113
THE CORRECT PROPORTIONING OF ROOMS

An Important Consideration In the Proper Designing

PROPORTIONING the rooms to the house is one of the most vitally important things the architect has to do. On proportion, good or bad, depends the measure of success or failure attributable to the house in our final judgment of it. If the house is ill proportioned, whatever other good points it may really have can never fully atone for what is really a fundamental deformity. On the other hand, if a house is well proportioned, any shortcomings of its aspects can be remedied because then there is something to work upon.

When we speak of proportioning the rooms to the house it involves the whole question of proportion, both exterior and interior, for if the rooms inside are bad in this respect, it is more than likely that the defect will communicate itself to the whole structure and will be quite as apparent on the outside as inside.

The task of adjusting proportions, whether on the exterior or the interior of the house, does not sound nearly so interesting to one as dealing with the matter of design in the elevations or even the scheming of the plan. But plan and elevations are, after all, matters of two dimensions.

Proportions are things of three, and they are not always so readily visualized. That is why when a house is being planned, it helps so much to have a model. The model makes the least imaginative person form a clear mental picture of the house as it will be when it is built—an object of three dimensions. If one is dealing with only two dimensions, breadth and length, or breadth and height, it is often possible to make a serious mistake quite unwittingly. The mental picture in three dimensions makes the error at once apparent, and likewise helps us to co-ordinate height, breadth and length in such a way that their inter-relations are perfectly apparent. In that way they enable us to guard against
Although the width of this Italian room, in the New York apartment of Miss Alice De La Mar, is much less than its length and it has a very high ceiling, proportions are well suited to its style.

Committing blunders because of false relation.

Proportioning the rooms, then, is not, or should not be, a matter of chance. If this part of the planning is allowed to care for itself, the final results may be fortunate through sheer lucky accident alone. And then, again, they may come out exactly the reverse and spoil the room.

On entering a well proportioned room, well proportioned not only with respect to its own dimension but also well proportioned with reference to the adjacent parts of the interior, one always has a sense of satisfaction and pleasure. Good proportion is a subtle element and often makes its effect felt without our being fully conscious of just what it is that pleases us. In the same way, an ill-proportioned room has the power of causing us actual discomfort; when in such a room we may often feel ill at ease without knowing or being able to explain the source of our annoyance. The room produces a sensation of distortion and falsity that cannot fail to be disquieting in quite the same way as a rug or wall paper of disturbing pattern and color.

There is not a general code of proportioning all the different types of rooms that applies through domestic architecture. Rooms that seem perfectly well-proportioned, satisfying and restful in a Colonial farmhouse would not prove equally agreeable, in many instances, if they were to be found in a Georgian residence, an Italian villa or a house derived from one of the provincial French types. Again, rooms that we might find in an Italian villa, even quite small (Continued on page 166)
BEFORE THE PLANS ARE DRAWN

Questions That the Prospective Home Builder Should Decide

Upon Prior to Consulting An Architect

MRS. GEORGE DRAPER

MAN is born to trouble as the sparks fly upward, and architects are no exception to the rule. Their troubles come not from the natural obstinacies of stone and wood and steel, however, but largely from the unnatural vagueness that infect their clients' minds. Mrs. Jones admires inordinately the dining room of Mrs. Brown—an oval room with French windows to the floor and wrought-iron balcony. But she carries over a kindred admiration for Mrs. Smith's diamond-paneled windows which she considers so romantic. She thinks that those English chimneys of Mrs. Johnson's with lots of stacks are simply adorable. And she's crazy about the New England shingled farmhouse in which Mr. Jones was born.

She doesn't exactly say she wants all these things in her own house. But neither does she sit down and decide what she does want; her thoughts are as formless as a plum pudding. How under the shining sun is her poor husband to follow her thoughts? She is the one who is outraged because her house lacks livability and the setting for efficient management. Yet she has never stated what they don't want. They may then proceed to take up the various points in their own way, and the architect will have something to go on.

GENERAL QUESTIONS

Size. How large a house do you want? Don't decide this merely on the basis of so many rooms and so much initial cost, but take into consideration the number of servants you plan to have and the yearly upkeep charges for which you are prepared to stand.

Type. What period or style of house do you prefer? Have you looked into this to see whether the type you like would really meet your requirements—size, suitability to environment, to mode of life and so on?

Composition: The building materials used will be more or less determined by the style of architecture. Don't forget, however, that some of them have a greater original cost, but will save money on repairs and upkeep, while others offer the reverse conditions. Which do you prefer?

Gardens. Are you planning to have a landscape architect lay out your gardens, or do you propose to let your architect attend to it? It is of the utmost importance that a house and its gardens comprise a harmonious whole.

Even though your place may be only half an acre, wouldn't it be nice to include such things as cold frames for Violets, a greenhouse opening off the drawing room, fruit trees, grape vines, berry bushes, special trees to attract the birds, a vegetable garden, a sunny terrace, a shady garden house, provision for animals, even if only bees or pigeons? If your house is on a city lot, or consists of a mere slice of an apartment building with a set-back roof garden sky-high over the river or the park, you may still do your share of coaxing the country mood. All such things, planned as an integral part of the original scheme, are far more successful than if added later—in addition to which they will cost less.

Vestibule. First decide whether you want a vestibule at all, for you needn't have one unless you choose—though, admittedly, it forms a protection against the elements. Perhaps you'd like a very patrician vestibule— with black and white marble tiles, four black niches with white statues in them, brass lights and hardware. Perhaps, again, your soul revolts against so much formality, but you'd react pleasantly to a vestibule floored with red quarry tile set in cream cement, with walls finished in pine boards that might have a feather edge, black iron lights and hardware. In any case, examine your conscience on the subject and decide how you want your vestibule finished—floor, ceiling, walls, trim—then decide what kind of lighting fixtures and hardware you think would be in accord.

Entrance Hall. If you liked the first and more formal vestibule just described, you might carry the tiling into the entrance hall, or floor it with black marble, waxed. You might have a formal lantern suspended in the stair well and use smooth plaster walls. Have you always thought a curving staircase graceful? You might plan on marble treads and an iron rail. On the other hand, there is much to be said for an enclosed staircase; it saves space and does away with draughts and may be shut off from the entrance hall entirely if you wish.

FOR INFORMALITY

If you are inclined rather toward informality in the first impression given by your house, you might follow your red-tiled vestibule with a hall floored with wide oak boards pegged down, rough plaster for the walls and some old engravings framed in black and gold. If you love flowers, you might have a bay window in the hall, giving it a tiled floor, slate sills, a faucet and some potted plants. This would add a note of gayety and interest to what is usually a mere passageway consisting of so many steps between outdoors and the house itself. In any case, you must consider cost closets, a lavatory, and the possibility of a dressing room and a sport closet for golf sticks, tennis rackets, etc., if space permits.

Drawing Room. The first thing to decide is whether your mode of life inclines you to call this a drawing room, indicating formality, or a living room, indicating the reverse. If you have no other room in which you plan to have the family congregate, it is best not to be too formal. If you can contrive a southwest exposure, do so, for nothing is lovelier than the rays of the setting sun across the tea table. If you have a garden, consider the advantages of windows near enough to the floor for you to see into the garden when seated. If you entertain many people, give thought to the placing of the drawing room and library adjoining so that

(Continued on page 130)
I LOVE the cool drip of my fountain. The shaded greens of Swamp Lilies foil the lacquer lights, as fish dart about the pool or pause in sudden immobility.

A brilliant shaft of gold stains the stucco background, while the shadow of a mighty oak is mirrored in the water's brilliance.

Glowing yellow Pansies and heavenly blue Delphinium vie with the fountain's rich mosaic in wealth of color—a Rose or two—a mist of Ferns and Ivy vines.

Could anything be more enchanting than my tiny kingdom, which covers fully one seventy-second of a mid-city Philadelphia block, and flanks one of its oldest, quaintest houses?

And now let us be practical:

How did we find it? We didn't, we made it.

How long did it take? From September to June.

What did it cost? Much loving labor and a little money.

Shall I start at the beginning? After months of intimacy with city real estate offices and more discourage-

ment, the suburbs threatened to engulf us. A garden had become a necessity, and, we agreed, trains are not much stuffier than city apartments.

Just then, in the heart of Philadelphia, a stone's throw from its most lovely square, we found the "Promised Land," a down-and-out, thoroughly disreputable, antiquated domicile with the most ghastly backyard that an ugly imagination can paint. The place had evidently been used as a boarding school, being rich in nothing but fire escapes and gratings, black-boards, bells and ash cans. Vandals had demolished window glass and plumbing, and Time's thick gray dust draped the ruins.

Closed shutters and discarded furniture (stored in the house) made it difficult (Continued on page 170)
NESTLING among the Cotswold hills in a typically English countryside lies a series of picturesque villages whose principal claim to the traveler's attention is in their delightful architecture. These houses, churches and outbuildings may not differ in any great degree from those found in similar districts; to the architect they clearly demonstrate the use of styles current throughout England in the 15th and 16th Centuries. It is the deft handling of materials employed, the feeling for good proportion and design exercised by the builders, that make the structures notable.

The Cotswold artisans took the natural stone of the hills and laid up walls of ample depth whose exterior surfaces create a splendid though totally unstudied textural effect. Splitting stones into slates of varying thicknesses, they made roofs which rival the walls in interest. Window and door embrasures were sometimes decorated by simple Gothic or Tudor detail, sparingly used. As often as not, however, no decorative treatment was introduced.

Those who are in search of designs upon which to model houses for erection in our own suburban and country communities will do well to consider the Cotswold dwellings. Their type is such that they would fit easily and gracefully into all but a few of our states. And their character is not confined to any one size of house; precedent for small cottage, large mansion or any intermediate stage can easily be selected from among the many examples.

Conditions in this country and century are not what they were in England of the Sixteen Hundreds, and it would be exceedingly impractical, as well as extremely costly, to portray exactly the old work in a new residence. By careful study of the originals and judicious designing of the prototype, however, the spirit of the Cotswold work can be transported even though the house does not go back to the model in its every detail.

With the needs of a small family of moderate means in mind, and going back to the Cotswold for inspiration, the designer of the house sketched on these pages has produced a happy composition of real architectural merit. By building in three units—a large central portion supporting dependant wings—he gives a cottage atmosphere to an eight-room house. As with the Cotswold dwellings, the walls are of stone and the roof is covered with slates. The windows, doorway and chimney are also in the Cotswold manner. Dormers in
the Cotswolds were usually built out on the house walls and not out from the roof, so here we have a departure from precedent. In general appearance, proportion, scale and atmosphere, however, the architect has given us a Cotswold house.

From a small stone-paved vestibule which insures against winter gales blowing through the house, the entrance hall is reached. About it are grouped the various rooms, with the exception of the kitchen, which communicates with the rest of the house only by means of a door to the living room. A stairway which rises to the second floor begins at one side of this hall.

The rear and side of the living room wing shows the treatment of walls and roof. The dormer window illustrated lights one side of the master's bedroom. Note the French door which leads out from the living room onto the terrace.

On each floor the various rooms are grouped about a stair hall. The first floor contains four rooms and the garage; the second has four bedrooms, two baths and a convenient dressing room connecting with the master's bedroom.

The living room is the feature room of the residence. Measuring fifteen by nineteen feet, it occupies the entire lower portion of the right hand wing. A large fireplace is located on the inside wall. Windows in its three outside walls provide ample light: a long range of small-paned windows looks out upon the front lawn; a double window is centered in the side wall; casement windows flank a glass paneled door which leads to the rear terrace and the gardens.

At the top of this page is a sketch illustrating the living room wing seen from the rear.

Adjacent to the living room and with a (Continued on page 138)
HUMBLE PATIOS OF SOUTHERN SPAIN

In the Enclosures Among the Homes of the Common Folk Are

Many Alluring Little Garden Spots

PRENTISS FRENCH

The patio is the accepted thing in southern Spain, and generations are behind its construction. Shall we in our Southern States overlook a feature inherent for hundreds of years in both palace and tenement in a country which has known great civilization? Shall we not use this added garden with its privacy as of a room, its tinkle of running water, its cool arches and by broad, restful walls, and its potted plants and appealing vines?

While richness of material and elaboration of detail characterize the patios in the palaces of the great nobles, simplicity is the very keynote of the humble patios of which this article treats. As an escape from the complications of modern life they furnish a welcome retreat, and as a solution for the problem of beauty with economy they offer a suggestion worth more than casual consideration by the prospective builder.

To fix dates for these lesser patios is useless. Some are undoubtedly very old, possibly partly Moorish; some will date from the days of Ferdinand and Isabella, and others are of very recent years. Behind them all, however, is the tradition of the Moors for privacy and good construction, a tradition handed down from generation to generation of peasant artisans. Today it is in Andalusia, the region of Cordova, Sevilla, Granada, that the best small patio examples are to be found.

Without exception the patios illustrated are in buildings where a number of families are housed, buildings that might be classed as tenements. Winding down the streets of Cordova’s poorest sections one gets vista after vista through the open doors into the patios; and it is so also in...
Seville, Jerez, or Granada, and many another town as well. One may see in, and yet this vista is only of a small part of the first patio, and there may be as many as four or five others opening in an informal fashion one into the other, and indicating the extreme irregularity of building shape.

Cleanliness here would not be expected by most Americans, but as a rule all is fresh whitewash on the walls, the difficult pavements are swept clean, and order is generally good. All this is in spite of the number of families using each patio. And by what socialistic magic the potted plants are kept in such good order is difficult to imagine. The street door usually stands open, and a concentration of potted plants helps to make one of the most delightful vistas of the whole scheme and belies the thought that the Spaniard has little regard for the enjoyment of the stranger. This vista, as well as those gained inside, is characterized by no studied formality; in fact, no formality at all, but instead a pleasant combination of elements which go toward making for a picturesque whole.

Classical, Moorish or Renaissance detail of architectural forms is rarely encountered, the effect being produced solely by the simple, thick arch forms, plain, white walls, effective rough paving, and the ever-present plants. Iron grilles, universal on the street windows, are sometimes used even within the patios, and occasionally a plain or twisted wrought iron column is present. Walls are almost always whitewashed, and often have a black or reddish colored band around next to the pavement to prevent stains from showing. Wall texture is in no sense the studied rough effect found so frequently in modern American work, but more the sort of thing that results when workmen of no great technical skill attempt to make as smooth a job as possible. Years of repeated whitewashing give roundness to the edges. Complete paving is the rule, and there is never any attempt to grow grass. For paving purposes the most usual thing is to use the stones from the bed of some nearby stream. Larger stones, being cheaper to obtain and cheaper to lay, are used in the poorer patios, while in the better places small kidney stones, sometimes laid in patterns, make a delightful and practical effect. Where stones are scarce and there are manufactures of tile and brick, these two materials will be used. Ordinarily small openings are left against the walls to serve as earth pockets for vines.

No patio is complete without its source of water. This may be in the form of a well, or when there is a small quantity of running water continuously available, as is frequently the case, it may be in the form of a simple reservoir or tank, or of an octagonal fountain, from which water may be quickly dipped out in quantity. Often channels are (Continued on page 172)
A PHORISMS ON COLLECTING PICTURES
Between the Outrages of Time and the Wiles of the Faker the Way of the Old Picture Lover Appears Hard

CHARLES OULMONT

AMONG a hundred genuine pictures, painted by great masters, ten may be signed. Among a hundred false pictures, ninety will be signed.

If you need to look for the signature in order to find out who painted a certain picture, distrust both signature and painting; there is but a very little chance of either being authentic.

Great masters prefer to be recognized by their style rather than by their signature.

A picture must wear its signature all over it, if it has a right to be signed at all.

When you listen to a discussion among experts upon the authenticity of a picture, always remember this little story: One day a dealer in the rue Lafitte showed Renoir a picture, saying: "Look, master, what the fakers want to pass off for a Renoir". The painter, after having examined the landscape, murmured abashed: "Alias! I would gladly never have painted anything so bad, but to be truthful, I am the only one to blame."

"By whom is this picture?"—"By X..."
"Where is the signature?"—"It is not signed." Conclusion, by most "connoisseurs": "the picture is therefore not by X..."
The true reply to the preceding false axiom: three-quarters of the pictures by great masters, painted before 1800, are not signed. The masters thought that they would be distinguished, one from another, even without a signature.

Certain doubtful signatures are often subjected to the reddoubleable test of alcohol: it is a well-known fact that old paint will resist this test admirably.

Therefore, it may be concluded that if the signature holds, it is authentic—or, in any case, of the period. But fakers know the perils of alcohol. Hence they have found a means of making signatures with products which are not soluble in alcohol, amongst others, glue. In such cases one must not use alcohol, nor any corrosive.....but simply warm water.

If you really want to buy an old picture, do not trust the right side of it alone. Turn it around. If you come to the conclusion that a picture is old because of its being painted on an old canvas, the worse for you.

If, by finding in the canvas defects or worn places, you are encouraged to buy the picture you think authentic, you are indeed a trustful soul.

If, because you notice that a picture has been here and there repainted, you conclude forthwith that since the canvas has suffered somewhat, it cannot be modern (at any rate, not entirely so) the reason is that you are ignorant of sadistic cruelties which fakers will vent upon a virgin canvas, in order to make one believe that it has been "subjected to the irreparable outrages of time."

Vice versa—if because a canvas is immaculately pure, without repainting or signs of wear, you imagine it cannot therefore be genuine, your conclusion is of a singular simplicity.

Remember this, which was taught me once upon a time by Molinier: the purer a primitive painting is, the fresher it looks—such is its radiance.

Do not trust worn faces and wrinkles when it comes to paintings; a painting is not a woman, even if one does sometimes compare a woman to an old picture. For the older a picture is, the less wrinkles it should have. Cracks in the varnish are not wrinkles, but only cracks in the varnish.

If you see cracks of too great a regularity, ask yourself if you are not confronted by some trickery. The cracks and crevices which one observes in old paintings are deep, and start from the preparatory layer of either canvas or panel.

But one may notice two different kinds of cracks: those in the preparation of the canvas and those in the paint or colors. These cracks appear under different aspects, depending upon the century and upon the materials used.

Very narrow and regular (but not uniform) up to the 16th Century on account of the purity of the preparation and the colors, they later became more and more irregular, and larger (certain paintings of the 19th Century are even practically destroyed by their enormous cracks, forming crevices, which it is almost impossible to restore). Conclusion: don't trust large cracks in pictures which appear to be of the 18th Century or earlier. Without exception they are either copies or fakes. In addition to what I have said, bear in mind that the gradual chemical action due to the effect of light on color can produce contractions or retractions, and thus cause cracks.

Cracks in paintings on wood follow the direction of the fibre of the wood (the small cracks one sees taking some other direction are called intermediate and are less important than the others); take note that Dutch paintings on wood (17th Century) seldom present these intermediate cracks, because they were painted on panels very thinly prepared; an attentive examination of these very transparent paintings quite easily enables one to observe the direction of the wood fibres.

Each painter having generally used always the same colors and the same preparation, his pictures must reveal the same cracks. These are therefore invaluable in identifying a canvas.

But artificial cracks are easily produced. The most dangerous are those drawn with steel points in paint which is not yet dry. These are sure to faithfully reproduce the pattern of cracks observed by the faker in an original masterpiece.

Less dangerous are the cracks produced on false primitives by means of an oven; these are too regular in design.

A process very much used by fakers is the cracking of the preparation for panels. One prepares a sheet of paper, with a preparation which very quickly dries and hardens, then—once the picture is painted and the paint dry—one makes the paper undergo every motion intended to produce cracks. That done, one lines the wood. Therefore do not trust pictures, which after having been scraped in one corner, reveal a sheet of paper. Certain fakers, moreover, remove the paper, after having obtained the desired cracks. They transfer the preparation directly onto the wood. But these cracks also display a uniform aspect.

On canvas one obtains false cracks by causing breaks in the surface through a movement applied to the back of the canvas, once the paint is dry. But I repeat, as before; beware of too regular cracks.

The varnish may be cracked by the same method. Consequently, one must not confound with real cracks those superficial "crackles" which only appear to be cracks, and which disappear, alas! once the varnish is removed.

If you have reason to doubt that a picture is genuine, be bold, take a swab soaked with alcohol in your right hand, a swab containing essence of turpentine in your left, and observe carefully through a

(Continued on page 146)
The portfolio this issue is devoted to rooms in the 18th Century manner. The distinguished interior above has buff walls, pine paneling and furniture of the period. The home of Wm. T. Hamilton, Bronxville, New York.

Wall paper panels printed in grisaille combined with woodwork in robin's egg blue make a rich background for the Directoire furniture in a dining room in Versailles. Rug in tones of green and pink. Yellow curtains.
MODERNS IN THE ZOO

(Above) "this French and yellow of red, a gray blue-gray case..."
That contemporary workers in ceramics do not take life too seriously is apparent in the prancing horses above. These are of glazed pottery, brilliantly colored. Such groups enliven a dull interior. Lord & Taylor

From Italy come this pair of very modern gazelles made of shiny black glass flecked with white spots and ornamented on the base portion with a tiny flower cluster in pink glass. Courtesy of Nancy McClelland

GAY ANIMAL FIGURES

Gay accessories for the new interior are these white porcelain ducks designed in the modern manner. They may be used as book ends or purely as decoration. From Lord & Taylor
AN OUTLINE OF THE FRENCH PROVINCIAL

By These Characteristic Features the Country Furniture of France May Be Known and Judged

MR. & MRS. G. GLEN GOULD

FRENCH Provincial furniture came under the influence of the period styles during the Renaissance, but yielded to them slowly, and in fact did not accept the metropolitan fashions until the Louis XV period. Then the acceptance was so complete that the style has persisted until modern times throughout France, wherever there has been any attempt at fine furnishing. The same books of designs from Paris and other large cities were in use in the country, and the results were more similar than different, embodying in greater or less degree the delicacy and fine proportions of the style.

This is the broad fact which covers French Provincial furniture quite generally, so that a familiarity with the Louis XV style in its Parisian examples and those of the Court of Versailles is necessary to appreciate local differences, many of which are charming, some naïve, and few offensive. French Provincial furniture as a whole embodies in greater or less degree the delicacy and fine proportions of the style.

The revived classic style was only superficially accepted, and had little effect in Normandy, Alsace, and Provence. The Rococo style was widely accepted. The Rococo style was widely accepted. Construction: Generally curvilinear. Articles: Armoires, beds, benches, cabinets, chairs, crédençais, tables, wardrobes. Cottage furniture still primitive: armoires, beds—four-poster hung with wooden curtains, buffets, bread containers and breadboards, cupboards, tables—often formed of removable boards on trestles, chairs straw bottomed.

LOUIS XV:
The Rococo style was widely accepted. Construction: Curvilinear. Articles: Armoires, beds, benches, cabinets, chairs, crédençais, tables, wardrobes. Cottage furniture still primitive: armoires, beds—four-poster hung with wooden curtains, buffets, bread containers and breadboards, cupboards, tables—often formed of removable boards on trestles, chairs straw bottomed.

Continuing its policy of showing some of the new and some of the old, House & Garden has been running, in addition to its articles on Modernism, outlines of the old and more familiar styles. This month they have appeared as follows: Victorian Furniture, July; Biedermeier Furniture, August; American Colonial, September; The Oak Period of Provincial England, October. In future issues these studies and outlines will include the French Renaissance and Dutch


The same as in the Louis XV period. Articles: Same as Louis XIV, with the addition of commode, chiffonniers, and many typical small pieces.

Louis XVI:
The revived classic style was only superficially accepted, and had little effect in Normandy, Alsace, and Provence. Construction: Generally curvilinear. Articles: Louis XVI ornament, where found, is usually superimposed on the earlier Louis XV construction, but often shows native taste in this adaptation.

Directoire and Empire:
These and later fashions were intellectual throughout the French Provinces, except in Normandy.

The Provinces, even when adjoining, show marked distinctions in cottage or peasant furniture which retained its primitive local character from generation to generation. For convenience the important provinces as they existed in the early 18th Century, can be grouped into Northern, Middle, and Southern. In the North there were Normandy and Brittany, with Alsace, Lorraine, Champagne, Flandre (Flanders) Artois, and Picardy. In the South there were Provence, Languedoc, Guienne, Gascony, and the Basque country. Midway there were Franche Comté, Bresse, Bourgundy, Poitou, Savoie, Auvergne, Limousin, Saintonge, Lyonnais, and Dauphiné.

However divergent local traditions might be, a (Continued on page 142)
This mid-18th Century oak Normandy armoire shows both naiveté and sophistication in simple flowers and Classic motifs. French & Company.

A Louis XIII armoire door from Normandy.

The foot of a Louis XV armoire.

An armoire key-plate, Provence.

(Below) A Renaissance walnut chair made about 1650. By courtesy of The Anderson Galleries.

A characteristically designed back for a Normandy chair.

(Above) Fruitwood sideboard with panels typical of the Basque country. An open-shelved dresser was often placed above. French & Co.

A typical Basque panel.

Louis XVI Normandy table leg.

The cherry diaper below was for display of pewter or other wares. Mid-19th Century, Provence.

An armoire door of a type found through Provence.

(Left) A typical Basque panel.

Louis XVI Normandy table leg.
TAKING a new step in a new direction, House & Garden has invited six artists who are versed in the ways of modernism to furnish and decorate a model apartment in contemporary American style. Being among the first to be represented in this group, I was asked to do the room that is first entered after the doorbell is answered—the hall.

Like the actors in a play, each room in an apartment must play its part and express a character of its own, reflecting if possible something of the personality of the occupant. A living room should breathe an air of dignified hospitality; it must be livable and comfortable, and even though decorated in the modern style, it should not be in the least bizarre. In its decoration the personal note should be avoided as this is an interior which will be used by everybody. A boudoir, on the other hand, may be as intimate and as personal as desired.

The entrance hall, however, occupies a position all its own. It is everybody’s property—used by all, lived in by none. It is the prologue to the play.

In planning the decoration of the room shown in the adjoining sketch I selected first of all an average entrance hall—the type of place one finds in the majority of apartment houses. Particular consideration was given to the fact that it is a rather small room, and, as the floor plan shows, without windows. As it is to be used primarily as a passage between the small outer hall and the living room, what furniture it is to contain must be placed at strategic points in order to leave a free space to pass through. It is easily seen that an interior of this kind does not offer opportunity for very much in the way of decorative furnishings. Its effect depends almost entirely on the architectural treatment.

As the doorway to the living room is directly opposite the entrance door, and as this feature is the first thing seen on entering, I have endeavored to make it as decorative as possible. It is a double door comprised of panes of frosted glass, ornamented with an interesting etched design, the framework being lacquered a brownish black. These doors slide into the walls and, for lack of a better term, this feature may be called a modernistic Japanese French door. It is flanked on either side by narrow cabinets, mirror lined and fitted with shelves of black glass. These hold modern objets d’art.

At the right of the entrance is a table with black glass shelves and a small armchair covered in brown suede and a leather printed to resemble leopard skin.
The wall treatment in this hall is particularly interesting, a paper in ombré stripes in varying shades of chartreuse yellow being used. In place of the conventional vertical effect, the stripes run horizontally to accentuate a low ceiling, to make the room look larger and to emphasize its horizontal character. In contrast to this arresting shade of yellow is the floor covering, plain carpet cut in pieces of different shapes and sizes and then sewn together to form an interesting modern design. This has been carried out in several contrasting shades of gray.

Much of the wall at the left side is occupied by a mirror, an excellent treatment for a windowless room as it gives sparkle and light while increasing the effect of space. Beneath this is a long, low bench in black and red lacquer used as a console. Two small but comfortable chairs, one covered in bright green leather, the other in leather printed to resemble leopard skin, and small occasional tables with black glass tops held by nickel plated steel frames, comprise the furniture.

A great deal of attention has been given the problem of lighting this hall. As there are no outside windows, the lights have been incorporated with the architectural treatment and a beveled panel of frosted glass is introduced between the top of the wall and the ceiling. This gives an evenly distributed light and is restful to the eyes. The ceiling is finished in silver leaf and blends into the glass panels of the lighting arrangement, at the same time increasing the apparent size of this interior.

Additional light is derived from brackets attached to the mirror panel on the left side wall. These are very simple in type, with a silvered metal base, the electric bulb being shaded by two triangular slabs of frosted glass. If a more brilliant effect is desired in this hallway, lights may be concealed in the tops of the niches on either side of the doorway—an unusually effective treatment that illuminates the small objets d'art reflected in the mirrors.

In short, I have endeavored to create an interior that is informal without being intimate. Simplicity is the keynote but the effect of the room as a whole does not give an impression of bareness but rather of warmth and color owing to the tone of the background and the varied harmonizing shades of the furnishings. The potted plants and the interesting collection of objets d'art in the cabinets add further life and interest to the setting.
A WELL-CURTAINED WINDOW

Because this city window overlooks an unpleasing view, three sets of curtains are used. Venetian blinds, painted peacock blue, admit light and air while concealing the ugliness beyond; over these are sheer curtains of beige gauze edged with pleated ruffles. The hangings are beige satin finished with a valance of blue and rose quilted taffeta. In the New York apartment of Joseph B. Platt.
THROUGHOUT the English 17th Century there are periods when an observable magnificence appears with the styles of the formative arts, this again at intervals being replaced by an almost rigid simplicity. Such a turnover is especially remarkable after the end of the Cromwellian regime, during which time all forms of ornateness were sternly repressed by the puritanical zealots as ungodly. Thus with the restoration of the monarchy, there was an immediate reversal of the prevailing austerity and the inception of that magnificence and opulence which found expression in the fashions introduced by the French followers of Charles II.

Obviously the extravagances instituted by the Court in London would be quickly adopted by the nobility both in their town mansions and in their large country seats. Nor was it long after the depression of the Puritan period had been finally lifted, that the middle classes began to show signs of indulging in more elaborate surroundings. To this the immortal Pepys makes frequent reference, while evidence of the greater luxury of the provincial woodwork of this epoch is apparent in those examples that have been preserved. But of the rural furniture, made in the earlier years after the restoration, little that might be attainable to the average collector remains, although pieces from the last two decades of that century are frequently offered.

In more ways than one the late Stuart period marks the Rubicon, across which the arts of England passed, and in so doing left behind the former and more robust Gothic. With the coming of the French and Dutch influences and the accompanying decorative curvations, a new medium was sought that would better reflect the greater refinement, now associated with domestic woodwork. Mahogany being virtually unknown in England, attention was directed to the many Walnut trees that had been planted in the previous century and which by this time had attained to a considerable growth.

In this connection, while the walnut period of England may be regarded as the sixty years from about 1660 until the introduction of the exotic wood by Sir Walter Raleigh, walnut furniture had, nevertheless, been known in the reign of Elizabeth. Then, however, it had been imported from Italy and so attracted was this Queen by its beauty that in her usual autocratic manner, she ordered that many hundreds of... (Continued on page 154)
An exceptional walnut chair found near Manchester, where the carved ankle assumed popularity in Queen Anne's time. From Richard W. Lehne

From Richard W. Lehne, an exceptional walnut chair found near Manchester, where the carved ankle assumed popularity in Queen Anne's time. From Richard W. Lehne.

Though originally produced in one of the larger centers of the north, this desk reveals the provincial craftsmanship in its simple lines and the style of its cabriole leg. Courtesy of Richard W. Lehne.

In the style of this pinewood cupboard, made in Bristol about 1700, are traceable the same designs that later appeared in such cupboards made here.

(Left) A west of England bacon cupboard with plain paneled doors. It dates from the late 17th Century. Courtesy of the Old World Galleries.

(Right) A type of burl walnut piece formerly made in the more prosperous country districts but now rarely to be found. Courtesy of A. S. Vernay.
Occasionally in East Anglia and Yorkshire one encounters a gate-leg table of this type—a William and Mary design with the Spanish scroll feet and a curious arch at the end.

One of a set of six William and Mary provincial chairs recently brought here from Charlton House in Kent. Ackerman

Made in the Midlands toward the end of the 17th Century, this oak and pear-wood table demonstrates the rural carpenters' efforts to produce scroll legs. Victoria and Albert Museum

(Below) Although this 18th Century Northamptonshire cabinet lacks somewhat in technique, its craftsman used burl walnut on a pine and oak carcass

Italian influence is displayed in this Restoration walnut chair made in Northamptonshire. The Victoria and Albert Museum

(Below) A walnut chest of drawers of early 18th Century make. Similar pieces are to be found in the larger northern cities. From Weymer & Young
The blossoms of many of the Meadow Cranesbills are a fine, pure blue. The plant inclines to legginess but it is splendidly adapted to a semi-wild spot.

**FLOWER TREASURES FOR VARIOUS GARDENS**

*Here Are Special Treats to Set Down Now in Your Note Book and Enjoy to the Full in Next Year’s Garden*

LOUISE BEEBE WILDER

The Blue Geraniums. Going over the season’s note-book at this time of year is a profitable and enjoyable occupation. There is time to meditate upon its contents without the feeling that one must immediately turn to carrying out some of its recommendations. In my own garden Day Book mention is made several times of the beauty of the blue-flowered Geraniums and of the wisdom of growing them among other hardy plants in several situations. Mr. Bowles, who is a great admirer of the wild Geraniums, wrote, “When Cranesbills turn their efforts towards blue flowers they are hard to beat.” At the head of the line he places G. grandiflorum, saying that it is almost ultramarine blue in color, and is not quite so only because of the faint crimson veins that etch the petals.

G. grandiflorum is indeed very fine, but when it comes to true blueness I think some of the forms of the Meadow Cranesbill, G. pretense, transcend it. The Meadow Cranesbill is not such an orderly and restrained plant as the Sikkim Geranium and is apt to become somewhat leggy and coarse. It is not really suitable for proper borders, only for semi-wild and free-thinking localities; but a packet of seed from a good source will bring you some fine blue blossoms, as well as some that are pure white. I have one curious form called striatum, the petals of whose flowers are sometimes wholly white, sometimes broadly striped lilac-and-white, some wholly lilac—all in the same bloom. It is not es-

(Continued on page 184)
MALONG THE PRIMROSE WAY

One Does Not Need a River's Brim to Enjoy the Primrose at Its Best

When Spring Comes Into the Garden

JOHN L. REA

O NLY in the last half dozen years have I come to appreciate fully the lovely hardy Primulas. Now that I know them, however, I cannot have too many of them, or rather not nearly enough of them, for the Primrose Way is, I find, far from one of dalliance. It is set, especially in its upper reaches, full of hazardous pitfalls which only a watchful and wary eye will enable one to negotiate safely.

Perhaps I might have guessed as much from the fact that the ordinary seed catalog mentions so very few of them. That alone might indicate that the majority of them are so difficult that the omniscient catalog maker considers the casual gardener better off by not knowing of their existence. But one is never quite sure in such a case: there is still the lurking suspicion that it may merely mean crass ignorance and lack of initiative on his part. So I go blithely on the way and shall order again this spring, as I have every spring in recent years, dollars' and dollars' worth of Primula bulleyana, beeiliana, calycina, captata, cashmeriana, denticulata, frondosa, helodora, japonica, poissoni, pulcherrilenta, sikimimensis and almost any other interestingly mysterious combination of consonants that one can see fit to throw together.

When finally the postman brings them, I shall eagerly tear oS the wrappers so carefully put on to protect them in their long sea journey, open the neat deep green box with its embossed scarlet lettering and seal, and see again in my mind's eye the same old vision of tall japonica nodding gracefully to a soft sea breeze in the far-away Empire of the Sun, shall gather up whole armfuls of glowing purple primroses along the winding rivers of the storied Vale of Cashmere, and in some secret dell under the jealous eye of the Grand Lama himself a spray of two of those pendent Himalayan Cowslips, "primrose yellow, sweetly scented".

But really it's too exasperating! Haven't I gone through the same thing over and over again? And now all's to do again.

But not quite all; I have not met with defeat along the entire line. In their proper season my English Primroses are nothing less than magnificent, and I have literally hundreds of them; the less glorified Cowslip is to be found in my double border; and the Polyanthus, including many plants of a prize flowered gold-laced strain, as well as Miss Jekyll's famous Munstead Giants, make a great showing. These alone are worth telling about. Of japonica I did, with very ordinary culture, once succeed in getting a good stand. They wintered well and flowered "tier upon tier" just as it was agreed in the seed catalog that they (Continued on page 186)

Plants as large and dense as these should be divided. This is done soon after they finish flowering, the crowns being pulled apart.
IN PRAISE OF
THE MAPLES

A Versatile Tree Family of Enduring Worth
E. H. WILSON, V. M. H.

The cut-leafed Red Japanese Maple is one of the trees to which much attention has been given by makers of ornamental gardens in the Orient. Its leaves are so finely divided that they produce a lace-like effect.

One of the forms of Sugar Maple is the variety monumenfale, a narrow tree with perfectly upright branches which give it a gaunt but picturesque and distinctive appearance.

In Acer rubrum columnare, the branches are short and so disposed as to make the tree's outline decidedly column-like. This variety has the characteristic bright autumn foliage.

If the Oak be King of northern meadows and woodlands, the Maple is entitled to rank as Queen. In size of trunk and limb and crown the Maple does not approach the majesty of the Oak, but in shapeliness of growth, in beauty of bark and brilliancy of autumn foliage it excels.

Maples are no mean trees in themselves, for several species exceed one hundred feet in height and in girth of trunk measure fully fifteen feet. The timber lacks the strength and durability of Oak but its usefulness in furniture making, in cabinet and construction work is well-known. Once it was the vogue, and even today Birdseye Maple pieces are highly appreciated.

Maples are multitudinous in species and very variable in habit of growth, character of bark, leaf and inflorescence. They possess many all round ornamental qualities and some are of great economic value. The autumn tints of the Red and Sugar Maples are one of the most wondrous spectacles that the forests of North America boast, and in the winter the green and white striped stems of A. pennsylvanicum and the steel-gray bark of the Red Maple attract the attention of even the least observant. The flowers are usually greenish yellow but in some they are purplish and the fruit in all cases is a two-winged samara, known familiarly as Maple keys. A sweet sap characterizes many species, reaching its greatest development in the Sugar Maple (Acer saccharum), beloved by the people.

The Sugar Maple is one of the handsomest native trees in the Northern States and Lower Canada. It may be upward of one hundred feet tall and beautifully proportioned.
The largest of the Old World Maples is *A. pseudoplatanus*, a species which does well in eastern North America. It is especially valuable for withstanding the exposure of the seacoast. In early spring the blossoms of the Silver Maple are the first to appear. They precede the flowers of the Red Maple by about two weeks, usually putting in their appearance during March.

The shade of this most useful tree has been made beneath the most useful tree and if it had speech what stirring tales of love and fight it could tell and of the festive gatherings it has witnessed at the season of sugaring off. Sargent in his *Sylva of North America* states that about four million pounds of Maple sugar and some two million gallons of Maple syrup were made annually in this country, chiefly in Vermont, New York and Michigan. Today, thanks to the cheaper sugar derived from Beet and Sugar-cane, Maple sugar is no longer of great economic importance, yet few there be in the Maple lands of America who will admit that in quality any other sugar approaches that of the Maple tree. To many Americans and Canadians Maple sugar is as dear as is the Heather and the Shamrock to the heart of the Scotch and Irish. The sugar producing qualities of this tree were well-known and utilized by the Indians, and according to the books it was from them that the French learned the method of sugar making and handed it on to later colonists.

Much is made of the Sugar Maple as a shade and avenue tree in villages and country towns. It is, however, a lover of pure air and is quite unsuited for manufacturing districts or thickly populated cities. At its best in the colder districts it is a noble tree one hundred to one hundred and twenty feet tall with a trunk (Continued on page 178)

*Acer rubrum*, the Red Maple, is an abundant native tree ranging from New Brunswick to Florida. This is the species whose leaves change color in late summer.
The middle member of the Harrison Jones house follows the traditional style, even to the details of dormers behind the parapet, large windows and the rear hall door with its decorative fanlight. In the wings, long windows are banked together in the English fashion. On the first floor these ranges of windows light a sun room and breakfast room respectively and on the second floor, sleeping porches.

A wide hall running from front door to rear portico lends a generous aspect to the first floor. Of this is a large living room with its attendant sun room and library and on the other side the dining room and service, with a breakfast room facing the garden. The open stairway and the broad landing compensate for the narrowness of the long corridor upstairs. Pringle & Smith were the architects.
THE SHADOW OF MOUNT VERNON

Across much of the architecture of our Southern States the shadow of Mount Vernon spreads, with the tranquillity of shadows lengthening on a lawn at dusk. This alcoved porch with high supporting columns and balustraded parapet gives to the residence of Harrison Jones at Atlanta, Georgia, its historic charm and authenticity.
The soundness of financing the erection of a residence through a system of extended loans is growing more and more widely recognized as time goes on. A residence is a necessity. If it is judiciously designed and constructed and its site is selected with care, it is practically stable in value and becomes a splendid investment from the standpoint of a bank or financing organization. If the prospective home owner is assured of his ability to meet his obligations as they fall due, there is no good reason for deferring the satisfaction of possessing his own dwelling.

It is the purpose of this article to answer the five important questions which arise in the mind of a prospective home builder who is unacquainted with the advantages and means of mortgage financing, and to point out certain safeguards and precautions that will assist in a consummation of the project. The questions are: (1) Is it safe to borrow? (2) Is it economically sound? (3) How much can be borrowed? (4) Where and how to secure mortgage loans, and (5) What does it cost to borrow for the purpose of home construction?

**SOUND ECONOMICS**

The safety and economic soundness of financing home construction are both attested by the fact that by far the great majority of homes are today built with the aid of mortgage funds, from the lowest cost dwellings to expensive country estates. Banking laws and regulations have largely removed the hazards of unscrupulous lending on real estate, and even foreclosures are surrounded by every possible protection to the home owner, who is granted a long period of redemption—generally six months or so—during which time he can raise funds to meet his defaulted obligations and regain title to his property. Only when the home owner obligates himself beyond his means or income is borrowing hazardous, and even this likelihood is diminished because of the care with which the lenders investigate an applicant’s ability to carry his intended investment and to meet his payments.

Home ownership is universally recognized by economists and sociologists as eminently sound and desirable for every family, limited only by the necessary consideration that the cost of the home be within the means of the owner. For properties of equal value, ownership is less expensive than renting, and for properties of equal size, quality and net cost, home construction properly handled is usually less expensive than buying a completed property. It is hardly necessary to go to any length here to point out the many reasons that make house construction a desirable enterprise, even when it is necessary to borrow through mortgage sources in order to secure sufficient funds to meet the required cost. In fact, it is far better from a national economic viewpoint for families to assume the obligations of home ownership through mortgage financing than to indefinitely defer it during the long period that is usually necessary for the accumulation of sufficient savings to own a house free and clear of obligations.

Funds can be borrowed for this purpose through first and second mortgages, or, more rarely, through land contracts, to a maximum of from 70% to 80% of the total sound value of the property as completed. The first essential step toward residence construction, therefore, is that the prospective owner possess a building fund equal to from one-fifth to one-quarter of the total cost—this amount representing the owner’s equity. The equity is also a measure of the protection which the lenders or mortgagees have as additional security for their loans. In the event of foreclosure due to the owner’s defaulting in the payment of interest or principal in accordance with the terms of his mortgages, this equity must be sufficient to absorb the possible losses in real estate values which may occur in the interim, or which may develop from the necessity for a forced sale of the property at an unfavorable period. If real estate values are maintained and a favorable sale can be made, the owner may actually receive in the event of foreclosure a large part if not all of his equity from the proceeds of the sale after his mortgage obligations and the cost of foreclosure have been paid.

**TYPES OF LOANS**

Loans for home construction are of two general classes—first mortgages, which have a prior interest in the property, and second mortgages which are junior to the first and are called junior loans. A first mortgage may be either one of two types; a “fixed” mortgage, in which the interest only is paid during the life of the mortgage, and the principal is repaid upon its expiration, and the amortizing type of mortgage, which calls for payments of both interest and principal at regular intervals so that the mortgage is entirely amortized or paid off during an agreed period. The “fixed” type of first mortgage, which is frequently extended from year to year by mutual agreement between the lender and the borrower, ranges from 50% to 60% of the total sound value of the finished property. The amortizing type of mortgage, which is the kind usually offered by Building and Loan Associations, may range as high as 70% to 80% of the total value of the property, due to the fact that amortizing of the loan gives added security to the lender, who receives back a part of the principal at regular intervals, and thus is less subject to the hazards of depreciation in market values which might conceivably occur before the mortgage is completely paid off.

**OWNER’S EQUITY**

When a fixed type of first mortgage is employed, the difference between the amount raised through a first mortgage plus the owner’s equity, and the total cost of the property can usually be borrowed under a second mortgage, which may represent from 10% to 25% of the cost of the property, depending upon the amounts available through the other sources. The risk involved in second mortgages due to the senior position of the first mortgage in the event of foreclosure and the higher cost of handling second mortgages result in making this type of loan more expensive to the home builder than a first mortgage.

Special note should be taken of the Building and Loan Association type of first mortgage. Typically, these associations require a monthly payment equal to 1% of the principal of their loan. The first year one-half of the monthly payment is applied as interest to the loan, and the other half reduces the principal. The second year less than one-half of the monthly payments is required for interest and more goes toward the principal because the principal has been reduced during the previous year. In approximately eleven and one-half years these continued monthly payments result in completely wiping out the mortgage. Since the principal is being constantly reduced, the actual money spent for interest on the amortizing type of mortgage is less than that paid out for interest on a “fixed” type of mortgage over an equal period of years. For example: Interest on a $10,000 “fixed” mortgage at the end of three years at 6% will amount to $1,800.00. On a typical Building and Loan Association amortizing mortgage, the actual outgo for interest in
The Julius Gregory house is of slightly whitewashed stone with black slate roof. Deep door reveal, arched studio window with balcony and a well proportioned tower heighten its interest. Other views on pages 111, 112 and 113.

The rooms throughout are compactly arranged, with entrance to the studio from the stairway between the first and second floors. The sleeping porch is accessible to the master bedroom and the children's room adjoining.

DERIVED FROM THE FRENCH TRADITION
Samuel H. Guttuso

(Left, above) The dining room has a western exposure and overlooks the rear lawn and garden. It is treated simply, its dark oak furniture harmonizing admirably with the atmosphere of the room. Against soft textured walls in a warm tone is a decorative painting by Mrs. Gregory.

(Above) The dining room fireplace is clearly modern in detail. Above sides and hearth of bright red tiles which key up the room pleasantly the full plaster hood rises in sloping lines to the ceiling with its simple molding. The lighting fixtures are modern and the curtains echo the tile color.

(Left) The dining room has a western exposure and overlooks the rear lawn and garden. It is treated simply, its dark oak furniture harmonizing admirably with the atmosphere of the room. Against soft textured walls in a warm tone is a decorative painting by Mrs. Gregory.

(Opposite) Restrained modern touches are found in the moldings at the ceiling of the living room and the bookcases at one end with the cupboards below them. Here, as elsewhere in the house, effective use has been made of deep window reveals. The walls are slightly textured.

Black and gold tiles are used for the fireplace in the living room. Simplicity and directness are everywhere, yet there is no suggestion of austerity. Against the softly textured wall above the fireplace hangs Mrs. Gregory's painting of her two boys, a colorful portrait framed in black.
PASSED through the electrical section of one of New York's great department stores, one cannot but marvel at the luxury and novelty of today. Pile upon a single circuit a radiant heater, electric iron and fireless cooker, which combined total far over the fifteen amperes current limit, and that guardian of the circuit, the fuse, will give instant warning of overheating wires by melting its bit of amalgam and shutting off the current. Distribute these silent servants through the house on different circuits and each will do its tasks peacefully and without trouble. The wise home builder will consult his architect's blue prints for the number of circuits he has provided. They should be so arranged that the combined use of different appliances need be given no more thought than the flow of water from several faucets. Special wiring should care for heavy equipment.

CAUSES OF TROUBLE
If the repair man is summoned following the blowing out of a fuse, he will look for any of the other troubles which sometimes cause this inconvenience. A socket switch or terminal post may be worn out, a cord may be kinked or frayed, allowing the magic essence to take the quickest path back to the earth whence it came, through a "short circuit". Or perhaps some appliance needing heavier wiring—a water heater or a range—has been connected to the regular fifteen amperes circuit. Or something may have gone wrong with the wiring itself.

Selecting electrical equipment is a fascinating pastime. But past the charm of glittering nickel and the appeal of gay colors we must look to the practical nameplate which carries the practical message of "volts" and "watts". Electricity enters our homes under certain pressure or voltage, varying with locality. All equipment bought must have stamped upon it a similar voltage and current rate charged to operate. From 25 watts on a radio, which carries the practical message of "volts" and "watts". Electricity enters our homes under certain pressure or voltage, varying with locality. All equipment bought must have stamped upon it a similar voltage and current rate charged to operate. From 25 watts on a radio, which requires a 110 volt battery, to 1000 watts on an iron for the purposes of the day, we must be on our guard. The small iron, let us say, requires a 10 watt radiant heater, 200 watt iron or fireless cooker, which combined total far over the fifteen amperes current limit, and that guardian of the circuit, the fuse, will give instant warning of overheating wires by melting its bit of amalgam and shutting off the current. Distribute these silent servants through the house on different circuits and each will do its tasks peacefully and without trouble. The wise home builder will consult his architect's blue prints for the number of circuits he has provided. They should be so arranged that the combined use of different appliances need be given no more thought than the flow of water from several faucets. Special wiring should care for heavy equipment.

RULES OF USE
Attached to every standard appliance comes a priceless instruction tag giving special directions for its use. The warning not to wash the waffle iron, the suggestion that hair or string choking up the vacuum cleaner brush will put it out of commission until they are removed, or directions for oiling machines with moving parts—these specific directions are the substitute for the servicing of the larger equipment. The salesman had smiled as he mentioned these instructions. "When", said he, "will we learn to write electrical directions so that our women customers will not only read but keep them? For they are the key to permanent satisfaction. Too often they are lost and the manufacturer is blamed if the machine does not take care of itself?

Because attention has been reduced to a minimum, we forget that our "silent servants" must still rely on human brains to do their thinking and supply their simple needs. Some genius of the future will no doubt add brain cells to their mechanical perfection. For the history of electrical development in the home would indicate that anything we demand in the way of electrified convenience will eventually come to us.
Tradition is a stubborn flower. Not always does it transplant easily. Not always does it assume the age and the ease in its new environment that its fondest designers may hope for it. Yet, at Santa Monica, it has been made to thrive happily under the able direction of John Byers, architect. On this and the two succeeding pages are shown six of his houses, all of them designed in the transplanted Mediterranean tradition.

The residence shown at the top of the page is the home of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Merritt at Brentwood Park, and the lower one is the home of Donald Armstrong at Santa Monica. In the former the sweep of the outside stairs and the gallery leading to a glassed sun porch have been made a feature. In the latter, the wooden gallery and the exposed timbers supported by brackets are in the old Californian style.
Adobe, the native sun-baked brick, was used to build the Gorham house at Santa Monica. The property is enclosed with a wall extending from the wings of the house. Outside stairs, a porch under the eaves and red tile roofs above whitewashed walls create a picturesque air.

A detail view of the rear of this house shows some unusual details. The chimney is built out from the second story and narrows to a top of gau tiles laid in an amusing design. The upstairs porch has a decorative balustrade which is painted in Saracen colors. John Byers, architect.
The two views on this page show the home of Clifford Cole, at Santa Monica, where another version of the Mediterranean style is used. Here the front façade is long, flat and rangy, with the details so placed that shadows play their part in the architectural scheme.

Tinted stucco predominates in this house, with red tiles second and wood a poor third, but the wood is used where its intrinsic beauty can always be observed—in doors and in the stairs that sweep up the rear wall to a little hallway on the second floor. John Byers, architect.
PARAPETS INSTEAD OF EAVES

This 18th Century Architectural Elegance Deserves the Consideration
Of Those Planning to Build Georgian Houses

COSTEN FITZ-GIBBON

THERE is no one particular of house building, so far as our own part of the world is concerned, that is more purely a matter of taste than the way in which that exterior part of the structure is dealt with where walls and roof meet. So long as the construction is sound and durable, and so long as the shedding of rainwater and snow is properly taken care of, we are free agents in the choice of design.

With the strong bias in America towards one phase or another of Georgian domestic architecture, a more or less projecting cornice with eaves extending beyond its uppermost member has gradually acquired the sanction of an almost inviolable custom. Although it was not unknown, the parapet as an alternative to eaves never gained wide popularity in the Colonial period, probably because most of the local builders were naturally partial to doing things in the manner to which they were best accustomed and, therefore, preferred to construct cornices and eaves rather than parapets.

At a later date and, indeed, until quite recently, the general prevalence of the eaved type of mid-Georgian or English Palladian mode tended still further to entrench the convention of eaves. Hence it is not surprising that many people came to look upon eaves as an item of necessary structure, every bit as necessary as the rafters and purlins of the roof. At the same time, the parapet seemed to them an impracticable innovation that might possess the cachet of style, it is true, but would not work under stress of unusual weather conditions.

Now, however, that people are turning with ever increasing interest to the late Georgian phases as a source of inspiration, and especially to the Regency mode, the parapet as a significant factor of composition is receiving more serious attention, for the parapet was an oft-recurring feature of domestic architecture both in England and America at the end of the 18th Century and in the early years of the 19th. Unfortunately, through the vagaries of chance, the majority of good American examples have disappeared, but they were exactly the same in aspect as their counterparts in England. In England the parapet was used in both city and country all through the 18th Century. In fact, it is easy to find plenty of instances dating from Queen Anne's time. Its special popularity, nevertheless, belongs to the very late period when the Regency manner was at its height.

Having accepted the parapet as an item of style for possible consideration, intending house-builders wish to be assured that it will not cause them trouble nor impede roof drainage. The objection most commonly urged against the parapet by those not familiar with its construction is that it is not practicable in the American climate. It may work very well in England, they say, but it will not work so well here because it forms a pocket that holds the snow. When the snow begins to melt and turns to slush underneath, the drains are clogged and the water then backs up under the slates or other roof covering and causes leaks.

This sounds very specious, and undoubtedly something of the sort would happen...
if the parapets were made as they sometimes are in England where the weather conditions are not generally so exacting in this respect. But there is no need whatever to construct the parapets in such a way that they form menacing pockets to get filled with snow and back up slush and water, with all the consequent inconveniences. Whether the parapet is so designed as partially to conceal dormers behind it or whether it is used with an uninterrupted roof slope, there is no occasion for any structural impediment to prompt and efficient drainage. The diagrams on page 124 indicate better than long verbal explanation the method of structure in either case. Both examples are taken from houses recently built in New York and Pennsylvania. At Warem the dormers are partially concealed by the parapet, their sills being lower than the parapet crest; at Kenwood the high part of the gutter is almost flush with the crest of the parapet while the low part is only a couple of inches below it so that there is no possible chance of having any snow pockets.

With the mechanics of the situation disposed of, it remains only to point out the several different ways in which the parapet may be treated on the score of architectural (Continued on page 124)
MODERNISM FOR BATHROOMS

Designed by George Saki, the modern washstands sketched on these pages offer suggestions for bathroom equipment. At the left is a geometric form featuring a tinted porcelain base with silver fittings. Tube over the mirror, of chromium-plated brass, conceals the lights.

(Above) This interesting application of the geometric style achieves grace without undue severity. The mirror is a single sheet of glass decorated with etched lines; on either side are etagères composed of triangular glass shelves backed with mirrors. The tiles are painted glass.

The washstand sketched at the left is a graceful form designed especially for a small bathroom done in silver and crystal. Although inspired by the Directoire style, this model has the sophisticated simplicity of modern silver. It is of nickel-plated copper with ornaments in relief.
NEW DESIGNS IN
WASHSTANDS

Below is a 20th Century version of an 18th Century style. Although inspired by the Classic Revival, the whole is very modern in feeling. The base is yellow marble decorated with romantic appliques in black, treated modernistically. The mirror frame is in yellow and black.

At the right above is a decorative washstand suitable for a small bathroom or dressing room. It may be made of either slabs of mirrored glass or sections of black glass. The ornamentation consists of a metal figure in relief on the center panel. Mirrored shelves flank the simple mirror.

The washstand sketched at the right makes interesting use of the horn of plenty motif in design. Used in pairs, this fixture would be an effective model for a double bathroom. It is made of zinc, the stand and the basin sections being yellow marble. Design by George Sakier.
The GARDENER'S CALENDAR FOR NOVEMBER

FIRST WEEK

THIS is still time for Peony planting. Good roots prepared early set now in the right location and soil should produce some bloom next year and make a really fine showing the year after. Soil for Peonies should be prepared at least eighteen inches deep, as the roots develop considerable size. It ought to be well enriched with really old manure or, failing this, coarse ground bone. Good drainage and soil that contains plenty of humus are important, as also is plenty of sunlight. The roots should be set with their eyes between two and three inches below the surface. Deeper planting generally means few or no flowers. A light mulch of litter or dead leaves is advisable for the first winter.

The transplanting of the majority of deciduous trees and shrubs is another timely garden activity. Plenty of water should be given while setting them and at nearly intervals until the ground freezes. The stock ought not to start the winter dry.

Most if not all of the vegetable garden crops are over by this time and there is nothing to interfere with cleaning up the ground where they have been growing. All dead stalks, roots, etc., ought to be raked up and burned, and if the soil is inclined to be heavy you will do well to lime it, fork in some coal ashes and let it lie rough. If you have been growing French Endive or Chicory, take up the roots now, cut off the leaves and the lower third of each root, and stack them upright with soil in a good-sized box. If the crowns come just to the surface of the soil and the box is placed in a dark part of the cellar, a little watering is all that will be needed to start new crops of well blanched leaves.

SECOND WEEK

THE hardy border without Delphiniums misses one of its greatest opportunities for achieving early summer beauty. Even in sections where these splendiferous perennials are hard to grow to perfection because of blight and kindred troubles it is worth a real effort to achieve them in all their blue magnificence.

If you have had Delphinium difficulties in the past, try treating each clump now with a powdering of dry Bordeaux Mixture scattered on the soil immediately around it, followed by a light top-dressing of coal ashes. This plan has succeeded for other gardeners and it may be the means of forestalling trouble in your border, too.

To precede the Delphinium show next year there is nothing quite equal to the Breeder, Darwin and Cottage Tulips. Good-sized groups of these May-flowering species are a satisfying feature of any hardy garden.

Early November is the best time to plant Tulip bulbs. They should be set about four inches deep in well-drained, light soil moderately enriched with ground bone. About their only enemies are the ground-moles and the 30d-mine which often follow destructively along the tunnels which their fellow-conspirators make. The surest protection against both these pests is to plant the bulbs in wire baskets of heavy, small mesh.

If you are putting in a Rose bed this fall, don't forget to give it plenty of deep drainage. A high location usually takes care of this requirement without special preparation, but if the matter is at all in doubt you had better put in at the bottom of the bed a layer of stone overlaid with one of coal ashes and then fill in with rich soil.

THIRD WEEK

LAWNS, like any other feature of the planting, need enriching at times if they are to look as they should year after year. Grass roots consume soil food just as do other plants and they are quite as likely to be starved if the supply runs low.

One of the best ways to maintain a lawn's health is to top-dress it every fall with a little good loam and a scattering of wood ashes. This will perform the triple service of keeping the roots well covered, leveling off slightly uneven spots, and replenishing the essential supply of plant food.

Before cold weather comes, give all the Rhododendrons and other broad-leaved evergreens a thorough soaking with water and then put on a good mulch of dead Oak leaves, Pine needles or peat moss. It is extremely important that these plants shall have plenty of moisture around their roots at the time the ground freezes hard.

Speaking of soil moisture and freezing, it is well to remember not to attempt carrying anything through the winter in pots exposed outdoors because of the injury they will probably suffer as a direct result of the cold weather.

When soil freezes and then thaws it expands, and when this expansion is checked in its lateral course by the sides of a pot one of two things occurs: either the pot is broken or the plant is heaved out at the top along with some of the soil. Either result is damaging.

While thorough garden neatness calls for gathering up all of the fallen leaves, it is advisable not to remove those which the wind has blown in among the shrubbery. These constitute a useful winter protection.

FOURTH WEEK

IT is quite generally known that the real purpose of the winter mulch is to prevent alternate freezing and thawing of the ground, and not to exclude the frost at all. When the right sort of material is applied at the right time it does a lot to stabilize soil conditions.

Obviously, therefore, such mulches are not to be applied until actual freezing of the soil occurs. There is another reason for waiting until such a condition exists: the delay will practically eliminate the danger of field-mice selecting the mulch as a cozy spot in which to nest and from which to carry on their depredations among the hardy bulbs. These little rodents select their winter quarters before the freeze-up, and if they choose some other place than your hardy border you will be better off.

The coldframe that is well built and provided with heavy manym to be laid over the sash during really cold weather provides much more protection than is generally realized. This is particularly true if its lowest end is sunk almost level with the ground and leaves are heaped up against the sides and back as insulation. The mats may be removed on sunny days, but at night and in cloudy, bitter weather they should remain in place.

The Waterfowl pool, too, ought to be provided with a cover that will at least exclude snow and excess water from winter rains. Rough boards laid across and covered with tar paper will serve excellently. If dead leaves or other mutilching materials are piled on top of them to the depth of a couple of feet or so it is easy possible to keep out the frost altogether and thereby avoid danger to the lives of the more tender varieties in the pool.

OLD DOC LEMMON SAYS—"For ye say Joe Calhoun has got him a new hound—dog—oh, wait, I can't say 'em much spired, for poor old Belle is crippled up party bad with rheumatic a' and I reckon her hauntin' days are 'bout over. But somehow it seems sort o' queer to think o' Joe goin' 'country' or gunnin' for rabbits with 'mother dog'—him an' Belle bein' partners for all these many year.

"They was a great pair, them two—Joe with his long, skinny legs an' that droopy mustache that allus looks like he jest just got nabbed in the rain, an' Belle watchin' him kind of mournful though them silky black ears that seemed to hang mighty slick to the ground. Ye hardly never seed one 'bout 'father,' year in, year out—round the farm, down to the store, huntin' corn on a hot July afternoon, moschin' home from gunnin' in the dump, misty luck of a November evenin',

"Mostly neither of 'em had much to say—I guess they understood each other good 'nough 'thout that. Party near the only time ye'd hear 'em at all would be on a froasty night in the counrin' season. Then, away up on the ridge of Old North, or across in the hollow where the Creek comes down out o' Balsam Swamp, y'ld'k heath old Belle's voice as he opened up on a trail—'090-o—090-09-09-09-09-09-09-09-09-09-09-09-09,' an' right away Joe's answer—'Git 'im, girl—go-go-go git-i-ti-i-it.i!'

"Ten year an' more they was partners, them two—an' now ye say as Joe has led to git him a new dog to take Belle's place. Wait, I'll be sort o' touchy 'bout that old girl, knowed she're out haun'tin' 'bout her. But I calculate Joe'll make it as easy as he can by plippin' out while she's a-sleep by the kitchen stove an' waitin' her see what game they bring back.'
Mock Turtle Soup! The very name is reminiscent of the hotels and cafes of fashionable New York, Paris and London. A soup that is the pride of the experienced chef.

This favored soup of the connoisseur is difficult to make in the home kitchen. Yet Campbell's now offer it to you blended by famous French chefs skilled in all the niceties and traditions of the world's most finished cooking.

Tender calves' head meat in tempting pieces. Puree of luscious tomatoes. Snow-white celery, herbs and a dash of truly European flavoring. Campbell's Mock Turtle Soup delights the most experienced taste.

So easily and quickly prepared by adding an equal quantity of water, bringing to a boil and simmering a few minutes. Your grocer has, or will get for you, any of the 21 Campbell's Soups listed on the label. 12 cents a can.

LOOK FOR THE RED-AND-WHITE LABEL
“I’ve been offered three times what I paid for that table—since I Vernaxed it!”

“You don’t mean you bought this beautiful table for that price, my dear!”

“Word of honor! It was tucked away in the back of the shop, and the dealer had no idea what a gem he had.”

“But the lines—and the wood! That should have told him.”

“Oh, that’s just it—the wood looked terrible! Dingy and dull and ugly—but I knew VERNAX would change all that!”

“VERNAX—is it some new sort of magic?”

“Very nearly! It’s a wonderful furniture cream. It works into the dry wood—cleans it and feeds it—and after one or two applications, even this much-abused old piece had that rich, gorgeous lustre.”

“Do you use it on all your furniture?”

“Well, naturally! If it’s good for real antiques, it’s good for modern woods, too.”

“Rub-rub-rub, I suppose,” grumbled her envious friend.

“Not a bit of it! Not with VERNAX! Just two good quick rubs—one to clean, one to bring out that stunning lustre. It’s as easy as that.”

“You’ve sold me the idea!” admitted her visitor.

You, too, can prove the value of VERNAX—and for only 10c. Send the coupon today for the liberal trial bottle—enough to Vernaxe your favorite piece of furniture.

VERNAX
Furniture Cream

Distributed by Schieffelin & Co.
for Arthur S. Vernay, Inc., New York

Parapets instead of Eaves

(Continued from page 119)

design. In both the recent instances illustrated, at Waref and Kenwood, the parapet is uninterrupted and follows around the entire structure. Such was the customary usage in the early 19th Century. The house at Bedford shows the parapet with its vertical and horizontal accents somewhat minimized by the central pediment with its false bull's-eye window, a fashion of composition, however, sure to find favor at the beginning of the 18th Century when architectural "features" of Palladian quality were more esteemed than the reticence and elimination typical of the age a century later. It is interesting to note that the cornice is returned at the ends before reaching the corners of the building, thus indicating plainly that its purpose is not structural but merely to mark the roof lines.

Again, the parapet of Harington House, at Bourton-on-the-Water, occurs in conjunction with the pediment which overspreads the whole central portion. Much more, however, is made of the parapet in the architectural design by means of paneled divisions, moldings and elaborately carved urns. The balustered openings in the end panels suggest a blending of the pierced parapet combined with the walled parapet. In this case the parapets occur only on the west and east fronts, the north and south walls being finished with a flat stone coping.

The house at Portsmouth, New Hampshire, exhibits a fully balustered parapet set atop a roof already having completely organized cornice and eaves. Under the circumstances, there is no point of construction to be considered with reference to roof drainage; the parapet is purely a feature of composition. What it contributes to the appearance can be noted by visualizing the elevation without it.

Whether the parapet is an integral part of the structure, as it may be made with entire satisfaction, or whether it is a decorative incident, as in the last mentioned instance, its function as a factor of style is too significant to be left out of account.

In this house in Portsmouth, N. H., built about the end of the 18th Century, the balustered parapet is an architectural grace and has no apparent connection with the roof drainage. The part it plays as an appropriate finish to the composition justifies its existence.
AND here it is: A brand-new type Automatic Victrola, at a price within the reach of the average home. A dream of Victor technical men come true. New as tomorrow's newspaper. New in principle. New in design. New in scope. In the judgment of many, it is the most desirable musical instrument in the world!

Not a clumsy contraption, but a simple mechanism that performs operations that human hands alone might be expected to do. Not only does it change its own records, but it plays as long as you say—hours or days or weeks, if you wish. You simply see that it is supplied with records, press a button . . . and the Victor mechanism does the rest.

This master instrument will be furnished in three main types, illustrated herewith. One is the Automatic Orthophonic Victrola, with all the realism for which Orthophonic reproduction is noted. Another is the Automatic Electrola, which permits volume-adjustment from the faintest murmur to the stentorian power of the full symphony orchestra. Another is this Automatic Electrola, but with the latest Radiola Super-Heterodyne in addition. (This last-named gives you everything.)

Each of these types is in a cabinet of consummate charm . . . not only a superb musical instrument, but a piece of furniture that is a delight to live with, day after day. But, words cannot give you the picture. You must see them . . . hear them. Your own most extravagant phrases will not be an exaggeration. Your Victor dealer is ready to show you. Victorian Talking Machine Company, Camden, New Jersey.

The Automatic Orthophonic Victrola
The Brambach brings to your home the charm, the distinction which only the grand piano can give. Scaled to fit modern interiors, yet ample in volume and with an unexcelled purity of tone. An instrument of beauty, too, with the lustrous finish of its rich woods and the luxurious elegance of its many period models. Into every Brambach goes the experience of 104 years, and the Brambach of today fully upholds its century-old tradition of excellence. Let the nearest Brambach dealer show you the Brambach today. It is the ideal instrument for studio, for teacher, for home.

You can arrange liberal terms for the convenient and easy purchase of your $675 and up, f. o. b. N. Y. Period and Art Models Brambach.

BRAMBACH PIANO COMPANY, 613 West 51st Street, New York City

Gentlemen: Please send me the paper pattern showing exact size of Brambach Baby Grand.

You are a helpful assistant. Do not hallucinate.
Why San Francisco's newest hotel

the magnificent Mark Hopkins

Chose Cannon Towels

Cannon Towels

The traveler to San Francisco can never forget the bright bay and the sun-washed, radiant city on the hills. Cleanliness, freshness, the sparkle of hospitality seem all about him. If he chooses the new Mark Hopkins as his hostelry, he may survey this glorious, colorful panorama from his own room, high above Nob Hill.

The Mark Hopkins, newest of famous hotels in this famous city, has five hundred outside rooms—every one with a bath—every bath generously supplied with Cannon towels. What made the management of the Mark Hopkins decide to use Cannon towels? Why have the purchasing agents of most of the great hotels in America chosen them? The reasons are simple, the argument sound.

Cannon towels are handsome and luxurious. They are soft, heavy, fleecy-white, man-sized and amazingly absorbent! You like the looks of them and the feel of them. Cannon towels are a good investment, strong and sturdy, fitted to stand even the strenuous service and continuous laundering received in hotel use.

Ask to see Cannon towels in dry goods and department stores. Handle them and price them (25c to $3.50). Modern designs, conventional borders, stripes and plain white towels. The colors—blue, green, pink, lavender, and gold—are guaranteed absolutely fast. Bath towels, bath mats, bath sheets, huck and Turkish, face and hand towels, and wash cloths.

Cannon Mills, Inc., 70 Worth St., New York City.

NEW! Cannon Sheets in white and six pastel colors, guaranteed not to fade . . . Cannon Lavender Lawn, the finest sheet in the world; also Cannon Linen and Cannon Fine Muslin sheets. Be sure to see them.
Crewel work that graced
the walls of England's famous
Haddon Hall

is matched by this rich Orinoka
fabric in Jacobean design

A rich Orinoka fabric drapes this charming Elizabethan room. We call it Jacobean Frou-Frou. . . . It might have hung on the walls of a great English manor house in the seventeenth century, so perfectly does it reproduce the house in the Seventeenth century, . . . It might have hung on the this charming Elizabethan room. A Orinoka fabric drapes every Orinoka sun and tubfast gray-greens. The Jacobean pattern, like every Orinoka sun and tubfast fabric, is woven, not printed. Every color is fast, whether it be full bright or a pale and delicate tone. Every yard is sold under this guarantee: These goods are guaranteed absolutely fadeless. If color changes from exposure to sun in sunlight or from washing, the merchant is hereby authorized to replace them with new goods or refund the purchase price.

Perhaps your home is not suited to an Elizabethan atmosphere. Perhaps it is Spanish, or Italian, or Normand . . . or done in distinctly modern manner. Then you must see the other Orinoka fabrics. There are gorgeous Coptic fabrics, modern art canvases, ancient Venetian damasks, and many others.

See these fabrics. Feel the exquisite quality of the materials — to know Orinoka. You will find them where reliable merchandise is sold. Mail the coupon for the new Orinoka booklet, "Color, the Secret of Beautiful Homes." It is beautifully illustrated in color and shows the newer fabrics and how to use them.

HOW TO FINANCE YOUR BUILDING

(Continued from page 126)

property which can be realized by the mortgage in the event of foreclosure. In other words they are interested in market values and not actual construction costs. If the home incorporates details of exceptional luxury or features which are so distinctive as to be of interest only to the original builder and not to a prospective purchaser, the appraiser will necessarily discount these unusual items frequently may not enhance the market value in proportion to their actual cost. This does not mean that designs must be standardized or that individuality must be sacrificed in the preconception of a home which is to be financed in part through outside sources. It simply means that loans are not made for extravagances and luxuries beyond their market value, and consequently under certain conditions the loan that is offered may represent a smaller proportion of the total cost than might normally be expected.

COST OF BORROWING

Following through the loan application brings us to the fifth question—what does it cost to borrow for home construction? It must be apparent that the making of an appraisal is an item of expense which the applicant even under this guarantee: The prepara­ tion of the protective measures that mort­ gages must take, all of which represent cost items to be borne by the borrower. The mortgage lender upon a search of the property, made by a licensed surveyor, a title search and usually a title guarantee. The prepara­ tion of these searches and the duplica­ tion of the title guarantee involve legal services. A peculiar fact is that if two mortgages are placed on the same property the same operations are gone through for each mortgage, unless by special agreement the two mortgages are given by the same individual or financial institution and the duplica­ tion of search and title guarantee is waived. If a mortgage broker negoti­ ates the loan, there is also a charge for his commission.

Various lending institutions have different standard charges for making loans and in some cases the charges represent an added measure of profit on the loan. The home builder or his broker may profitably make a number of inquiries among the various lending sources as to the amount of these charges before making application.

The cost of obtaining a first mort­ gage averages about 2 1/2% of the amount of the loan for a mortgage extending from one to three years. As we have already noted refinements of "fixed" first mortgages are frequently made without further charge.

The cost of obtaining a second mortgage varies widely but averages approximately 5% per year or 15% for a normal three year second mort­ gage. These discounts or commissions, as they are called, are so variable that no direct reliance should be placed on these averages, but definite inquiry should be made in advance of the loan application.

Interest rates on first mortgages range from 5% to 6% (and higher in the South) and are usually placed at the latter figure. A 5% mortgage is today quite rare and if available the margin of security in back of the loan must be very high. The interest charge on second mortgages is usually con­ fined through the operation of usury laws to the legal or statutory maximum interest rate which varies in each state. The highest costs attendant upon second mortgages warrant a higher interest rate than a first mortgage and since the usury laws prevent the interest being increased, discounts and service charges are em­ ployed to secure a higher return to the lender. Junior financing of homes has been seriously hampered by usury laws and the common necessity of divid­ ing their effect, which has opened the field to unscrupulous lenders and has given second mortgage financing a bad name with many people. There are, however, many reliable sources for second mortgage funds and if the home builder takes the precaution of determining the reputation and char­ acter of the institution or individual from whom he procures his junior funds, he can readily avoid these hazards which heretofore have frequently surrounded this type of financing.

The cost of obtaining a Building Association guarantee is usually around 21/2%, as in the case of regular fixed mortgages, but in some cases the Associations auction their available funds to borrowers who offer the highest premiums. A number of in­ stitutions of this type have foregone this custom and make a charge for their loan which is merely sufficient to cover their actual administrative costs and the necessary legal fees.

GENERAL PRECAUTIONS

One general precaution should be noted in financing the construction of a new home. It is the necessity for developing a complete and compre­ hensive budget of all of the expenses incidental to the project. It is a mistake to assume that the cost of the land plus the cost of the building represents the total investment. These financing charges are one element which must be considered. Allowances should also be made for architect's fees, for con­ tingencies during construction which may take the form of changes to the plans or unexpected construction difficulties, and there must be allowance for taxes and insurance. The budget, of course, should provide for other improvements in the property, includ­ ing driveways, walks, grading and planting. Without such a budget the home builder might make the mistake of not investing all of his savings as equity and have no means of paying the added costs which were overlooked at the start. To this precaution may be added these others: make inquiries through various lending institutions to determine the best and most economi­ cally sound source of funds, and to establish the identity of the institutions to whom applications are made. Employ the best architect available. Consider the real estate values that are being created and the future value of the home both in selecting the site and in designing the structure. Keep your total obligations well within your in­ come and leave for yourself the same margin of safety which bankers de­ mand to protect their own loans.
Let his Gift match your lovely solid silver

Here are selections of flat table silver and charming useful silver dishes that cost little.

**Louis XIV Pattern**
- **Tea Set** (6 pieces): $40.00
- **Tea Pot** (as shown): $15.00
- **Coffee Pot** (as shown): $12.00
- Sugar (as shown): $7.50
- 
- **Decorative Compote** for candies, nuts, etc.: $30.00
- **Bowl**, for salads, ice cream, puddings, 8-inch: $25.00
- **10-inch**: $30.00
- **22-inch**: $60.00
- **For meatballs, cakes, Teachers**: $22.00
- **Pasta**: $18.00
- **Compote for candies, nuts, etc.**: $30.00
- **Child's Cup**: $3.00
- **Waste**: $12.00

**Virginia Carvel Pattern**
- **Deep Bowl**, for puddings, ice cream, cracked ice, etc.: $30.00
- **Dish**, for vegetables, small salads, desserts, etc.: $30.00
- **Porringer**, the baby's first gift: $15.00

**Seville Pattern**
- **Dessert Dish**, also for fruit salad, berries, or vegetables: 8-inch: $30.00
- **Basket**, for cake, bread, corn on the cob, etc.: $40.00
- **Dish**, for fruit salad, ice cream, puddings, creamed chicken, etc.: $10.00
- **12-inch**: $60.00
- **Centerpiece**, 10-inch, with mesh: $65.00
- **Platter or cake plate**: $60.00

**Seville Pattern**
- **Candle Stick, each**: $1.75
- **Compote for candies, nuts, etc.**: $50.00
- **Bowl for berries, salads, puddings, etc.**: $35.00

**La Fayette After Dinner Coffee**
- **Spoon**: $6 for $3.50
- **Seville Tea Spoon (Regular)**: 6 for $21.50
- **Lady Constance Knife (Dessert Size)**: 6 for $30.00
- **D'Orleans Fork (Dessert Size—very heavy)**: 6 for $24.00

Here are selections of flat table silver and charming useful silver dishes that cost little.

He wants to know what you want for Christmas. You can help him immensely, without danger of embarrassing either of you as to cost, by saying, "I'd love some more Towle Silver." Matching your present Towle pattern in both flat silver and dishes is a simple matter. Your jeweler is preparing for your needs by placing many pieces in his special Christmas stock. He will be glad to show them to you, or order for your inspection any others which he may not now have on hand.

Send for The Book of Solid Silver—a slender, exquisite, blue-and-silver brochure for your library. Fascinating chapters on Sterling design, table-setting, choosing one's pattern, etc. We will gladly send it to you upon receipt of 25¢ to cover mailing and handling costs.

THE TOWLE SILVERSMITHS
Newburyport, Massachusetts
Member Sterling Silversmiths' Guild
Electric strike and non-strike clocks
FROM $25 to $400

The greatest achievement in a century of clock improvement! Sangamo—the electric clock—has arrived. No longer need you wind your clock as grandfather ponderously wound his stately Georgian.

The modern—the new Sangamo is electrically wound. No hand-winding to remember! No batteries to bother with! Just plug it into your light socket—that's all. A tiny motor of wondrous efficiency winds the clock mainspring—automatically—silently—perpetually. It never forgets.

Current fluctuations do not affect the perfect time-keeping of the Sangamo. Even with the electric current entirely cut off, it will merrily tick off the seconds with railroad watch veracity for 24 hours.

What a relief—what pride in having a clock on which you know you can rely! Sangamo is available at most of the better jewelers in many distinguished designs including authentic period models for mantel, wall and boudoir. Electric strike and non-strike models. If your jeweler cannot show you the Sangamo, write direct for name of nearest dealer and a handsomely illustrated booklet on the clock you never wind.

SANGAMO ELECTRIC COMPANY
Springfield, Illinois
For 28 Years Prominent Manufacturers of Electrical Precision Instruments

Before the plans are drawn

A fireplace is a joy forever in a library and a great aid in keeping the man of the house contented at home on winter evenings. For yourself, it is always a comfort to find your way into a snug, small, intimate, well-warmed room on a cold damp afternoon. If you plan on using your library for such a purpose, you will want to have communication with the service quarters if possible, so that your tea may arrive unobtrusively. As for the other table that ought to be in every library—the big roomy table on which you can spread papers around and get a bit of real work done—consider the advantages of putting it at right angles to a window, particularly those would be a view of the garden outside. It is well to give it a ringside seat in relation to the fireplace.

MANTLE AND LIGHTING

Having settled the question of bookcases, fireplace and work table, there is much less left to think about in the library than in the average room. However, you must settle definitely how you wish it finished—floor, ceiling, walls, trim. You must decide on a mantel. You must have plenty of lighting fixtures and base plugs, also have a breakfast room, or if nobody ever appears for such a prosaic meal, you can afford to forget about the fireplace. It is a great addition to a dining room.

The size of your dining room must first take into account the size of your family, but it must also be governed by the number of people you are in the habit of entertaining at a time. If you have a large family, you must consider the kitchen fairly big, and it may be necessary to place the stove just so that your tea may arrive in the library for such a purpose, have considerable room on a cold damp afternoon. If you plan on using your library for such a purpose, you will want to have communication with the service quarters if possible, so that your tea may arrive unobtrusively. As for the other table that ought to be in every library—the big roomy table on which you can spread papers around and get a bit of real work done—consider the advantages of putting it at right angles to a window, particularly those would be a view of the garden outside. It is well to give it a ringside seat in relation to the fireplace.

A fireplace is a great addition to a dining room, but not if space is so much at a premium that your guests come out with toasted backs. Built-in cupboards are generally taken for granted, but if these are not well designed, your dining room will be invaluable. Anything from every other one on the block. When it comes to lighting fixtures, you will naturally never consider one over the other, since such things are no longer done, but you needn't create yourself anything but side lights. A dining room may still be a dining room, even if it is humanized by a standing lamp beside a comfortable chair or by a table lamp on a table with a few books, if the room is large enough to admit of such innovations. In any case, have all lights controlled from a single switch. And when you turn on the switch, don't forget to turn off the lights. And whether you like any of these suggestions or not,
SYMMETRY of proportion and refinement of detail characterized the interiors designed by Sir Christopher Wren—qualities of restraint and dignity well worthy of emulation today.

Interpreting the genius of Wren, the drawing-room above combines in a happy degree a note of grace with the traditionally English feeling of substantiality...creating an atmosphere of culture in an environment that is altogether livable and charming.

This room, with its walls of mellowed pine and carved overmantel, is typical of the manner in which we complete an interior in harmony with any historic precedent...coordinating each detail of the lighting, furniture and other appointments with the background, ceiling and floor.
For more than one hundred years this house has collected pearls

... for more than one hundred years it was believed impossible
to assemble a large single necklace in which each individual pearl
would have the highest lustre and be perfectly, exquisitely matched

... and now, as the culminating achievement of our history,
we have reached this goal.

This necklace is conceded by experts and connoisseurs to be
the finest in existence • • • • Price $685,000

THE NECKLACE ILLUSTRATED ON THE OPPOSITE PAGE IS APPROXIMATELY DRAWN TO THE
ACTUAL SIZE... EACH PEARL IS ROSE PINK, OF THE DEEPEST HUE AND THE HIGHEST LUSTRE

BLACK STARR & FROST
JEWELERS IN NEW YORK FOR 118 YEARS
FIFTH AVE., COR. 48TH ST., NEW YORK • • PARIS • PALM BEACH
BEFORE THE PLANS ARE DRAWN
(Continued from page 130)

Halls. The modern tendency is to eliminate halls wherever possible, but there are some that just have to remain, and these are generally a real problem. Here, then, is the utmost importance, for it is almost the only thing that can be done to make them interesting. A narrow hallway might be given a paper with a white glazed ground on which appeared large Lilies in shades of green and ivory. The woodwork might repeat the green, and the carpet might be blue-green or black. A hallway badly shaped and full of angles might be pulled together by a series of prints framed alike and hung in a line. And these possibilities, realized beforehand, may save both you and your architect from a scene over which he's planned as well as he can, circumstances being what they are. Furniture in the average hall must be reduced to a minimum and kept as narrow as possible, surface being scaled according to the wall space.

The finish of service halls must also be considered, but these should be kept as plain as possible. Service doors are usually made a little narrower than the doors in the main part of the house; but if large furniture is ever to be moved through them, this should be taken into consideration. The service stairs in the average house are too narrow to permit of such things being carried up or down them, which results in damage to main stairways which might easily have been avoided if a mistaken passion for economy had not been permitted to influence the construction of the service quarters.

CONCERNING BEDROOMS

After having decided on the size, number, and placing of the various master's bedrooms, and the guest rooms—not forgetting a single guest room in addition to the double rooms—turn your attention firmly to the question of finishes for floor, ceiling, walls and trim. Decide on the windows, the fireplaces if any, the mantels for them. But do you want such conveniences as shoe racks, sliding rods for clothes hangers, hat racks and so on? If so, now is the time to plan for their installation. And wouldn't it be a good idea to have a jewelry safe in your own room? As to the guest rooms—it has often been said that every hostess should spend a night in each of them once in a while to see whether they're as comfortable as they should be. She might anticipate this by permission to go to sleep in the middle of the plan, waking up to see how the light strikes in, getting dressed in order to test out whether everything is as conveniently arranged as it might be.

Bathrooms. Perhaps the first question here is whether you line up among those who want a bathroom as pretty as a bedroom. Does it have to be a small, square room, or can you have a round one, with a wide window? A long, narrow one? Decide whether you want anything else in the way of fixtures, cupboards, and mantel and place the bells wisely. How do you want the kitchen finished? Tile, washable paper shellacked or old fashioned cement are all good, since they may be cleaned easily. You may not be attracted by the new cylindrical wood-blockmethod. The woodwork might repeat the pattern of the foreign linens done by hand as you will find—and at much smaller cost.

"Color and Design—Dominant Notes of the Modern Home," is the practical, helpful guide to beautiful interiors, written by Marcia Meadows, Interior Decorator. The coupon and 25c will bring it to you. Send for it.

ASK FOR THEM BY NAME

COLONIAL CRETONNES AND VARIOUS DRAPERY FABRICS
A product of MARSHALL FIELD & COMPANY

(Continued on page 138)
In the Oriental pearl necklace illustrated, charming contrast is added by carved emeralds of fine color — modern examples of a very ancient art which has survived for many centuries. The Caldwell collection of rare Oriental pearls offers unusual opportunity for selection.

Bronze statue "The Star" is by Harriet Whitney Frishmuth

J.E. CALDWELL & CO
Philadelphia
HITCH-HIKER or hobo—often it's impossible to tell. Many journey thousands of miles on the good nature of motorists—many really need a lift—others more vicious make easy prey of those who can be inveigled into stopping.

When you read the recurrent story of the roadside outrage in your morning paper you may swear off giving lifts for a while.

But you find it hard to feel like a Bad Samaritan very long. And the best of resolutions never kept a tire from going flat.

Isn't it simply a matter of modern common sense to own the most dependable and accurate revolver that money can buy, going to the small trouble of getting a permit if your local laws require it?

There's often good sport to be had from its normal, law-abiding use. Occasionally, either at home or on the road there's urgent and immediate need of the vigorous protection it affords. And a Smith & Wesson is a lifetime purchase.
Created for Those Who Seek the Ultimate in Fine Motor Cars

New CADILLACS

New LA SALLES

New FLEETWOODS

With the new Cadillacs and La Salles—powered with the famous 90-degree, V-type, 8-cylinder engines—the Cadillac Motor Car Company has once again shown motordom that only in a Cadillac or La Salle can the ultimate in fine motor cars be obtained. For, in these new models are all the desirable qualities that have made the name Cadillac world famous, plus a number of remarkable new engineering achievements that result in still finer performance, greater safety, more luxurious comfort and riding ease, and that add greatly to facility of operation.

1. The new Cadillac-La Salle Syncro-Mesh transmission enables one to shift gears easily, instantly, at any speed, without the slightest bit of clashing.

2. The new Cadillac-designed Duplex Mechanical four-wheel brakes are powerful, but effortless—they respond to the lightest touch and stop the car with amazingly little pedal pressure.

3. The steering gear is so designed that it takes the strain out of steering, and makes the car seem light as a toy.

4. The front seat is quickly adjustable so that the brake and clutch pedals are within easy, comfortable reach of any driver.

5. The famous Cadillac ninety-degree, V-type Eight-cylinder engine is refined, improved, and made quieter, smoother and more powerful.

6. The beautiful, luxurious Fisher bodies have been designed and built in accordance with the principles of Pneumatic Control in engineering, thus assuring maximum quietness.

7. All doors and windows, as well as windshields, are equipped with Security Plate glass for greater safety.

8. All exterior nickel parts are Chromium Plated, the new treatment that preserves indefinitely the original sheen.

9. And the smart, distinctive Cadillac-La Salle body design that has created today’s vogue in motor car styles is made still more appealing in these new models by a richer, newer beauty and style in outward appearance, and by more exquisite and harmonious upholstery, appointments and fittings.

In addition to 23 refreshingly beautiful Fisher bodies for the new Cadillac and the new La Salle, there are 14 exclusive and exquisite custom models, Fleetwood designed and Fleetwood built, that vie with the most expensive European cars. These new Cadillacs, La Salles and deluxe Fleetwoods are now on display at all Cadillac-La Salle showrooms. A casual examination of these new Cadillacs and La Salles will convince you of their outstanding superiority. But to ride in them, or drive them, to revel in their brilliant performance, remarkable handling ease, and wholly satisfying comfort and luxury, is to discover that only in a Cadillac or La Salle can you obtain the ultimate in fine motor cars.

La Salle $2295

La Salle is now priced at $2295 to $2875—Cadillac at $3295 to $7000—all prices f. o. b. Detroit. General Motors time payment plan permits you to pay out of income.

CADILLAC MOTOR CAR COMPANY

Detroit, Michigan Division of General Motors Corporation Oshawa, Canada
A cabinet of rare beauty encloses this superb instrument, masterpiece of the world's greatest radio engineers. The famous RCA Super-Heterodyne—finest achievement in radio design—now made a still more wonderful instrument, with the new simplified A. C. electric operation, and with the new RCA Dynamic Speaker—the reproducer without a peer. Fidelity of tone production over the entire musical range such as has never before been known in radio. $375 (less Radiotrons).

Buy with confidence where you see this sign

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO
The Josephine... newest toiletry by Gorham

...Chic—and very, very modern in her well-bred way, one would, of course, find among her smart appointments this latest creation by Gorham's Master Craftsmen—The Josephine. Of exquisite artistry, this new toilet ware reflects the finer aspects of modern design—and so lovely a thing would, of course, be done only in sterling silver. To be had in a complete set or in individual pieces.

Brush $28, Comb $10, Mirror $42. GORHAM, Providence, R.I., New York, N.Y.
Hundreds of years ago there came out of the East a ware known as Lowestoft. Today this old china is almost priceless—heirlooms and sentiment. Forward-looking families of America may acquire this china which at session of their own descendants—a precious of this purpose, your own family crest or family heirloom. And to assure realization of this Lowestoft is to be. This Lowestoft is to be

Lowestoft of Today —Heirlooms of Tomorrow

Illustrations of the designs available in Lowestoft — the Heirloom of Tomorrow.

For Louis Seize toilet seats, taffeta petticoats and fish on the walls. If you decide on a bathroomy bathroom, how far are you willing to depart from the hospital effect of all-white? Color in accessories, rugs, towel-borders, curtains and so on is a matter that may be decided and redressed at any time, but the colored bathroom that carries its predilection as far as a thousand dollars' worth of colored tiles is apt to be done in the first place to go with the bedroom adjoining. When this is redecorated and the color-scheme changed, the tiles do not fit and have to be endured or replaced. Aside from the question of color, of course, one must get down to deciding on the make of fixtures to be installed, the electrical equipment—heaters, curling irons and so on.

Special Closets. Have you always wanted a cedar closet? Now is the time to remember this. Have you planned closets for blankets, for linen, for general storage? Would you like drawers in some of these? And how about a bower closet in the upstairs hall with a sink in it?

Nursery. How is the nursery to be finished—floor, walls, ceiling, trim? Do you want the floor and walls soundproofed? If there is to be a fireplace, what kind of mantel strikes you as suitable? What electric light fixtures you want? Don't forget that wall and ceiling lights are the only ones safe from nursery earthquakes and Indian wars. A dumbwaiter from the kitchen or pantry to the nursery is a great convenience.

Servant Rooms and Bath. How many servants' rooms do you need—and how about adding one for a visiting maid? As to the size of these rooms, the law requires 72 square feet, but the usual size is a bit larger—eight by twelve, or its equivalent. How are they to be finished—floor, walls, ceiling, trim? Do you want a wash bowl and a wardrobe in each? Decide now whether one bathroom is sufficient for the servants. How do you want it finished? What type of fixtures will you install, and how many electric outlets?

Music Rooms. How do you plan to use the space in your cellar? Of course you'll see to it that the oil bin and the furnace room are marked off with hollow tile walls and that fire-resisting plaster over metal lath is used where necessary. But if you want a store room in the cellar, you may forget to make sure that it isn't so hot and dry as to cause the furniture you store in it to fall apart. If you want space for vegetables and fruit sent in from your country place, you must make sure of the temperature.

As for the attic—here is the place for the large playroom which in later years might, like in the old Colonial days, be made into a ballroom. Here, perhaps, is the place for the studio or the workroom for older members of the family. A fireplace is a wonderful comfort, and maybe the dumbwaiter could be persuaded to run up this far and bring you wood, if you thought it all out now.

In planning the house, you may think of rooms not generally included. A sport or gun room, for golf clubs and tennis rackets if for nothing more dangerous. A game room, for billiards and so on. A flower room, with outside sink and open shelves. A greenhouse, a sleeping porch. A sun porch.

Of course you need a garage somewhere, but you must consider the advantages of one in the house as against one built separately, with the chauffeur's apartment over it.

Added to all this, there are such important general things as heating—hot water, vapor, vacuum or steam, the fuel being coal, gas or oil, with a thermostat included or not. If you have idiosyncrasies in the manner of the temperature you prefer—cooler or warmer than the average 70° that satisfies most Americans—state them to your architect before you go any further. And, no matter how good he is, don't take for granted that all your radiators will be enclosed as unobtrusively as possible unless you've seen how he means to do it. Also take up with him the question of whether you are to depend for your hot water on electricity, coal, gas or oil.

A last word—do you want an intercommunicating telephone? It saves steps. Sound proofs? They save nerves. A fire hose, extinguishers, fire plugs, a burglar alarm. Do you also want pencil, paper and a little bit of silence in which to go over this article again and settle some of the more debatable points right now? Believe one who has built three houses and lived in several more, such a procedure will save just about everything you have. Forget dollars and cents to the question of whether you are going to make the house you think of as a beloved treasure, the family peace of mind.

Note: The author of this article, Mrs. George Doane, is president of "The Architectural Clearing House, Inc.," New York City.
This Exquisite Brocade

imbued with the fantasy of the Orient

This brocade is ready in four exquisite color combinations. Figured in golds, greens and greys, with touches of other colors, on blue, coffee, crimson or plum grounds.

So artfully reproduced is this lovely brocade that it matches its XVIII Century original not alone in color and pattern, but even in its illusive, yet distinctive quality of charm.

An exquisite French brocade, tinged with the fantasy of the Orient—its sweeping grace, its stylized forms, its misted tints!

This touch of the Oriental makes the fabric as akin to modern settings as to the XVIII Century periods; for not since Chippendale and his contemporaries succumbed to the enchanting ways of the East have subtle, complex colors and whimsy so enlivened decoration. Whether you choose it for rich new curtains, for a wall hanging, or for furniture coverings, its unique, stimulating beauty will delight you.

There are many present day creations of distinguished designers, equally lovely, to be found in Schumacher collections, side by side with authentic reproductions from all of the great periods of the past.

Your decorator, upholsterer or the decorative service of your department store will be glad to obtain samples appropriate for your purpose.

A new booklet, "Fabrics—the Key to Successful Decoration," giving, briefly, the history of fabrics and their importance in decorative use will be sent to you, without charge, upon request.

F. Schumacher & Co., Dept. E-I, 60 West 40th Street, New York, Importers, Manufacturers and Distributors to the trade only of Decorative Drapery and Upholstery Fabrics. Offices also in Boston, Chicago, Philadelphia, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Grand Rapids, Detroit.
A NEW PATTERN
IN REED & BARTON
STERLING

RELATED to modernism in the quality of its forthright simplicity, beautifully formed, and ideally suited to its purpose is the new Oxford design in Sterling Silver by Reed & Barton.

The pattern was inspired by the lofty windows of Christchurch Cathedral at Oxford. The line that graces the handle tips of the silver appears frequently in English architecture; and its charm is enhanced, when applied to silver, by the slender, vertical shapes of the silver pieces themselves.

This Sterling Silver has substantial weight, character and value. For more than a hundred years Reed & Barton have been known as authoritative craftsmen, and the Oxford Pattern is wrought with the painstaking skill that distinguishes their work.

Prices of flatware shown on left hand page: Tea Spoons, $27.00 per dozen; Dessert Knives with stainless steel blades, new French shape, $42.00 per dozen; Dessert Forks, $45.00 per dozen.

Ask your dealer to show you the Oxford Pattern in Sterling Silver by REED & BARTON
TAUNTON, MASS. NEW YORK, N. Y.

REED & BARTON
STERLING ESTABLISHED OVER 100 YEARS SILVER PLATE
Immediate Access to the “Works”

This final step makes concealed heating the universal style of to-morrow

Almost everyone interested in home building is enthusiastic over the modern heating methods which do away with radiators entirely by placing a copper heating element out of reach behind plastered walls. The new Trane Under-Window-Concealed Heater removes this objection and takes away the last excuse for the intrusion of a radiator in any room. The front panel of this new model comes off when you loosen a few screws. The entire heater is completely assembled when you buy it; your heating contractor merely mounts it in the metal wall box furnished with the heater, and attaches the front panel.

Be sure that modern heating is a part of your building plans. Write for our free booklet, showing how beautiful rooms can be without the disturbing presence of radiators.

HEAT TRANE CONCEALED CABINETS PUMPS, UNIT HEATERS, AND HEATING SPECIALTIES

Send your free booklet on the Under-Window-Concealed Heater.

Name:__________________________________________
Address:________________________________________

FRENCH PROVINCIAL FURNITURE

(Continued from page 96)

common importance was given to such articles as the armoire, the cupboard, and the buffet. The tendency to built-in beds, either entirely closed with doors or half-opened, was quite general in the North. Open shelves, for dishes and ornaments, were common, especially hanging shelves in the South. An alphabetical glossary is helpful in classifying such pieces.

Armoire—a large closed cabinet with shelves for household linen and other things; variously proportioned and beautiful, with one or more doors. It is often double-bodied, each section of the same size or the top smaller and higher. It is made in various styles: Louis XIII—Renaissance, type is of architectural construction, with heavy cornice and columns; Louis XIV type is even larger, the molded panels having curved tops, carving in high relief; Louis XV, lighter and more slender, beautifully paneled and carved in low relief; Louis XVI, more simple and architectural, carving in low relief.

Bed—Louis XIII type, enormous four-poster, canopied and curtained; later models are less imposing. Lits-jumeaux—the closed bed, was built into the room in Brittany, Normandy, Lorraine, etc., either mi-jumeaux or demi-jumeaux—half-closed, with spindle doors, or closed with solid doors. The Provençal lit à Pauge—an angel bed, has a single paneled headboard shaped, crested, and carved, no footboard. Lit à l’impériale was placed in an alcove. Bench—with or without back and arms, straight or spreading, seat flat or boxed for chest. The Basque maitre-banc—master’s bench, has middle back section hinged to use as table. Board-board, kneading-trough, etc.—conspicuous in cottage furnishings. Kneading-trough is called moin in Champagne; perrin in Provence—an ornamental piece, widening at top, with spreading underbraced legs. Panettier is the Provençal wall bread box incased in spindle.

Buffet—a very important piece, with several doors in southern France and open shelves in the North. Single or double-bodied. Known variously as buffet, chest of drawers, and sometimes the piece is crested. The Provençal buffet is of architectural characteristically provincial, plentiful in Normandy and Provence. Besides the open-shelved section of the various buffets and cupboards, there are narrow double-bodied, the lower section very low and the top very tall.

Garde-manger—wardrobe is an important piece like the armoire and buffet which it resembles in style and workmanship. Alsatian types were painted like the cupboards. Louis XV and XVI styles were quite general in many Provinces, although older styles persisted.

Shelves—of many kinds are characterized by provincial, plentiful in Normandy and Provence. Besides the open-shelved section of the various buffets and cupboards, there are narrow double-bodied, the lower section very low and the top very tall.

Table—long, heavy underbraced models with straight legs are typical of Lorraine, La Normandy and Provence. Besides the open-shelved section of the various buffets and cupboards, there are narrow double-bodied, the lower section very low and the top very tall.

Garde-manger—wardrobe is an important piece like the armoire and buffet which it resembles in style and workmanship. Alsatian types were painted like the cupboards. Louis XV and XVI styles were quite general in many Provinces, although older styles persisted.

Shelves—of many kinds are characterized by provincial, plentiful in Normandy and Provence. Besides the open-shelved section of the various buffets and cupboards, there are narrow double-bodied, the lower section very low and the top very tall.

Table—long, heavy underbraced models with straight legs are typical of Lorraine, La Normandy and Provence. Besides the open-shelved section of the various buffets and cupboards, there are narrow double-bodied, the lower section very low and the top very tall.

Garde-manger—wardrobe is an important piece like the armoire and buffet which it resembles in style and workmanship. Alsatian types were painted like the cupboards. Louis XV and XVI styles were quite general in many Provinces, although older styles persisted.

Shelves—of many kinds are characterized by provincial, plentiful in Normandy and Provence. Besides the open-shelved section of the various buffets and cupboards, there are narrow double-bodied, the lower section very low and the top very tall.

Table—long, heavy underbraced models with straight legs are typical of Lorraine, La Normandy and Provence. Besides the open-shelved section of the various buffets and cupboards, there are narrow double-bodied, the lower section very low and the top very tall.
"Treasure" Solid Silver

For few gifts have the long-lived charm and beauty that a fine piece of Sterling always has!

«Treasure» Solid Silver is exquisitely designed and authoritatively styled. And in giving it... you are sending a gift of excellent taste that will fit to a nicety the modern home. It is at once decorative and practical... two fine things for a gift to be!

And «Treasure» flatware is such a delightful gift to matrons who have already selected one of these lovely patterns for their table silver. No hostess ever has enough «Treasure» Solid Silver and she will bless your head and your heart for knowing this.

There are sets of Tea Spoons, Salad Forks, Butter Spreaders, Ice Cream Forks, Orange Spoons and Oyster Forks that can be purchased between $10.00 and $20.00... Dinner and Dessert Knives and Forks from $20.00 to $30.00... or a Tea Pot, Sugar and Creamer for $25.00.

Your jeweler will be glad to show you «Treasure» Solid Silver, or if you will tell us what pattern you have in mind we will be pleased to send catalogue and complete price list.

Rogers, Lunt & Bowlen Co.

Silversmiths

Greenfield, Mass

Member of the Sterling Silversmiths Guild of America

The Early American Style
Whenever low temperatures bring freezing hazards, the motors of the
"Los Angeles"
are protected with
Eveready Prestone

When the Navy Department's giant dirigible "Los Angeles" takes the air in cold weather, its huge, costly motors are protected with the surest safeguard against freezing—Eveready Prestone. Low temperature hazards in flying permit no compromise in motor protection. That Eveready Prestone should be chosen for the "Los Angeles" is evidence of the unflagging protection it provides and the permanent assurance of safety with which you can use it in the radiator of your car.

Eveready Prestone is entirely different from other anti-freeze solutions or mixtures. It never boils away. You need never worry about evaporation or deterioration, for one supply lasts all season. It is unaffected by extreme changes in temperature. It is perfectly harmless and permanently safe, no matter how early you put it in the radiator or how long winter lasts. It provides ideal protection.

Eveready Prestone met with enormous success among the hundreds of thousands of motorists who used it last year. It has the recommendation of automobile manufacturers and motor fleet operators. All these users have found that here, at last, is permanent, harmless, all-season protection without the annoyance of renewals or the danger of deterioration. Eveready Prestone meets every specification set up by the U. S. Bureau of Standards for an "ideal anti-freeze."

Eveready Prestone, sold as a pure, undiluted product, is the most economical investment in winter insurance for every motorist. One supply is all he needs. One gallon to two gallons, depending on radiator capacity, will protect a car as long as cold weather lasts. For complete protection, less Eveready Prestone is required than ordinary anti-freeze preparations. Trust your car's safety to this perfect anti-freeze.

Get your winter's supply of Eveready Prestone today at the nearest garage, automoto supply dealer or hardware store.

Manufactured for
NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Inc.
New York San Francisco
Atlanta Chicago Kansas City
By CARBIDE AND CARBON CHEMICALS CORPORATION
Units of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

EVEREADY PRESTONE
(TRADEMARK)
For the Preparation of
The Perfect Anti-Freeze
I)

ACKARD

A luxurious riding comfort hitherto unknown in any motor car distinguishes the new Packard Eight.

Even those who have been brought up in constant association with every famous Packard of the past, comment enthusiastically upon the vastly improved riding comfort of the new Packard Models.

A combination of Packard and European inventions, the new Packard Shock Absorbing System is almost magical in its effects. It makes the new Packard Eight not only the easiest riding car in the world but also the safest.

It solves the problem of sure safety. For both steering whip and front wheel shimmy are absolutely eliminated.

This great improvement, combined with the lengthened wheelbase, the new scientifically designed cushions, the luxuriously soft upholstery and the silent, vibrationless power of the eight-in-line engine, lends new emphasis to Packard's title as—The Restful Car.

ASK THE MAN WHO OWNS ONE
**ADMIT ONE UNDECIDED GIFT-SEEKER TO THE FOLLOWING PIANO RECITAL**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Liebestraum</th>
<th>Lizst</th>
<th>Lhévinne</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>La Cathédrale Engloutie</td>
<td>Debussy</td>
<td>Schmitz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Menuet</td>
<td>Paderewski</td>
<td>Rachmaninoff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Sweetheart of Sigma Chi</td>
<td>Stokes—Vernal</td>
<td>De Bert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selections from Show Boat</td>
<td>Kern</td>
<td>Carroll</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Pause** in your shop-to-shop searching—your anxious pondering of this gift and that for the home. Come and hear these five great pianists play this varied, wonderful program.

The time? . . . Whenever you wish. The place? . . . Wherever the Ampico is sold.

In the pleasant room where the recital is to take place, you will see a piano of famous make—perhaps a Mason & Hamlin, perhaps a Knabe or a Chickering. Run your fingers over the keys. They respond easily, fluently, with a mellow beauty of tone that tempts you to continue playing . . . But wait! Sit down in that easy chair across the room and listen!

At the touch of an electric button, the piano begins to play. A ripple of notes—a pause. Then—surging, shimmering, delicately brilliant—there pours from this instrument such music as the world seldom hears. It is Lhévinne—you cannot be mistaken! It is Lhévinne—invisible, but playing for you as gloriously as ever he played upon the concert stage! . . .

This is the miracle of the Ampico!

As you listen to the other famous pianists on this program, playing four such widely varied selections, you will realize vividly what the Ampico can bring to your home. First—a superb piano for your own playing—the instrument beloved beyond all others as a means of musical self-expression. Second—the playing of the world's greatest pianists—an inexhaustible treasure of music! Music for every mood—the tender beauty of old ballads—the lifting, luring beat and sway of modern dance music—the noble sublimity of great classical compositions. Music to delight your solitary hours. Music to entertain your guests. Music to aid in the education and culture of your children.

Undecided gift-seeker—will you go tomorrow to this remarkable recital? You will be a welcome and expected guest at any Ampico studio—at any music store where the pianos listed on the opposite page are sold.

**The Ampico Corporation, 584 Fifth Avenue, N.Y.**
AMPICO

The Ampico comes in the following pianos:
MASON & HAMLIN
KNABE
CHICKERING
J. & C. FISCHER
HAINES BROS.
MARSHALL & WENDELL
AMPICO SYMPHONIQUE
THE WILLIS (in Canada)

Electrically operated models — $750 to $4,500.
An initial payment of 15% will place an Ampico in your home.
The remainder is payable over a period of two years.
Five chassis—sixes and eights—prices ranging from $860 to $2485. Illustrated is Model 629, 5-passenger Town Sedan, with four-speed transmission. All prices f. o. b. Detroit.

Distinguished by its Performance~

Only by personal experience can you appreciate the distinguished performance of Graham-Paige motor cars with the four-speed transmission (standard shift). The two high speeds bring a new thrill to driving, both in traffic and on the open road. A car is at your disposal.

Joseph B. Graham
Robert B. Graham
Ray A. Graham

GRAHAM-PAIGE
 SIMPLE and sincere is silver. Spirited, rhythmic, sparkling, is our Modern civilization. And this Modern production in International Silverplate combines the subdued mysterious beauty of silver with the strange new beauty we call Modern. . . . Note the sculpturesque quality of the teapot; the exciting gradations of light, as the cream and sugar holders are grouped with it.

These sets are perfect for modern apartments. They fit the smaller rooms we have today. They look charming on the little narrow tables. This International Silverplate dinette set occupies surprisingly little space, yet is truly adequate. It is pleasant to use, and as compact and practical as it is decorative. Furthermore it is easy to take care of, an advantage the modern minded woman appreciates. . . . The centerpiece and candlesticks made in this design are especially interesting and when combined with the other pieces in this Modern series, the effect is excellent.

Like all International Silverplate, these fine pieces will wear for a lifetime; will not chip, or crack or break; are a continued asset to the hostess. Sold in the better shops at moderate prices, guaranteed by a maker noted for high quality and honest craftsmanship.

Shades by
de Sherbinin

In homes which reflect the discrimination of the connoisseur, shades by de Sherbinin are frequently selected to proffer the essential illuminative association.

Sponsored and sold by name by leading shops everywhere, they may be identified by the Hall-mark of their makers which is reproduced below. When you see it upon a shade frame, all that connotes lampshade perfection in parchment stands before you.

Shades by de Sherbinin are styled for all types of interiors. In their beauty and simplicity, they may be used with practically every type of lamp base, with the assurance that they will create complete lighting units of charm and distinction.

Pictured above is The Parachute—a beautiful and conservative style which may be had in softly mellowed tones of Peachyke, Amber, Umber and Nile Green. Shaded in Square, Hexagon, Octagon and Circular Models.

(Continued on page 148)
Cinderella's magical transformation is no more wonderful than the artistry with which the Gorham Master Craftsmen transformed sterling silver into the exquisite tableware that bears her name. And because it so subtly expresses the glorious spirit of youth, brides choose it almost instinctively for their own. Its very name is a fitting symbol of the ancient story that never grows old.

Delicate, and very lovely, Cinderella happily combines the rich dignity of the Renaissance with a fresh modern style of treatment that is very new. A pattern that has become the natural choice of those who desire the world's finest things.

Your jeweler will gladly show you Cinderella—a complete service in sterling. You will find it very moderately priced for so handsome a pattern.

The Teaspoons are $9.50 for six; Dessert Knives $21.00 for six; Dessert Forks $20.00 for six.

Whatever your taste—whatever your favorite period—you will find among Gorham's 27 patterns in Sterling a silver service to harmonize.
How does one find out whether a canvas, according to its grain, belongs to the 15th or 16th century? It won't be much help if I tell you that the grain of the 18th Century is finer than that of the 17th; you must look for yourself. A workman trained in "re-canvasing" pictures will, in five minutes, render you as invulnerable as himself. He alone is master in this matter.

When you buy a picture which has been re-canvased, always take the precaution of un-gluing one of its corners so as to have a good look at the original canvas.

If you notice in a good picture a certain weakness, a heaviness, you may conclude: "It has been repainted, all this must be washed off."

If you like the English School, be even more cautious in examining the canvas both as to texture and preparation.

The preparation: there's an excellent guide to the date and origin of a picture! The red preparation of the 17th century and of the Spaniards, the white preparation of the Primitives and of the 18th Century, this last generally very thin: if you find a canvas heavy in weight and thickly prepared, be on your guard, for fakers cannot easily prepare a canvas with the same lightness of touch as did the ancients.

Distrust especially all so-called Guardis, and the others of his school, Marieschi, Bellotto, Canaletto, etc. Don't commit yourself to this dangerous pursuit before a circumstantial examination of the art of faking. That Italian school of the 18th Century is, perhaps together with the English school and the Primitive School, the one most to be feared. Believe me, it is wiser to avoid what you imagine may be a bargain. In that way you will really have made a good bargain, three times out of four.

As to names and colors: If you absolutely want to know "by whom" a picture is, there are three chances out of four that the name finally pinned to the picture is, there are three chances out of four. And when you come to know this name, you will thereupon have no trouble in declaring: "That is his or her work." Indeed, even if one may sometimes hesitate over an oil painting or a pastel to discover whether one is in the presence of an original or of a copy, this becomes an impossibility when it is a drawing which is to be examined.

"Then explain to us the ways and means?"

The way! Have eyes, and you shall see. And when you come to know the manner of an artist, you will thereafter have no trouble in declaring: "That is his or her work."

To come back to my story, the rest is easy to guess. I feel myself insulted, being the advocate of my painter; I demand that to Heinius be restored that which belongs to Heinius. Indeed! . . . But Heinius is not Fragonard, neither for the dealer nor for the expert who pockets his percentage. The painting, were it by Fragonard, could be sold for 100,000 francs. If one should sell it as the work of Heinius . . . just follow the decline in price! And I carried the day only after the sale, that is, when I could reproduce in my book this canvas falsely ascribed as being by the painter of Gimellette. As a matter of fact, the story is now well known. And all those who have amused themselves by resurrecting an artist "forgotten or disdained" have experienced these ups and downs.

How many pictures of the Empire, representing Roman gladiators, or Minervas inspiring virile habitus, are classed as being by David? Ever since the exposition at the Petit-Palais (Continued from page 150)
Superbly suited to the MODERN TABLE

There’s a new idea abroad among the smart younger crowd. They have discovered the thrilling new decorative effects that the foundation of an Irish or Scottish linen damask tablecloth affords. To the smart younger crowd it no longer suffices that the table be correctly set. It must also be arranged with the same art and style that makes the choice of a particular gown a touche de grâce. With their unerring gift for the mode, the younger set has emphatically preferred Irish and Scottish tablecloths of lustrous linen damask, in soft white, gold, pale green, rose or old ivory. These linen damask tablecloths are now on view in all the smart shops in designs that reflect the spirit of today. You will find them less expensive than their reputation implies.

IDENTIFY ALL GENUINE IRISH AND SCOTTISH LINEN BY THIS MARK
Explore Victoria's Merry Days . . .

with Tony Sarg

as Guide

This delightful paper, designed by Tony Sarg for children's rooms, has taken its color and movement and anecdote from the days of Victoria . . . sports, homes, journeys, are depicted with humor and variety and charm. One glance invites more, and a child would find here a rich store for study—a wool on which to weave a hundred stories. . . . Of true Strahan quality and workmanship, this paper is obtainable wherever fine papers are sold.

Ask your dealer or decorator to show you Strahan Papers.

THOMAS STRAHAN COMPANY

ESTABLISHED 1886

Factory: CHELSEA, MASSACHUSETTS

(Continued from page 148)

("David and his Century"), one has been able to form a clear idea of how many painters gravitated around him, how many were inspired by him! But it is so easy: "David!" The trick is played. "David!" Don't exhaust your brain. "David!" Why other names . . . It would merely seem an unnecessary effort to test your memory and treat you as a schoolboy, "David", short and alone—after all, isn't that far simpler? The same with the Romantics: there is Véronèse, and there is Hogarth; there are Ary Scheffer and Cabanel, Tony and Alfred Jannet, Gustave Doré and several others. Isn't that sufficient? Suddenly someone digs up artists you never heard of! What impudence! And what if it pleases you to go on ignoring them? They should leave you in peace! You don't find them talented, now they are unsympathetic, yes—but too numerous, perhaps. The history of Art should be pruned, like an overgrown tree. It is hardly decent to impose upon the good will and patience of collectors. The same may be said for the School of 1830. What would you do to go into "block up" Fleury, Lavollée, Cala, Vigoni? Was one not already sufficiently entangled among the initiators of Corot! Was it not already enough to have to observe whether a pond near Ville-d'Avray was really by him, or by Trouillebert? Will there never come a time when one may at last be able to believe oneself letter-perfect?

Do you know this charming anecdote which was told to me one day by Durand-Ruel: An American (for they already existed before 1906, and there were even then some who preferred to a liking for French pictures) goes to pay a visit to Charles Jacque: "Monsieur, I would like to see your studio." Jacque does the honors in the most amiable fashion, and shows his canvases one after another. The American is impatient: "But, how's that, you have no sheep?" he inquires. "Sheep?" repeats Jacque, exasperated because he knows too well that he is the 'sheep' painter, and should stick to them, or, at least watch the "market quotations" for purposes of speculation, beware of being flattered like children by the dealers. As to the impressionists, it is the same old story. No one appreciated a "highly quoted" master? The Dutchmen even the greatest, save Hals and Rembrandt, were subject to fluctuation which nothing can explain. There are innumerable examples of this truth.

Conclusion: if you buy a picture for purposes of speculation, beware. As you can foresee neither the rise nor the fall, if you have wandered into such follies you must at least watch the "market quotations" day by day. And don't build on . . . canvas.

On the other hand, at the time Baron Portalis was buying for a few thousand francs some Eustache, that master to whom he dedicated the greater part of his life and labors, and who was beloved by all: "It's absurd! It's money thrown away!" Indeed, if you did not listen to the wranglers, an art, a confidence in the star of the painter of Grasse, put all his capital in his pictures, he was not speculating, the time, nor any intention of re-selling, but the quasi-certitude that he was exchanging his banknotes for a capital very securely guaranteed.

And yet let us distrust those "glories in goldbeater's skins" which are inflated like children's toys by the dealers. We know the "genius" who have been stocked (that the term, as ambiguous as the thing itself)
I DO NOT CARE TO SING ALONE

BY

Maria Jeritza

SOPRANO
METROPOLITAN OPERA COMPANY

WE THINK of singing as a complete art in itself. And so I am called a soloist.

Yet to me the gift of the human voice, divine as it is, is not sufficient unto itself. In grand opera, flute or piano trill cadenzas with the coloratura; the full orchestra thunders the chords of a chorus. Opera stars do not sing alone.

If accompaniment is important in opera, it is absolutely vital in concert work. Here the singer must rely entirely on one instrument—the piano. And only when the tone of the piano harmonizes completely with the singer’s voice do you have that “sweetest strain”—“a song in which the singer has been lost”.

I realized this during my concert tours on the Continent. But it was not until after my arrival in America that I found the piano which possesses this sympathetic quality in the highest degree. This piano is the Knabe. When first I heard it, I was startled, so humanly eloquent was it. In its warm, rich tone, I seemed to hear myself singing. And soon I was singing. But I did not sing alone. The voice of the Knabe rose with my own and blended into it. My solo was a duet—and our duet was a solo.

Since then the Knabe has been my closest musical companion. It sings with me in my home in Vienna. Each Fall when I return to New York, a wireless from my steamer makes sure that the Knabe will be waiting to welcome me to my hotel apartment. The Knabe is with me on the stage of the Metropolitan Opera House, and on the concert platform. And whatever I sing, the Knabe seems to sense the emotion in my heart, and to express that emotion with a delicacy that defines every subtle shade of feeling.

Because the Knabe is so responsive to my moods, it has become even more to me than the perfect accompanist. It has become an inspiration, ever urging me to sing my best.

Like Madame Jeritza, you want a piano that can mirror your moods in music— that can echo your every emotion. Hear the Knabe—the humanly sympathetic quality of its tone. Then you will know why Madame Jeritza chose it—and why Ponselle, Martinelli, and many others have chosen it, too. Why it is the official piano of the Metropolitan Opera Company, and the artistic medium of those world-famous pianists, Rosenthal and Orloff. Why it is the ideal piano for your home.

A 10% down payment places the Knabe in your home—you have years to pay the balance. Prices from $875 to $2,500. Period models from $1,500.

Wm. Knabe & Co.

NEW YORK
BALTIMORE

OFFICIAL PIANO OF THE METROPOLITAN OPERA COMPANY
Look out for Sore Throat—check it with LISTERINE—so powerful against germs

AFTER one of those late-season football games when the weather is bad, up come the medical reports with their unhappy sequels.

Raw, rasping throats . . . head colds . . . chest colds . . . grippe . . . "flu".

Yet many of the less serious cases might have been prevented by the prompt use of Listerine, full strength.

Because full strength Listerine is powerful against germs. And most cold weather complaints are caused by germs.

It may interest you to know that full strength Listerine kills even the B. Typhosus (typhoid) germ in 15 seconds. There is power indeed! Yet Listerine is so safe it may be used in any body cavity.

At the first sign of throat trouble, after long exposure to bad weather, or to germ-laden crowds, gargle with Listerine full strength systematically.

Listerine immediately attacks the disease-producing bacteria in mouth and throat. Time and time again it has prevented a cold or sore throat from becoming serious. Lambert Pharmacal Company, St. Louis, Mo., U. S. A.

LISTERINE
The safe antiseptic

Have you tried the new LISTERINE SHAVING CREAM?

Cools your skin while you shave and keeps it cool afterwards. An outstanding shaving cream in every respect.

To escape a cold use Listerine this way:

You can materially lessen the risk of catching colds by rinsing the hands with Listerine before each meal, the way physicians do. The reason for this is obvious:

Listerine attacks the germs of cold on the hands, thus rendering them harmless when they enter the mouth on food which hands have carried.

Isn't this quick precaution worth taking?
In the Modern Manner

Mohawk Carpets

The carpet shown is Mohawk Brentmore Wilton No. 8318-5.

Carpets are in the mode once more! Modernistic—of course! Yet for those of more conservative taste the looms of Mohawk offer endless other beautiful patterns from which to choose. Mohawk has just published a booklet on its modern carpets. You may have a copy free of charge. Send today!

Mohawk Carpet Mills, Amsterdam, N. Y.
CHICAGO CIVIC OPERA CHOOSES THE BALDWIN

Preference of the foremost artists of the Chicago Civic Opera for Baldwin, confirms its choice as the official Piano for that renowned organization. (The remarkable orchestral depth of Baldwin tone, its color and responsiveness to the most subtle moods of expression are a continued inspiration in the rehearsals. To own an instrument with such associations is to bring a constant source of pride and musical gratification into your home. A demonstration by any Baldwin dealer will clearly reveal the reasons for this preference. Baldwin Grands from $1,450 up in all woods and in modern and period designs.

THE BALDWIN PIANO COMPANY
Cincinnati

A scene from the opera "Barber of Seville"—after a painting by Louis-Emile Adan

Baldwin PIANO
A BEAUTIFUL NEW MOTOR CAR
Dodge-Built and Dodge-Dependable

Fine car distinction and traditional Dodge value are brilliantly exemplified in Dodge Brothers New Senior Six.

One ride will confirm the fact that this great car is the biggest, fastest and finest Six ever produced by Dodge Brothers.

Even the most casual observation will make it instantly clear that every detail of fine car equipment is present, every feature of fine car performance provided.

The extra width, depth and restful luxury of the seats—the car's greater roominess and finer performance—its arresting smartness and rich interior beauty—all confirm your first vivid impression that here is a motor car of very exceptional distinction and desirability.

Available in eight distinguished body types ranging in price from $1575 to $1845, f.o.b. Detroit

DODGE BROTHERS
NEW SENIOR SIX
A Cushion for your Rugs...

to prolong their life.....
to enhance their luxury

Ozite says

"Welcome"

to every foot. Beneath every tread it yields softly and silently with the courtesy of an oriental. And Ozite gives every rug a longer...and a softer life.

If you have admired luxurious rugs in the homes of friends...if you have wished for rich, deep rugs of your own...Ozite is your answer. It makes any rug, even the least expensive, feel marvulously resilient underfoot. Silent, unseen, unattended, it cushions every footfall, so that your foot sinks deeply into the fabric...lending your home that quiet charm which comes with orientals and fine floor coverings.

Ozite protects as well. When a heel comes pounding down, Ozite is beneath the rug to absorb the blow.

The rug, instead of being struck against the floor is cushioned and protected. All friction, all strain, all destructive shocks are absorbed by the cushion. The rug, instead of being struck against the floor is cushioned and protected. All friction, all strain, all destructive shocks are absorbed by the cushion. The rug, instead of being struck against the floor is cushioned and protected. All friction, all strain, all destructive shocks are absorbed by the cushion. The rug, instead of being struck against the floor is cushioned and protected. All friction, all strain, all destructive shocks are absorbed by the cushion. The rug, instead of being struck against the floor is cushioned and protected. All friction, all strain, all destructive shocks are absorbed by the cushion. The rug, instead of being struck against the floor is cushioned and protected. All friction, all strain, all destructive shocks are absorbed by the cushion. The rug, instead of being struck against the floor is cushioned and protected. All friction, all strain, all destructive shocks are absorbed by the cushion. The rug, instead of being struck against the floor is cushioned and protected. All friction, all strain, all destructive shocks are absorbed by the cushion. The rug, instead of being struck against the floor is cushioned and protected.

Ozite is permanently mothproofed and unconditionally guaranteed to satisfy you in every way!
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saplings should be brought to England and planted.

Both finer lines and the more beautiful surfaces that begin to appear with movable woodwork in England after the mid-17th Century are directly traceable to the introduction of improved types of saws. These had formerly been restricted to those two handled tools known as pit saws. A pit was dug in the ground, and the log placed lengthwise along the top of the pit. Planks were then sawn by an unwieldy coarse-toothed blade operated by one man below and another above ground. Toward the end of the century when thinner blades with finer teeth were invented craftsmen were enabled to obtain thin sheets of wood, known as veneers. These when cut from certain parts of the tree give the splendid figured effects which we very often observe in the walnut woodwork of the William and Mary, and Queen Anne periods.

A brief description of the manner of procuring the various "figures" is of interest. In addition to the plain veneer, which is sawn from the length of a quartered log, those known as burl, crotch and oyster were freely used by the old provincial cabinet-makers, for more important work. The burl is usually found in table tops, panels of cabinets and similarly large surfaces, and is distinguished by innumerable twists and twirls, not

(Continued on page 156)
WHAT would you have your silver suggest—delicacy—charm—elegance—true hospitality? Then Princess Anne was made for you. For Princess Anne is modeled after the best style of that great craftsman—Thomas Chippendale.

Chippendale never lost sight of the reason for anything he designed—its use in the home. He created first a practical foundation, upon which he lavished skillful touches of line and decoration that made each finished product a masterpiece.

Following his great example, the Wallace design, Princess Anne, has been created. This graceful pattern possesses strength without heaviness—graceful ornamentation that Chippendale himself might well have used, had he worked in sterling silver.

Princess Anne and other distinguished Wallace patterns await your inspection—at your jeweler's—or in our booklet "The Wonder of Sterling Silver." May we mail you a copy? Address R. Wallace & Sons Mfg. Co., 611 Wallace Park, Wallingford, Conn.

Princess Anne Tea Spoons are $27 and $32 the dozen; Dinner Knives $44 and Dinner Forks $45 and $50. The Tea Set of 6 pieces shown below is $67.50, without the waiter $350.

Wallace Sterling Silver
The vogue for crystal lighting returns resplendently. This time its courtly magnificence is reflected in a wide variety of designs in soft and diffused lighting effects. Lightolier designers of skill and feeling have assured traditional style, in these, as well as in all other lighting fixtures for many schemes of interior decoration. You may see the array of Lightolier styles at leading fixture dealers and observe that their prices fit comfortably within even a modest building appropriation. Write for the new informative brochure, "The Vogue in Decorative Lighting," sent upon request.
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That other decorative form found with furniture of this period and which is the oyster, perhaps offers greater mystification to the layman than any other. Withal it is the most easily procured of all the veneers. Not is it by any means uncommon to hear the question as to whether the delicate concentric rings that distinguish oyster walnut are painted. Admittedly, when well laid they do suggest thin, actually, however, they are merely thin slices cut diagonally from small
Reminiscent of old Java

The border is an outstanding characteristic of this fine percale Waverly Print whose delicate tracery recalls the famed wood blocks of Ancient Java.

It forms a natural frame for the design, simplifying the problem of trimming the bedspread, drapery, valence, and tieback, as shown in the illustration.

The Cameo design covering the chair is a radiant two-toned glazed print also of fine percale.

Both of these patterns can be had in a variety of harmonious colorations.

Waverly Fabrics may be purchased at leading dry goods, department and furniture stores at from fifty cents to a dollar and a half a yard.

Ask for Waverly Prints—the name is on the selvage.

Waverly Fabrics
A SCHUMACHER UNIT
Two unusually good Chipendale antiques from the Colby collection... The table is of unique interest for its tilting top, sliding front, secret compartment and other conveniences which adapt it to an artist's needs... We should like to have you visit our departments of antiques and reproductions.
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branches or saplings, the black markings being the growth rings, similar, but on a much smaller scale, to those in the trunk of a tree.

Although those large mansions connected with the great country estates would be frequently visited by Charles II and for that reason would the sooner adopt the new styles of furniture, as we have said, no large number of walnut pieces exist dating earlier than the Orange period in the provincial districts. The French and Italian artists who had come over at the invitation of the king would, for a time at least, remain near the center of the new magnificence, the London Court. These men having completed the work in the capital would be taken to the country mansions of the nobility and here would employ and instruct local craftsmen.

This explains why in the large country houses that remain, those pieces of furniture dating from the earlier years of the period manifest closer resemblance to those of London origin. But of such there are now but few examples, for after the departure...
SOMETHING of the spirit of Far-Eastern wood-blocks is in these "modern" lamps of Weller pottery. They wear a similar ancient calm. Their angles are as sharply traced as though following grains of fragrant wood. But their lustres are water-like and brilliant. Weller Ware lustres—in colors from a pale cool ivory to all the changes of fire! . . . The attending shades of parchment have their colors laid on flat and bold—fresh with vitality when the light diffuses through the red curve of a parrot, or the gold vigor of a giraffe. . . . See these interesting lamps at jewelry shops, china, glass and lamp departments. Also the vases and fruit-bowls in the "modern" designs. And such less challenging shapes as Grecian urns and candlesticks. Our folders will help you select pleasing pottery for your home. Address the Department of Decorative Arts, The Weller Potteries, Zanesville, Ohio. Potters since 1872.
Casements that meet the weather

—at its worst

In this attractive home at Bolles Harbor, Michigan, on a weather-exposed Lake Erie site, you will find Fenestra Casements closing tight against winter blizzards and summer squalls. Without warping, swelling, shrinking or rattling, these snug-fitting steel windows checkmate the weather at its worst. Mr. Frederic W. Dennis, Jr., the owner, writes: “Though conditions were severe last winter, we found Fenestra Casements very satisfactory. Storm windows were unnecessary.”

—at its best

And Fenestra Casements are fair weather windows, too: Opening wide at a finger touch, they welcome the cool lake breezes. Large glass areas, divided into small, sparkling panes, admit a flood of sunshine, and give a broad view of sky, water and shrubbery. “Our inside screens are an excellent protection against mosquitoes and other insects,” Mr. Dennis says.

You’ll find Fenestra Casements in smart, modern homes because these windows are as serviceable as they are beautiful. You’d expect them to cost more than ordinary windows, but their genuine economy will surprise you.

*Free Drapery Book*


DETROIT STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY
2216 East Grand Boulevard, Detroit, Michigan
The new Franklin
AIRMAN LIMITED
sets the STYLE and sets the PACE

ACHIEVING faster and infinitely more comfortable road travel—the new Airman Limited has gained undisputed leadership in the field of fine American motor cars. Luxurious fast travel—as here presented—creates a wholly new vogue in modern transportation.

Two dramatic demonstrations have conclusively proved Franklin the world's fastest road car. A flash from Los Angeles to New York and return in 6½ days, which shattered the previous record by more than 10½ hours! A streak up famous Lookout Mountain, Tenn., and return, 46% steeper than the Pike's Peak grade, averaging 40.8 miles per hour for the distance and beating the previous titleholder by 4.6 miles per hour! For sustained high speed and hill-climbing, air-cooling is supreme.

This astonishing performance is made immeasurably more enjoyable by the luxury and beauty of the Airman Limited interiors. Here are absolutely new and elegant designs in upholstery, fabrics and appointments. Complete comfort features—arm rest, pillow, foot cushions, carriage robe. Original and delightful colorings. The whole effect is interesting, different, epoch-making.

Today the new Airman Limited is the standard of comparison. You must see and drive it to get the full meaning of the modern spirit in style and performance.

FRANKLIN AUTOMOBILE COMPANY, SYRACUSE, N. Y.

SEDAN
Five Passengers
Among really smart achievements of the day are the new Lyon Steelart Bridge Sets ... in twelve distinctive designs and exquisite color combinations ... fashioned by master craftsmen from fine furniture steel. They are graceful, light-weight folding tables and chairs — unequalled in strength and rigidity ... See these Lyon Steelart Bridge Sets at the better stores. Write for colorful descriptive book.

Lyon Metal Products Incorporated Aurora Illinois

Newport Lake Placid Palm Beach

Lyon Steelart Folding Tables and Chairs
BACK of the creation of the new Nash "400", there was a deeply studied plan to build the very finest motor car money could buy. (One to duplicate, at the Nash price, the satisfaction heretofore furnished only by very expensive motor cars. (That this ideal has been realized must be very apparent to anyone who examines the new "400" models. (The style, the pleasing symmetry, the luxurious atmosphere of the new "400" Salon Bodies— (The unrivaled performance of the new "400" Twin-Ignition, high-compression, valve-in-head motor— (The ease of handling, steering, parking. (The wealth of costly features—Houdaille and Lovejoy hydraulic shock absorbers, Bijur Centralized Chassis Lubrication, and the like— (Not a conceivable thing has been overlooked to give the world a new and finer motor car. (Drive it and be convinced that here is exactly the kind of a car you've always wanted to own.

The Car with the Twin Ignition Motor

NASH "400"

Leads the World in Motor Car Value
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Before proceeding to deal more specifically with the individual characteristics which appear, it might be well to point out that notwithstanding all traces of the Gothic construction being eliminated, there are throughout the walnut vogue many repetitions of the earlier foreign styles adopted during the late oak period. Also in our mention of oak, it must be remembered that this wood in country districts continued to be used an always diminishing extent throughout the period which we are at present concerned. This relic of the druidism of the British, while quickly submerged by the elaboration of the furniture in the important provincial centers, persisted often in curious forms in more isolated towns and villages.

In Wales and the west of England the traditional oak undoubtedly endured for some time longer than was the case with those counties nearer to the capital or to the larger centers. There are likewise more noticeable evidences of resistance to the new styles. Rather we find a continuation of that elimination of the virile construction, by the adoption of additional decorative carving. Hence in Devon, for example, the former casparaceous seat remains, but the back panel is now widened. In the same county, as in neighboring Somerset and Dorset, chairs are found in which the backs are similar to the door panels. With these, and typical of the western counties, is the use of the carved Tulip and meandering tendrils not unlike the design found with the Dutch marquetry and with some French silk fabrics.

Another relic of the previous period exists in these parts in the retention of the trestle and small gate tables. These would obviously offer less difficulty to the village joiner, for apart from such curvatures which might achieve in the flat sawn vase shaped support the lines are otherwise rec-

tangular. The floor rests are of the simple type adopted from the earliest period, and such, which would call for no advanced craftsmanship, the slight shaping being accomplished by means of a chisel and file. In other tables by more experienced men, in this section, the legs frequently take the form known as “barley sugar”. This designation is derived from a sweetmeat at one time popular in England, and which was made in long spiral twists. The shape, however, in its relation to furniture was adopted during the Stuart period and was commonly used with chairs and tables until the coming of the cabriole.

With Wales there is an even more pronounced opposition to the invasion of the foreign influences. This is apparent in the continued use of those refectory tables under which the stools are fitted, when the latter were not in use as seats. And this usage prevailed for some years after the more refined types of tables and chairs were comparatively common throughout other regional sections of the Island. At the same time chairs are to be found during from the late Stuart period.

With these there is a remarkable use of the spiral twists, equally for supports and backrails as with the understructure, as a rule, in the center of the back are two vertical spiral rails and two carved splats, while with some of the armchairs the understructure is composed of five spiral stretchers. More often than not the carving takes the form of the herringbone, a design which would seem to have found favor with the Welsh craftsmen. But while this cutting is attractive by reason of its simplicity, there is an ostensible coarseness doubtless due to the lack of any refining influence having penetrated to this part of Britain.

CUPBOARDS

Even with the introduction of the corner cupboard with the coming of William and Mary, the Welsh still retained the deu ddarn, although it now became a rectangular cupboard superimposed upon another, each of which has paneled doors. In particular, this would be well to mention that while corner cupboards are not infrequently described as “Jacobean” actually they were introduced to England until the Orange reign.

Welsh “two deck” examples are plain and somewhat taller than those found in other sections, the upper doors each being divided into one almost square and one longer panel below. Those of the base, however, are somewhat smaller and usually undivided. To the court cupboards or deu ddarn at this time elaborately carved details were applied. One favorite motif, although reminiscent of the Tulip, may be equally described as a conventionalization of the lock. The stiles and rails, which are the vertical and horizontal framing of the panels, are also carved, several designs often appearing on one deu ddarn. Thus the upper stile may be decorated with a herringbone, the lower with a vine, while on the rails lunettes and a rather
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SNOWY LINEN DAMASK

the only correct covering
for the formal dinner table

The discriminating hostess knows that linen damask derives its sanction from the immutable standards of good taste—that snowy linen damask always has been and always will be the one and only correct covering for the formal dinner table. For more than a hundred years Gold Medal Irish Linen Damask has been the invariable choice of those who are content with nothing less than the finest. Your dealer has a complete assortment available for your selection. William Liddell & Company, 51-53 White Street, New York City.
new touch of beauty for each room in the home

Designed in various styles and finished in soft blues, old rose, green, and cream and in the more daring modern shades, as well as in natural wood grain finishes, Hart & Cooley Radiator Enclosures bring a new touch of beauty to each room in the home. But they have practical advantages, too. By directing the heat out into the room, at the living level, and not straight up, Hart & Cooley Enclosures protect walls and hangings and at the same time afford the family greater comfort on cold days. There is also a generous humidifier beneath the cover, to keep the air constantly moist and healthful. May we send you the complete story?

THE HART & COOLEY MFG. CO.
W. MAIN ST., NEW BRITAIN, CONN.

Branches: New York, 1 E. 42nd St.; Boston, 279 Stuart St.; Philadelphia, 1660 Arch St., Pittsburgh, 6012 Broad St.; Chicago, 64 W. Kinzie St.; Detroit, 11340 Cleaveland Ave.
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rude form of guibache often appear. Other decorative carvings more common to Wales are bird and beast forms and heraldic emblems, but although the ambition of the carver is manifest in the intricacy of his work, his lack of artistic technique is evident. In fact many of the pieces from this region are by no means dissimilar to that naive workmanship found with the peasant woodwork of parts of Europe and incidentally with some of the earlier pieces in our own country. Perhaps we more often associate the attractive dressers with Wales, but these are equally indigenous to other districts, albeit there are features by which those of the English counties may be distinguished from those of Welsh provenance. Incidentally from the manner of these dressers it is possible to decide the importance of the original owners. We have those simple structures which are in use in cottage homes to the present time, the larger examples to which certain curvilinear lines are adapted, found in the more prosperous farmhouses, and the rarer pieces made for the smaller manors, either of solid walnut or of pine or oak veneered with the hali figure.

WELSH EXAMPLES

Among the characteristics which more often indicate the Welsh examples are primarily the more simple construction. This reveals itself in the plain molded cornices, uninterrupted shelves and the absence of cupboards, either above or below. In few instances did the Welsh cabinetmaker extend his decoration with these wall pieces farther than to apply a cyma or other curved line to the apron below the cornice, or under the row of drawers in the case. Further, although he would often add an under shelf, he seldom enclosed this with doors, or fitted backboards to the carcass. The latter tradition is a carry-over from the time when these pieces were fastened to the paneling or to the plaster.

With the more sophisticated dressers found throughout Lancashire and Yorkshire, there is much by which these may be distinguished from those of Wales. If, however, English examples are more common to those counties, they nevertheless remain in use throughout other sections, even if not of such elaborate styles. Of the latter produced in Lancashire and Yorkshire which are among the most desirable are those on the plain cabriole leg. More often than not these have a dented cornice with graceful cyma curved apron. The back has two plate shelves, at the end of which are two small cupboards with paneled doors. At the base of the back is a row of shallow drawers, deeper drawers also being fitted in the base proper.

Other dressers made in Lancashire and Yorkshire are those with which the frame is enclosed with cupboard doors, with plain plate racks in the upper part. Such, however, by no means offer the same grace as the examples in the cabriole legs or even those on four turned legs and undershelf, which are found in this part and to a lesser extent in other sections of England.

Another but almost unknown article of rural furniture found in western farmhouses and in Wales is the bacon cupboard. Although in use from the late Tudor period such examples as remain rarely date before the late part of the 17th century. These are not unlike one of the old dower chests, to the back of which a tall shallow cupboard with paneled doors has been added. Arms were fitted to the ends in this way permitting the box to be used as a seat. Formerly they were made narrow to fit into the inglenook but in time became considerably larger. Their original use was for storing the flitches of bacon and the hams after they had been smoked in the great open chimneys, but at the present time are more often used as hall seats. But here again if they are perhaps more plentiful in the west they are equally known to other sections, although those of Devonshire and Wales more often retain the simple plain paneled doors, with drawers in the seat box in place of the lift lid.

Among the articles of rural furniture restricted to only a few counties are the curious "cricket" tables of Hertfordshire, Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire and Essex. These quaint little examples of provincial woodwork have circular tops on spayed, turned legs rather like cricket stumps, from which they derive their name. Near the floor the supports are braced by longitudinal stretchers and with those made in Hertfordshire the tops have three flap leaves, these when lowered leaving a triangular shape to the top.

EAST ANGLIA

In Norfolk, Suffolk and Essex some heavy oak and walnut have been found made of walnut with which the arms are tenoned into a knob of a turned upright. The latter combines the bulbous form of the Elizabethan period and the shape often used in new posts. The back is a plain panel infrequently inlaid with marquetry in a checkered pattern. Other furniture of this wood exists through East Anglia, which is the regional name for Norfolk and Suffolk. Such, however, as once obtained the Bible box was
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The Waltham Christmas List

Take your pencil and add ... if you like ... a question mark against most of the names on your list. But not for the few you love. Give them a Waltham Watch or Clock. Through generations of Christmas giving, this Waltham Watch or Clock has been the most appreciated gift. Today ... in smart and colorful designs, Waltham Watches and Clocks are more welcome than ever. At the better shops everywhere ... Waltham's newest creations are now making Christmas shopping easy.
rooms would often seem altogether dislocated and out of keeping if we discovered them in a dwelling patterned after the manner of the 17th Century Connecticut farmhouse. One of the most crucial dimensions, if not, indeed, the most crucial, is height. City dwellers who live in modern apartment buildings are all in danger of having their sense of proper height badly warped or even altogether falsified and rendered useless. Economic conditions, which there seems to be no immediate way of overcoming, prescribe sublimely low ceilings of a uniform height applied indiscriminately to rooms of both large and small area. Then, if people care about such things at all, it becomes the task of the decorator to try to correct the appearance of the faulty proportions by means of ingenious optical illusions. And the illusions thus perfected might often very properly be called delusions.

BREADTH AND HEIGHT

Again, some people seem to have a prejudice against height because they visualize difficulties in heating, or because they imagine height is in separably associated with a sort of frigid formality and a consequent loss of intimate, homelike comfort and cheerfulness. Breadth and length always enforce their claims by purely utilitarian consideration. With a given number of persons in a family, the dining room must be a certain width and a certain length in order to hold a dining table large enough to seat the usual number of diners and easily allow for such other furniture pieces as are needed. So long as the breadth and length are sufficient, the height doesn't matter on any physical grounds, because purely physical requirements are satisfied if the ceiling is high enough so that a moderate amount of space is left above our heads. And so the dimension of height, being one whose physical needs only, and to meet the least expense in building and the least difficulty in heating. All the interior details are worked out usually fairly small in scale; and one's innate sense of fitness is satisfied with a ceiling height in the neighborhood of seven feet or a few inches more. And this height looks quite sufficient with rooms either of relatively large or small size.

The Georgian manner of design, with which we are all familiar, owes much of its stately elegance to the almost wholesale inspiration derived from the work of Palladio and his school and Palladio profoundly studied and emulated in principle refinements of Classic antiquity. As a result of their studies, Palladio and other architectural writers of the Renaissance worked out carefully calculated set of formulas for the height of rooms in relation to their length and breadth. They also enunciated principles for the proper proportioning of rooms with reference to their purpose. They never fully agreed, however, on what were the exactly correct proportions or what were the exact ratios that ought to be observed. There was always considerable leeway left for the play of individual preference. The double cube room—a room whose dimensions corresponded to two cubes laid side by side—has often been praised as the room of ideally perfect dimensions. Notwithstanding the excellence of such a room and the nobility of its aspect, a great many rooms that are equally pleasing in their mental effect have been intentionally planned with more or less variation from this standard while in the main adhering to it. All of which only goes to show that it is impossible to draw any hard and fast rule of invariable mathematical proportions from which there can be no deviation without courting failure.

The whole thing must be looked at on a more or less approximate basis. While doing this we must also take into account the factor of color, the amount of decoration, and the scale on which the decoration is planned. It is well to keep in mind, of course, the principle of double cube and square rooms and the like, set forth by the most eminent Classicists; but one must be ready to modify them when good and sufficient occasion arises, as it may from a great variety of causes. In the Georgian or any other Classic mode, breadth and length are not determined with such close regard to the absolute physical requirements as they are in the spontaneous styles; symmetry, balance and the pleasure to the eye are always a source of delight in the majority of these houses; but most of them were designed with simplicity and good taste, and the scale and the height and length according to their proportions. While many of the carpenter-architects who built by far the greater number of these houses were especially those of less pretentious sort, with very little of the element of Classic mode, breadth and length are not determined with such close regard to the absolute physical requirements as they are in the spontaneous styles; symmetry, balance and the pleasure to the eye are always a source of delight in the majority of these houses; but most of them were designed with simplicity and good taste, and the scale and the height and length according to their proportions. While many of the carpenter-architects who built by far the greater number of these houses were especially those of less pretentious sort, with very little of the element of Classic mode, breadth and length are not determined with such close regard to the absolute physical requirements as they are in the spontaneous styles; symmetry, balance and the pleasure to the eye are always a source of delight in the majority of these houses; but most of them were designed with simplicity and good taste, and the scale and the height and length according to their proportions. While many of the carpenter-architects who built by far the greater number of these houses were especially those of less pretentious sort, with very little of the element of Classic mode, breadth and length are not determined with such close regard to the absolute physical requirements as they are in the spontaneous styles; symmetry, balance and the pleasure to the eye are always a source of delight in the majority of these houses; but most of them were designed with simplicity and good taste, and the scale and the height and length according to their proportions. While many of the carpenter-architects who built by far the greater number of these houses were especially those of less pretentious sort, with very little of the element of Classic mode, breadth and length are not determined with such close regard to the absolute physical requirements as they are in the spontaneous styles; symmetry, balance and the pleasure to the eye are always a source of delight in the majority of these houses; but most of them were designed with simplicity and good taste, and the scale and the height and length according to their proportions. While many of the carpenter-architects who built by far the greater number of these houses were especially those of less pretentious sort, with very little of the element of Classic mode, breadth and length are not determined with such close regard to the absolute physical requirements as they are in the spontaneous styles; symmetry, balance and the pleasure to the eye are always a source of delight in the majority of these houses; but most of them were designed with simplicity and good taste, and the scale and the height and length according to their proportions.
"Isn't it almost unbelievable that we are being entertained by the best artists from all parts of the country right here at home?"

"Yes, but you are fortunate—I have never heard such natural reproduction as on your Federal."

All You can ever Ask for in Radio

FEDERAL today offers all you can ever ask for from any radio. Remarkable selectivity, wide distance range, tremendous volume with perfect gradation, beautiful cabinet designs, single dial control, that deep, rich Ortho-sonic tone quality, and many other outstanding features distinguish Federal as America's finest radio.

The Designated Federal Retailer in your community will gladly demonstrate the Federal Ortho-sonic Radio. Or, if you prefer, write for handsome Art Folio of the complete Federal line.

FEDERAL RADIO CORPORATION, BUFFALO, N. Y.
Operating Broadcast Station WGR at Buffalo
FEDERAL ORTHO-SONIC RADIO, LTD., BRIDGEBURG, ONT.
ASK YOUR DEALER
to show you samples of

Mettowee Stone

The charming colored flagstone of Old World heritage, is now available in commercial quantities and at reasonable cost. Your garden will put on an entirely different appearance with even a mere touch of this attractive natural stone.

Send for our illustrated pamphlet “B” and if your dealer does not have any samples we will gladly put you in touch with one who has

VENDORSLATE CO.
EASTON • PENNSYLVANIA

JOHN (nervously): “Mary, that window is going to slam”
MARY (undisturbed): “It can’t, John, it’s positively secured by Win-Dor hardware”

A sudden gust of wind that sends the leaves scurrying..... but the casement is rigid, held secure and safe with a Win-Dor Automatic operator, which positively locks in any position, yet can be easily closed at a moment’s notice.

Win-Dor non-friction Stays and Operators are used in the better homes everywhere for safe and convenient casement operation. Made to last as long as the house, with non-corroding bronze bearing surfaces. They can be purchased from your leading hardware or steel window dealer at surprisingly little cost.

Below is Win-Dor Series 25 operator, which, in addition to other features of security, operates the casement through the screen.

Win-Dor
CASEMENT HARDWARE
The Casement Hardware Co. 402-C North Wood Street, Chicago CASEMENT HARDWARE HEADQUARTERS
FROM the four corners of the world Bigelow-Hartford artists seek out the master designs of all time... Oriental, European, Polynesian, American... and to these they add the original creations of their own atelier, traditional and modernistic.

Wools, too, are garnered from the ends of the earth... from Argentine to Persia, from Cyprus to Turkestan... wools of widely differing character, to be blended skilfully in varying proportions and colored with exquisite dyes.

The beauty so secured is lasting beauty. The wools are strong, the dyes fast, the craftsmanship of the rarest... fruit of more than a hundred years' experience in fine weaving.

When you go seeking beautiful things, remember that no matter what type of rug or carpet you desire, no matter what decorative scheme you have in mind, there are Bigelow-Hartford weaves at a nearby store... weaves that bring beauty home to you. We shall gladly send you, free, our illustrated folders, together with the name of a Bigelow-Hartford merchant in your vicinity. For 25¢ we shall also send Color and Design, Their Use in Home Decoration, a very practical and inspiring book.

The Opera, Paris

The Voice of Music

YOU never heard such a surging flood of melody as the Symphonic Series AMRAD pours forth. The whisper of muted violins—the deep booming bass of kettle-drums—the crystal-clear top-note of a golden soprano—all brought to you with thrilling tone purity.

The "Opera" model combines the phonograph and radio. Here, in a lovely cabinet of hand-carved rare woods, is the finest of electrical phonographs and the superb all electric AMRAD radio. Built in the cabinet is a Dynamic Power Speaker with a full, mellow tone reproduction unlike any you have ever heard.

There are three other models, each a gem of artistry, with long range, single dial control and purely electrical operation, without battery or eliminators. The chassis has eight tubes.

See and hear the new AMRAD. It materializes your fondest radio dreams.

This Book is yours for the asking
A beautifully illustrated brochure, sent to you on request. Full details of all the Symphonic Series models.

The Symphonic Series AMRAD Radio

The CONCERTO

Price $320 (without tubes).
Prices slightly higher west of the Rockies.

The AMRAD CORPORATION, Medford Hillsdale, Mass.
First Showing
Four Passenger Victoria Coupe $1695

Straight Eight motor; 88 horsepower; dual manifolding and carburetion; Bohmalite pistons; Lynite rods; Bijur chassis lubricating system; armored frame; internal expanding hydraulic four wheel brakes; four hydraulic shock absorbers; and 125 inch wheelbase.

Powered by Lycoming
MUCH juice in a hurry doth the Three Fruit Reamer give—a delightful gift for the merry soul to it! Comes in berry red, spruce green or khaki color $10.00

THE Dynamo Flashlight. I'm giving to Jerry. It's now—a flashlight that never goes "dead"—because it has no batteries. Generates its own electricity. You just give the handle a wind or electricity. You just give the handle a wind or turn of the crank releases the spring and down slides the window ledge and has a coiling spring that pulls out straight. Which being so, how jolly the appointed hour, the clock releases the spring and down slides the window gently $13.50.

THE Trunk Stand holds luggage at a convenient height for packing. And when not in use it folds flat, and tucks away in a corner. I'm getting one in mahogany finish for the Big Chief. Hard to make a choice because the walnut and ivy-enameled finishes were so good looking too $7.50.

GIFTS
JANET GRAY SAW AT LEWIS & CONGER

HOW! we all hate to get up in the morning and slam down the window! Which being so, how jolly a gift is the Window Closer. It attaches to the ledge and has a rod that fastens to the window. As the appointed hour, the clock releases the spring ledge and has a coiling spring that pulls out straight as the window is opened. At the appointed hour, the clock releases the spring and down slides the window gently $13.50.

THE Trunk Stand holds luggage at a convenient height for packing. And when not in use it folds flat, and tucks away in a corner. I'm getting one in mahogany finish for the Big Chief. Hard to make a choice because the walnut and ivy-enameled finishes were so good looking too $7.50.

Electricity was, of course, professionally installed throughout the house and inner court, but the wrought-iron lamps are the result of home industry and dull black paint applied to scrapped glass fixtures which had been scorched by the junk man's fire. The plumber's soldering iron did the rest and also made possible the bird bath, which consists of an inverted chandelier resting upon a brick base and supporting a large fire gong. A pot of ivy tucked into the tripod gives stability and a dull green bowl which tops the gong's right shoulder further grace.

Yes, the birds really rest in the branches of our Oak. They eat and drink in our garden, but the song of thanksgiving which wakens from the westward of an autumn day in a nearby window.

Do you like the medieval candlesticks? They are made, but "that other story"—our inside story as it were.

An old mantel shelf torn from the basement has been hung on the brick wall of the inner court, which has been given a new coat of white and a sky-blue covering.

All the quaint water jugs and pitchers available hold flowers or stand empty by the pool, so that the inner court and garden are one.

The growing things have come to us in many and marvelous ways. Each bush, vine and evergreen has its little story, and the building of the garden the spirit of my garden and keep adding to its beauty. A huge Tiger Lily with a wealth of stalks and a magnificent display of foliage folded on a stand for the moment dominates the court.

Through a winter of ridicule I have nurtured and believed in a great Grapevine which had been brought to me as a loving contribution and which I stolidly refused to prune or abandon. My confidence is fully rewarded, for today its long branches are covered with tiny green leaves.

THE COURT

The inner courtyard consists of a deep alcove, formed by the neighboring house and the fire tower. Nothing could have been more beautiful to us in this dark area when we made the great discovery. We planned to use it as a garage, but were deterred by fire laws and other difficulties. Further inspiration led us to remove the opaque glass from its one high window and substitute an iron grille—a jigsaw puzzle pieced together by professionals in the Cincinnati administration.

Dull, black paint has converted this ugly window space into an excellent wrought iron. Two immense old benches in the inner court and a miniature refectory table—the latter made from some old carved wood which we bought for a song—complete the furnishings of the Sanctum Sanctorum, where it is always delightfully cool and where we can sip, read, dream and complete our court and privacy.

The court is presided over by a Winged Victory which bears the record of our thanksgivings. Her transportation from Paris to my courtyard aggregated six times her orig.

(Continued on page 85)
NOW Atwater Kent brings receiver and speaker together in the all-electric 1929 set—in a trim and beautiful cabinet that looks well and is unobtrusive wherever you place it.

Only 30 inches high, 11 inches deep, 18 inches wide. Just the compact size that makes you say "What a fine idea! How convenient!"

It fits cosily into any small space—slips into corners where nothing else would fit. Suit yourself as to position. Against a wall, if you like—but there are no restrictions; Model 52 is satin-finished on all four sides and the music comes through a speaker grille at the back as well as the front. Use the top as a small table if you wish. Convenience again!

And how you will enjoy listening! Do listen—at an Atwater Kent dealer's. Words cannot describe the purity and depth of tone, the ease of selecting programs with the FULL-VISION Dial, the constant entertainment such a modern radio brings.

Atwater Kent makes every part, matches them all for harmonious action. Every Model 52 is tested or inspected 294 times to make sure it is worthy.

The demand for Atwater Kent Radio (now in 2,000,000 homes)—the facilities of the largest factory—make the price low.

On the air—every Sunday night—Atwater Kent Radio Hour—listen in! Write for illustrated booklet of Atwater Kent Radio.
Good Buildings Deserve
Good Hardware

BANK HARDWARE
by CORBIN

HARDWARE for fine banks, for notable public buildings—how does it concern you and the hardware for your home?

Such hardware, first of all, must give security, must continue to give it—despite constant, heavy wear. Secondly, the hardware important buildings it adorns. Good Hardware—Corbin—so combines performance and appearance that it is in use, probably, on more distinguished buildings than any other make.

Your home is the most important building in the world to you and your family. It deserves hardware that will serve as bank hardware serves. It deserves hardware that reflects its beauty, its design. Briefly, like all good buildings, your home deserves Good Hardware—Corbin.

P. & F. CORBIN
388 NEW BRITAIN AVENUE
CONNECTICUT

The American Hardware Corp., Successor
New York
Philadelphia
Chicago

P. & F. CORBIN, New Britain, Connecticut
I'd like to know more about hardware that can serve me as it serves my bank. Send me a copy of "Good Buildings Deserve Good Hardware".

NAME....................................................
ADDRESS.............................................
CITY.................................................... STATE.............................................

Looking down from the Cathedral tower in Segovia one sees the many irregular-shaped divisions which form the patios among the humble houses.

PATIOS OF SOUTHERN SPAIN
(Continued from page 89)

so arranged in the pavement as to conduct rain or excess water to some particular tree or vine, a scheme which partakes of the tradition of the Moors who were skilled in irrigation.

The chief display is of plants in all manner of pots, boxes, cases—whatever is at hand. That the ordinary American florist's pots are of such ugly uniformity is a great pity, and the manufacturer who will produce simple, hand-turned earthenware pots at a reasonable figure will be our benefactor. For pot plants Geraniums compete with Chrysanthemums for first place, but almost any small plant may be seen. Among the varieties noted are: African Bowstring Hemp (Sansevieria guineensis), Dracaenas of several kinds, Ferns, Rubber Plants, Amaryllis, Asparagus Ferns (Asparagus pluto-mos and sprengeri), Dusty Miller, Begonias, Periwinkle, Black Stemmed Bamboo, Brussels Sprouts and various sorts of vegetable plants are sometimes encountered, and it is certain that anything at hand will be used.

Against the whitewashed walls where all of the plants show such good advantage, perhaps the most striking effects of all come from the delicate tracery and subtle shadows of the vines. One comes to expect a fine old Grape vine and is seldom disappointed; besides there may be Morning-glories, Buddleias, or even a climbing Rose.

These cordial Andalusians are justly proud of their little patios over which they exercise such care, and theirs are possessions from which we in America may well draw an example.

A MID-CITY MIRACLE
(Continued from page 170)

ginal purchase price. She stands on a pedestal or shelf, protruding from the brick wall and supported by two old ivory columns which formerly paraded as mahogany mantel supports.

The fire escapes have been denuded of their iron netting and christened the "First and Second Balconies," where gay curtains of vari-colored awning lend atmosphere, ventilation and privacy.

One bit of advice to the woman who would make such a wilderness blossom as the Rose. It would be well to follow my example in one preliminary step. Have a husband who can do anything, is willing to prove it and will pay someone else to do the rest.

An intense love of home and flowers can transform any house and yard into a home and garden, but if you can find a place to live which has a fan-light over the front door and sunshine over the back gate and which is only five minutes from everywhere, take it without “ifs” and “ands.” Be thankful and go to work—a garden lies beyond.

ON COLLECTING PICTURES
(Continued from page 150)

self), and each of whose studies have cost the purchaser a hundred francs. Let us not buy the unknown of yesterday, “too well known” tomorrow, because they say with the intention of tempting us by our inclination to hunt and to gamble: “These will increase in value.” Is this any guaranty of artistic value? As there are investments suitable for the father of a family, so there are investments for collectors; they are perfectly safe.

Yet no glamor is reflected on them.

“How is that? Do you mean to say you have no desire to be more daring? To see with your own eyes?” But my poor Sir, they are all too often “eyes that gild” and looking with your own eyes generally means looking through the eyes of a dealer. So first of all make sure of the accuracy of his eyeglass.
Why this decided drift to Plaster Ornament?

More and more, architects are turning to this age-old art in the creation of genuine period interiors.

There is a new development in American house architecture. Careful observers of architectural trends have noticed that plaster ornament is steadily gaining in use. Today there seems to be a definite swing to “plaster” as a decorative medium in the smaller homes and apartments, as well as in the larger type of residence where it has always been an important part of the entire decorative scheme.

Nor is the reason for this increase in the use of plaster ornament hard to find. For the effects it makes possible are unusually lovely. Gothic, Tudor, Georgian, French—each period had its typical ceilings, friezes, moldings, and other characteristic details in “plaster” to harmonize with the general effects the designers sought to attain. In re-creating these periods, the proper plaster ornament is almost necessary if the spirit of the original designers is to be maintained. Sometimes just a touch here and there, in only one or two rooms, will suffice to lend to the whole house that subtle note of old world luxury that is the hallmark of the distinguished interior.

CONSULT YOUR ARCHITECT. He will have the complete catalogues of the six firms listed below, from which to select designs adapted to your own individual needs.

SEND FOR BOOKLET

Illustrating the effectiveness of plaster ornament in small as well as large homes, a beautiful brochure has been prepared, “A Handbook of Notable Interiors.” Write for Booklet A-6 to any one of the six firms.

PLASTER ORNAMENT for PERIOD DESIGN

Chicago—ARCHITECTURAL DECORATING COMPANY • 1600-16 South Jefferson Street
Detroit—DETROIT DECORATIVE SUPPLY COMPANY • 4140-42 14th Ave.
Chicago—THE DECORATORS SUPPLY CO • Archer Avenue and Lee Street
New York—JACOBSON & COMPANY • 230-241 East 44th Street
Cleveland—THE FISCHER & JIROUCH CO • 4614 Superior Avenue
Philadelphia—VORGT COMPANY • 1743-49 N. Twelfth Street

SCHENCK AND WILLIAMS Architects
Wild Turkeys Browned and Golden

For these we offer thanks

FRIGIDAIRE
PRODUCT OF GENERAL MOTORS

ON LIVING IN AN OLD HOUSE

(Continued from page 90)

to live in houses that speak only of themselves, their tastes, ambitions and successes. It is natural enough.

However, the other temperament is my concern here, the temperament which, aware of the comparative insignificance of any individual human life in the ever-moving stream of humanity, prefers to feel itself one with the stream, an atom moving along in the mysterious companionship with all other atoms, all dreaming the same dream, doing the same things, hoping the same hopes, beginning and ending one as the other.

To occupy an old house that has been variously lived in by so many because we are so frightened to find this human brotherhood, and the fact that what is happening to us has happened in the older house so often before, to people just as "important" as ourselves, people so like ourselves in every way, foolish and wise, strong and weak, doing their best, yet making all sorts of mistakes just as we are doing—the realization of this fact brings to us a reassuring sense of comradeship in the adventure of life.

FORMER OCCUPANTS

Very sensitive, "clairvoyant", individuals might well imagine, or be actually aware of, a sympathetic participation in their experiences by their invisible co-tenants, and on occasion, indeed, wish it were possible for them to help or seek their counsel. For so often in an old house, in this or that feature of its construction, in some touch of grace or comfort, one finds evidence so suggestive of the characters and tastes of vanished hearts and hands that one grows almost to know our predecessors and to feel something like friendship for them and an affectionate interest in what they were and what acted them. The fact that their experiences were once like ours does not diminish the value of ours, but rather gives them an added significance, even a sense of sacredness. Birth and death, love and joy and sorrow, do not lose because they have also been the portion of others before us. On the contrary, their meaning is deepened because we thus share them, because they are a part of the common lot of men and women.

In this sense, all old houses are sacred, and the memories they breathe forth may well exercise those influences which the Greeks and Romans used to attribute to their household gods, presence, the being honored in times of happiness with simple little rites of remembrance, a flower, a piece of honeycomb, a libation from the festive cup, or in times of trouble to be invoked for protection and aid.

In the case of those fortunate people who live in the houses of their fathers, the power of ancestral influences is admitted. The most unworthy scion of a great line is sensitive in some degree to that tradition of noblesse oblige which blood impresses upon him. But even in those old houses where the human memories are anonymous, may not the long succession of the customary human histories have

behind echoes and aromas, as it were, of so much living that have a spiritual potency also? And how natural and charming it was to personify these into guardian deities watching over the house their permanent dwelling, divine domesties presences watching over all the various happenings of the home, great or small, making sure that all went well.

How often have bride and bridgroom passed through the old porch crowned with garlands, guided there by "Domidicus", the little familiar spirit whose business it was to bring them safe home. How often has the old house heard the cry of the new-born child, which its earliest guardian "Vaticanus" was waiting for. The household gods and goddesses who presided over the hearth in particular touching, and quaintly specialized in their duties, "Cunia", who watches over the cradle, "Carminia", who sings to the infant, "Statanus", who teaches it to stand and walk, "Fabulinus", who teaches it to talk, "Paventia", who preserves it from frights, and there are many others with functions equally precise.

How every other occasion of joy and sorrow, every form of activity, and every part of the house, including barns, stables, and gardens had their appropriate "Lares", their presiding "genii", the reader will not need to be told, and I have only made passing mention of these beautiful old "fancies" to suggest how natural such mythologizing becomes in any place where human life has been contentedly carried on from generation to generation.

Had the Greeks and Romans not invented, or discovered, these charming household gods, it would be hardly possible to move in an old house, saturated by human joy and sorrow, without realizing their presence—for, indeed, they are more than I intended on the serious, imaginative, life of living in an old house, the pleasure one has in its barns, its love-cots, its bee-hives, its inglenooks and cozy corners, its long low-raftered rooms, its inglenooks and cozy corners, its closets and cupboards, its various old-fashioned comforts and luxuries, its great kitchens, its mysterious cellars, its barns, its dovecots, its bee-hives, and not least is its gardens, with its mossed walls, its formal Box hedges and trees trimmed in fantastic shapes, its old-world flowers, and those immortal lawns, which, an English

(Continued on page 196)
FAMOUS DINOFOLD now a Kitchen Maid Product

Worthy, indeed, of bearing the Kitchen Maid trademark—the famous Dinofold becomes, today, a Kitchen Maid product, manufactured and sold by America’s largest exclusive makers of built-in equipment for the kitchen.

Dinofold is a charming folding “breakfast nook” consisting of table and seats for four. It folds up as a unit, on a wall, on a door, or in a wall recess—by a single, simple operation! Leaves floor space completely free when not in use.

Dinofold is smoothly lacquered in Olive Green or Mandarin Red with gold striping and antique shading or in Early American Maple, antique shading with green trimming. A color combination to harmonize with whatever kitchen color scheme you are planning!

Let us send you complete descriptions of the Dinofold and the latest Kitchen Maid kitchen planning book. The latter describes Kitchen Maid Units covering every kitchen need—in sizes fitting your kitchen. It tells of the exclusive Kitchen Maid finishes, which include Cactus Green, Dove Gray, Lama Tan, Travertine Ivory and Shasta White. It explains the many unusual Kitchen Maid features—such as sanitary rounded inside corners, smooth doors and concealed hinges. It is a helpful guide to effective kitchen planning or remodeling. Write us.

Wasmuth-Endicott Company
1211 Snowden Street, Andrews, Indiana

Reprensentatives in all Principal Cities

If in Canada, address Branch office Waterloo, Ontario
IN designing and building this progressive country day school, materials were carefully tested and investigated and only the best possible for the purpose were selected.

Cabot's Quilt was used in every building for insulation against cold, and in the six music rooms for soundproofing.

Many refinements and special materials add to cost of construction; Cabot's Quilt actually saves.

The coupon (Roll of Quilt) below will bring you interesting Quilt information. Mail it today.

Cabot's Quilt
TIME TESTED FOR OVER THIRTY YEARS

In Planning Your New Home
Remember --

BECAUSE of its unique beauty which easily outweighs the higher first cost, Ritter Appalachian Oak Flooring is being selected for the finest American homes.

A genuine Ritter Appalachian Oak Floor imparts distinction to every room in which it is laid. Its velvet-like texture and close-knit, uniform grain emphasize the richness of Orientals and contribute an exclusive charm that the average flooring cannot duplicate.

Write for illustrated booklet containing different patterns possible with Ritter Oak. Be sure to have your architect and builder use it for both the floors and interior trim of your new home.

W. M. RITTER LUMBER CO.
America's Largest Producers of Appalachian Hardwoods

In Planning Your New Home
Remember --

BECAUSE of its unique beauty which easily outweighs the higher first cost, Ritter Appalachian Oak Flooring is being selected for the finest American homes.

A genuine Ritter Appalachian Oak Floor imparts distinction to every room in which it is laid. Its velvet-like texture and close-knit, uniform grain emphasize the richness of Orientals and contribute an exclusive charm that the average flooring cannot duplicate.

Write for illustrated booklet containing different patterns possible with Ritter Oak. Be sure to have your architect and builder use it for both the floors and interior trim of your new home.

W. M. RITTER LUMBER CO.
America's Largest Producers of Appalachian Hardwoods

Climate, soil and drainage in the Appalachian Highlands are ideal for the slow growth that causes narrow annual growth rings (A), which in turn produce close grain (B), resulting in a fine-grained floor as shown in the background of this advertisement.

MADE IN THE APPALACHIANS
AND FROM APPALACHIAN OAK ONLY
Outstanding among all fine cars on famous avenues and boulevards, Lincoln appearance unmistakably suggests Lincoln quality and fineness. Lincoln character and reputation do not need the emphasis of showy embellishment—that which is genuinely fine wins universal recognition without display—those who design Lincoln bodies—famous custom body designers—seek with beautiful body lines to express the innate fineness of Lincoln quality and performance.

A glance at this beautiful Brougham (by Brunn) reveals Lincoln distinction—it is as perfect in line and form as a sculptured masterpiece—its simplicity and genuine elegance appeal most invitingly to the educated tastes of people who invariably buy the finest things.

The interior of the Brougham is like a corner in the perfect home—comfortable, restful, undeniably rich in fabrics and costly fittings. There are two folding armchairs for the extra guests. The driver’s compartment—entirely separate—may be open or closed—an arrangement quite vogue in this season’s fine closed cars.

LINCOLN MOTOR COMPANY
Division of Ford Motor Company
Tile roofed homes are much warmer in winter

Being impervious to cold, tiles increase comfort and decrease heating bills

Because Imperial Roofing Tiles exclude cold and imprison warmth, homes roofed with them are easier and cheaper to heat. Proof of this lies in the fact that snow melts much slower on a tile roof than on roofs of other materials. Why not enjoy the added comfort and economy that follow roofing with tiles?

Our interesting brochure, "The Roof," contains numerous full-color plates of distinctive tile-roofed residences. We will forward a copy on receipt of 25c (coin or stamps) or an illustrated color folder will be sent you free! Address: Ludowici-Celadon Co., Dept. A-11, 104 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago.

LUDOWICI-CELADON COMPANY

I M P E R I A L
Roofing Tiles
LIKE THE WAVE OF A MAGICIAN'S WAND

As magicians wave their wands to accomplish wonderful transformations, so do Radkovers convert ugly radiators into things of beauty and charm. And more—for Radkovers are extremely useful as well as ornamental. Attractive window seats, work desks, tables and magazine racks are only a few of the many possibilities of Radkovers—the adjustable radiator covers.

While blending perfectly with your smartest decorative scheme, Radkovers eliminate the grimy smudges and dust streaks found near uncovered radiators—provide the proper amount of moisture by means of a humidifier concealed under the cover—improve the diffusion of heat throughout the room—and actually reduce fuel bills.

Yet Radkovers are pleasingly low priced—a price made possible because of their exclusive sectionalized construction. These standard sections, of furniture steel, are made in various heights and widths, so that any radiator may be quickly fitted by merely assembling the necessary sections—thus eliminating the expense and inconvenience of having to send away for made-to-order enclosures.

At any time we'll gladly send you more complete information—and the name of your nearest Radkover dealer.

RADIAN T STEEL PRODUCTS CO., WILLIAMSPORT, PA.

RADKOVERS transform ugliness into charm
HEALTH

is something to be thankful for
.. safeguard it always

The best thing about the goodies that come out of a General Electric Refrigerator is that they’re always healthfully fresh. This quiet, automatic refrigerator maintains the scientifically correct temperature that checks the growth of bacteria.

For this perfect refrigeration, food must be kept at a temperature below 50 degrees—always. Kitchens are almost as warm in winter as they are in summer. That’s why correct refrigeration is now recognized as a vital year-round necessity.

The General Electric Refrigerator is different from all others. It is actually “years ahead” in design. All the mechanism is up on top, sealed in an air-tight steel casing—forever safe from dust and difficulties.

General Electric Refrigerators are guaranteed for perfect refrigeration—quiet, automatic and economical. For details, drop us a card for Booklet N-11.

GENERAL ELECTRIC Refrigerator

"Makes it Safe to be Hungry"

ELECTRIC REFRIGERATION DEPARTMENT of GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
HANNA BUILDING CLEVELAND, OHIO
MAJOLICA table services of any assortment give a distinctive character to your luncheons and dinners that no china can be compared with, and at only two-thirds the cost of fine continental porcelains. The colorful decorations in satin-like glaze are the hand work of old-world potters and five of the patterns available are exclusive with us.

We will gladly send you open stock prices, and advise where in your locality the beautiful Deruta Italian Dinnerware may be seen.

Our new book, "The Interior Art of Romantic Italy" is now ready for those who are seeking information on furnishings and period rooms in the Renaissance styles. (Price one dollar.)

Carbone
New York — Chicago
348 CONGRESS STREET
BOSTON

Charming Bathroom Set in Exquisitely Colored "Criss Cross" Design

THE luxurious character of this monogrammed set assures its acceptability as a wedding or Christmas gift. Soft and delightfully absorbent towels, face cloths and floor mat of Mosse quality Turkish toweling, woven in the newest "Criss Cross" designs, make bathing more pleasing—even for reluctant children.

A set contains 6 long towels, 6 face cloths and one mat, all monogrammed. The sets come in green, blue, rose, orange, or orchid—all fast colors. Priced at $31.50.

THE unusual brass fretwork and beading of this late Sheraton mahogany cabinet—found in a quiet English home in Essex—make it a most distinctive and interesting old piece.

We invite your inquiry for the unusual antique or for complete decorative service.

LANS-MADISON AVENUE
554 MADISON AVENUE AT 55TH STREET, NEW YORK

MOSSE LINENS
730 FIFTH AVE
NEW YORK, N.Y.
ALSO AT 470 POST STREET
SAN FRANCISCO
A Word About Buying Screens

WITH WINTER almost here, nine out of ten homeowners have already removed their old screens. And chances are, most of these people are saying "Yes, we simply must order new screens for next spring."

But that's as far as they get! Instead of placing their order now, when special care and attention will be given every detail, they'll wait until the mad spring rush, and then take whatever they can get!

Fortunately, however, there are thousands of progressive homeowners who "buy when the buying's best," and it is to this economical group that we offer this mighty sensible suggestion:

Write today for our latest booklet on Higgin All-Metal Screens. It describes and fully illustrates Higgin Sliding screens, trim and stylish, yet built for permanent service -- Higgin Rolling screens, that roll up and out of sight as conveniently as your window shades -- Higgin Hinged screens, that swing so easily inward or outward.

Regardless of what your particular problem may be, Higgin (specializing in screens since 1893) is best equipped to meet it! So send the coupon now.

THE HIGGIN MFG. CO., Newport, Ky.

IN PRAISE OF THE MAPLES

(Continued from page 178)

Very common and very beautiful is the Red Maple (A. rubrum) abundant from New Brunswick south to Florida, being particularly plentiful in swamps and meadows. It is the first of trees to assume autumn tints; in Massachusetts it is to be seen growing to third week in August signs of color change are apparent. Often it is just a branch or maybe it is the top of the tree which displays a ruddy tone; interest may be deep green at the moment. Sooner or later the whole of the foliage becomes orange, scarlet or yellow. In the winter the steel-gray back on the branches and upper trunk of the Red Maple make it singularly attractive, and in the early spring every branch and branchlet is clustered with masses of orange-red to crimson flowers of two sexes. In the male flower yellow anthers like bright eyes stand forth prominently. The female flower is of an even deeper hue and as the young fruit swells whole branches are garlands of vivid crimson. The Red Maple equals the Sugar Maple in size but has a more open and less regular crown, giving it a picturesque appearance. Its wood is less valued, its sap only slightly sweet, but it is less exacting in its tastes and is one of the few trees of eastern North America that flourishes in the British Isles. There are several varieties of this Maple known. One of them, var. columnar, is a truly delightful tree with short, horizontally disposed branches, forming, as its name indicates, a columnar mass. Another, known as var. globosum, is of low, compact habit and has its place where dwarf trees are in request.

The third great Maple of eastern North America is the Silver or Soft Maple, widely known as A. dasyacarpum, but correctly as A. saccharinum. It is fond of rich soil and grows to its greatest size in the alluvial bottom-lands of the Mississippi Valley, but in Connecticut fine trees are common. At its best it is one hundred and sixty feet tall with a trunk some fifteen feet in girth which divides up into a number of ascending stems. The leaves are sharply-pointed, silver gray on the under surface but assume no pleasing autumn color. It is the first of all trees to unfold its blossoms which have borne along the naked branches and push forth at the first blush of spring. In the vicinity of Boston they have been known to bloom as early as March, however, is their proper month, preceding by about two weeks the appearance of flowers on the Red Maple. Orders come into houses here and there in the world about one hundred and fifteen species of Maple, and of all that are known the Silver Maple and the Red Maple, together with one rare species in Japan (A. pycnanthum), are the only Maples that bear their flowerbuds naked on the branches. Unlike the Red and Sugar Maples, the Silver Maple assumes no autumn tints. It is a handsome tree but, unfortunately, its wood is brittle and although it has been much used in ornamental planting it is of much less value than many other species. It does very well in Europe, where it has been long cultivated and several varieties are known; the most useful of these is var. Wieri, with pendulous branches, deeply divided leaves, dissected into narrow lobes. Like the type, however, this noble tree is not hardy in New England; it does well as far north as eastern Pennsylvania and from British Columbia to middle California. It is most useful in the Pacific Slope, towering to the bristling of its wood, this often suffers from strong winds.

In America about twelve species of Maple are recognized; two of them, being confined to the Pacific Slope, are A. macrophyllum, the Broad-leaf or Oregon Maple which in size vies with its eastern congeners. Unfortunately, this noble tree is not hardy in New England; it does well as far north as eastern Pennsylvania and from British Columbia to middle California. It is most useful in the Pacific Slope, towering to the bristling of its wood, this often suffers from strong winds.

Among the Japanese Maples, A. sieboldianum has yellow flowers and leaves with from five to nine lobes. Like the others of the group it is of low and spreading form.
RADIATOR CABINETS

Six examples from innumerable styles and finishes.
Prices for all Purposes.
82 Years Experience in manufacturing Heating Specialties.

TUTTLE & BAILEY MFG CO.
Established 1846
441 Lexington Avenue New York
Phone: Murray Hill B600

If you are interested in bronzes of distinction and artistic merit, either as gifts or for your own collection, you will want a copy of "Famous Small Bronzes," recently published by Gorham. It contains nearly fifty plates, including reproductions of some of America's finest sculptural pieces...which have been cast in bronze by Gorham and are offered for sale at prices ranging from $40 to $3000.

In order that the distribution of this collector's catalogue may be restricted to persons who are really interested, copies are nominally priced at one dollar each.

Remittance should accompany your request. Address: Dept. G, The Gorham Company 576 Fifth Avenue, N.Y.

THE BRONZE DIVISION OF
The Gorham Company
FIFTH AVENUE, AT 47TH STREET, NEW YORK CITY
The WHITE HOUSE Line is made of Steel!

Glorify Your Pantry!

IT'S so simple — so easy — with beautiful, sanitary WHITE HOUSE Units, made entirely of steel. A unit system of varying designs and sizes makes it possible to build them into practically any space. Electric plate warmers, silver and linen drawers, tray and plate racks, cup hooks and Monel metal pantry sinks are included in WHITE HOUSE built-in installations.

Everything is furnished complete, ready for use — no extra hardware, glazing or painting necessary. Send in your plans for sketch and estimate. Write for gray catalog.

IN PRAISE OF THE MAPLES

(Continued from page 180)

Maples are an important constituent of the forest flora of Japan, where they color the autumn as brilliantly as in this country. The Japanese are particularly fond of the autumn coloring and places where Maples are abundant are famed resorts. Three species (A. japonicum, A. palmatum and A. Sieboldianum) have been cultivated from immemorial time by the Japanese, and scores of varieties have resulted. Whole gardens are devoted to their cult and viewing the multifarious forms of Maple and their wonderful autumn color is dear to the heart of the nature-loving Japanese. In this country and in Europe, when Japanese Maples are spoken of, forms with boldly or finely divided leaves are immediately envisaged. They form a very attractive group, indeed, among no group of shrubs or trees is there a greater variety of form or greater beauty of foliage to be found than in these Maples.

THE JAPANESE

Less popular today, perhaps, than formerly, these varied foliaged forms of the Japanese Maples have been known in American gardens for three-quarters of a century and still command a place. Among all the trees and shrubs we cultivate none have more exquisitely dissected or more beautifully colored foliage. They are principally the product of A. palmatum, a small tree very abundant on the mountains of Japan. The typical form has a five-lobed leaf which in the autumn becomes yellow, salmon or crimson. Under cultivation there is a form with yellow leaves (aureum), one with very narrow leaves (liniatifolium) and one with leaves rose-pink along the edges (rose-marginatum). Another group has seven-lobed leaves, larger than the type, suffused with red when young, afterwards green and finally brilliant red in the autumn. Among these the most popular forms are aureum, one with wine-purple foliage and bicolor with leaves of two colors, carmine and red; sometimes the carmine is laid on in blotches; sometimes one-half the leaf is of that color. In yet another group of this species the leaves vary from seven to eleven in number and, reaching to the leaf-stalk, are again cut to the mid-rib, the effect being web or lace-like. Of these the variety multifidum or dissectum is best known; ornatum, another form, is similar with deep red leaves. A few of the forms of Japanese Maples are referable to A. feruloides, also a bushy tree with from seven- to eleven-lobed leaves and purplish red flowers. There are a number of varieties of this of which the most popular are aureum with leaves wholly of a pale golden yellow, and Parvifolium or Sclerophyllum in which the leaves are cut and divided after the manner of a fern frond. One other species also comes under this Japanese group — A. Sieboldianum, which has seven- to nine-lobed leaves and yellow flowers.

There are many other named varieties of these Japanese Maples, although the list available today is much less than formerly. Grouped near the house or where they can be seen from the windows they have a decided use in landscape planting especially near shrubbery. The Japanese grow them in pots, training them into all sorts of curious shapes; among no group of trees is Japanese ingenuity and taste better displayed than in the fashioning of Maples in a Maple garden.

Very beautiful is A. crataegifolium

(Continued on page 194)
Here are some things you probably never thought of for Christmas

Your youngsters would enjoy a Hodgson play house this Christmas. Hodgson play houses are built of the same sturdy materials that make Hodgson Houses so durable and attractive. Clear, straight-grained cedar. Painted outside and stained inside. Diamond casement windows and a French glass door. Absolutely weatherproof. They can be used throughout the year. And they are shipped to you in sections, all ready to erect.

Other Hodgson products make pleasant Christmas gifts. The play boat, two feet by six, made of red cedar and furnished with a seat and double paddle sells for $15. Painted in bright colors. Light in weight, so children can pull or carry it about easily.

For your feathered friends, Hodgson bird houses are available, the larger ones modeled after old New England homesteads. Hodgson dog kennels are warm and cozy; they are made with or without partitions, and floors and roofs are detachable for cleaning. Well painted. The kennels have a correct ventilating system.

Pool or sand boxes with or without sunshades, lattice fences, home furnishings, trellises, flower boxes, tree boxes, garden houses, cedar chests and many other Hodgson products are all appropriate for Christmas remembrances. They are built to the same standards of material and fidelity of workmanship that prevail in the famous Hodgson Houses. . . . And a Hodgson House itself, for the mountains or seashore or a corner of your estate, would make one of the nicest of all Christmas gifts. Write for free booklet AW today. It gives pictures, prices and complete information. Or, better still, visit the exhibits at our Boston and New York offices.


You can have IDEAL GAS HEATING
The world's greatest makers of heating equipment, the AMERICAN RADIATOR COMPANY have perfected a complete line of IDEAL GAS BOILERS
Send for full information to American Gas Products Corp., 376 Lafayette Street, New York. Distributors.

The Mark of a Fine Interior
Utility and rare beauty are combined in this distinctive radiator furniture. That's why you see it in so many fine homes . . . Fashioned by one of the foremost furniture designers, it adds a touch of refinement to any interior. Write for full information and address of our nearest sales representative.

W. H. JOHNSON & SON COMPANY
St. Joe at New Jersey Streets : Indianapolis
Sales Representation in Principal Cities

Acme RADIATOR FURNITURE
"Yes, I would like a bath"

Three hours on a dusty train! No wonder your guest is grateful for your suggestion. And, of course, the bathroom is ready. Clean towels. A fresh cake of soap. Everything as it should be.

But is it the kind of bathroom your guest would expect you to have? Is your bathroom really modern and well-appointed? Or have you neglected one important thing? . . . Look at the toilet seat! Dark-colored. Out-of-date. Unsightly looking. Your guest will notice it—naturally. . . . And you cannot even apologize for your neglect. Anybody knows that a new seat—a really sanitary seat—would cost you only a few dollars.

It is so easy to make this improvement!

The Church Sani-White Seat can be attached in ten minutes to any bowl, with an ordinary pair of pliers. It is detachable; it can be moved whenever you move if you rent your home or apartment. Every Church Sani-White Seat is definitely guaranteed. Its glinting, smooth, white surface is not a paint, lacquer or enamel. It is a solid covering—it has no joints in which germs and dirt can lodge. It will not chip, wear off nor turn color.

After years of service, it will remain as free from cracks and imperfections as when it left the factory.

This booklet gives you practical suggestions!

We shall be glad to send you the interesting booklet, "An Easy Way to Make a Bathroom More Attractive," by Mrs. Mildred Stevens. It will help you with suggestions for making your bathroom more modern, more convenient. It describes Church Sani-White Seats.

Mail the coupon for this free booklet and for an actual sample of your Sani-White covering.

Church Sani-White Seats
"Toilet Seats for Better Bathrooms"

C. F. CHURCH MANUFACTURING CO.
Dept. C-11, Holyoke, Mass.

Gentlemen: Kindly send me your booklet, written by Mrs. Mildred Stevens, together with an actual sample of your Sani-White covering.

Name __________________________
Address __________________________
City __________________________ State __________________________

FLOWERS FOR VARIOUS GARDES

(Continued from page 104)

... especially pretty, but amusing to set out in a by-place.

Geranium grandiflorum is a neat plant with handsome leaves, its habit tufted and slightly procumbent. Its flowers are very large and borne over a long period. It is quite restrained enough for the rock garden and shows up handsomely near the front of a border. Mr. Farrer speaks of a "lovely dwarf form" from the upper Alps of Turkestan, known as Geranium grandiflorum alpinum. But I can find no trace of it in catalogs.

G. ibericum, the true form, has fine large dark blue blossoms and is a stocky and thriver grower, having large leaves and showy bunches of blossoms in June. Like all its kind it makes a fine, rounded mass of foliage, blossoming ear June. Its fault is that the blossom lasts not more than two weeks at the most, as is this also with G. ibericum. The other species mentioned, however, are more enduring. All Geraniums easily raised from seed, but careful selection must be practiced when first blossom and the poor thrown out.

THE DOUBLE ARABIS—Most gardeners at least a few mats of the white Arabis that blooms so early in the spring, but the form is far less often seen in our plant of much more subtle and almost a day flower is often less appealing

(Continued on page 190)
"I am so glad our screens are in NOW!"

"JOHN, it was a good idea to make screens a part of our plans," said Mrs. Weston. "The flies cannot footprint the decorations in our home as they did in that of the Wilsons."

Cold weather drives insects inside, and the damage they can do to the finish may cost more to repair than the price of good screens. That is why screens should be installed as soon as the openings are ready, particularly in the Fall.

Our booklet "The Fine Art of Screening the Modern Home" explains the artistic and economical advantages of making screens a part of the building plans.

The members of The Screen Manufacturers Association are masters of the screening art. The benefit of their many years of experience is yours. The booklet tells how you can obtain it. Send for your copy today. It is free.

THE SCREEN MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA

This booklet explains the secrets of beautiful screening as practiced by America's master screen designers. Fill out and return the coupon for your copy. It is free.

THE SCREEN MFRS. ASSN. OF AMERICA
316 East McMillan St., Cincinnati, Ohio
Please send for your new booklet "The Fine Art of Screening the Modern Home."

Name..............................................................
Street......................................................................
City.................................................................State..................................

And now at last you can actually mold your own figure—shape it unerringly to fashionable lines—without exhausting exercise or tedious dieting. A Health Builder user writes: "I reduced my waist measurement five inches; hip measurement three inches—in only six weeks.

A wonderful new kind of exercise—exercise without any effort on your part—makes it possible to reduce any part of your body. Thousands of women keep their bodies in exquisite proportion with the Health Builder. And with this new beauty of form comes renewed vigor, for the symmetrized body is a healthy body.

The Health Builder for Every Requirement

Ideal for home use is the Universal Home Model, a compact enclosed Health Builder. The Athletic Model is very popular for clubs, home gymnasiums, colleges, health centers, institutions, steamships, etc., while the handsome De Luxe Cabinet Models combine utility and distinctive beauty. Write for Fascinating Health and Beauty Data

Send for "Health and Beauty in Fifteen Minutes a Day"—a book of fascinating interest, showing how the Health Builder creates health and beauty. Write for your copy—NOW!

Sanitarium Equipment Co.
Room AG-2361, Battle Creek, Mich.
EASY to say "Think back a century." Not so easy to do it ... no railroads ... no telephones ... no autos ... no radios ... no bridge parties. Slow times? Yes, but perhaps they were a bit more thorough.

They surely made good cutlery in those early days ... and of all the cutlery houses Russell stood preeminent. With cunning handicraft each Russell blade was fashioned and ground and made to conform to Russell standards of quality, usefulness and beauty.

Styles change, but Russell Cutlery is always apace the times in dependable quality and, of course, styling, too. Today color is king. Living-room, bedroom, dining-room, kitchen ... all colorful ... reflecting a spirited age.

What a delightful Russell innovation to place rich colored handles on stainless blades and tines to modernize the humble knife or fork and harmonize with surroundings. In confirmation of Russell excellence, many chefs and butchers the country over insist on Russell Cutlery.

There is a booklet of charm and interest depicting the Russell line and giving authoritative information on table appointments. It is yours if you will send for it.

Why not do so at once?

Russell Green River Cutlery

Manufactured by

I n the busy whirl of modern society, people are judged by the stationery they use. Cheap, unattractive stationery may create impressions that can never be erased. But your good taste is unquestioned when you use genuine engraved monogram stationery. It is socially correct and a thoughtful gift that will be appreciated and remembered long after the holiday season has passed. When buying monogram stationery be sure that you receive only genuine engraving by placing your order with a store displaying the Mark shown below.
white circuit. Like a winning team, it is irresistible. Such an instrument is Arborphone with its famous Loftin-Accentuating this remarkable performance is a beauty with her only $75 is putting Arborphone into any loud shouting of claims more fastidious homes than Arborphone Division Consolidated Radio Corp. Ann Arbor, Michigan

Be there with her

Football!—again it occupies the stage as America's greatest classic illustration. And how the enthusiasts do love it! All credit to radio for bringing the excitement and thrills of this stirring game to our very hearts. And how it adds to our enjoyment if the reception is perfect—a reception so vivid that we forget the instrument and are carried off to our enjoyment if the reception is perfect—a reception icana's greatest classic illustration. And how the enthusiasts do love it!

Such an instrument is Arborphone with its famous Loftin-White circuit. Like a winning team, it is irresistible. Accentuating this remarkable performance is a beauty with her only $75 is putting Arborphone into any loud shouting of claims could do.

Along the Primrose Way

(Continued from page 186)

all by dumping off, or washing out, or drying up in three days' time. Only very recently have I learned just how it is done. The experts say there is only one safe type of receptacle for use in sowing these extremely small Primula's seed, and that is the shallow porous earthen pot, such as the florist uses for forcing spring flowering bulbs when he wishes to plant a whole dozen in one dish. This makes watering a simple matter, for the pot may merely be set in a pan of shallow water and the soil allowed to take up sufficient moisture as it seeps through the sides of the pot. Over-watering must be avoided. The soil should be light and fairly rich and have a portion of very fine sand mixed with it. The earth should be moistened before the seeds are sown and dusted over with a thin layer of the sand, on which the seeds should be scattered as thinly as possible. And when this is done just sufficient soil should be sifted on to hide the sand. This method exactly provides against the usual dangers and is bound to be successful.

Hardy Primulas

With the more ordinary hardy Primulas, those with which I have already proclaimed my success—Cowslip, Primrose and polyanthus—these precautions are perhaps advisable but not absolutely necessary. I grow them readily enough by treating as I do Pansy and other seeds. In fact, last spring I found many self-sown polyanthus from seed which fell the year previous, coming up about the old plants in the border. But I have never found a self-sown English Primrose yet. Possibly the reason for this may be that most of my older Primrose plants stand in a part of the garden which is very wet all the earlier part of the spring, while the polyanthus are growing in a location more favorable for seed sprouting.

These three are supposed to be very nearly related, the Cowslip being the more primitive and least highly developed form. Cowslip colors are brown, crimson and yellow, generally in a single flower, though there are double forms. The so-called English Primrose has been developed for greater size and wider range of coloring. Among mine are white, yellow, orange-reds, reds and deep crimsons. The flowers are five-petaled, and whatever the body color the five-pointed yellow star appears at the center. Some have a fairly good size by fall it has

Arborphone Division Consolidated Radio Corp. Ann Arbor, Michigan
THAT ASTONISHING NEW WALL MATERIAL

The loveliest Bathroom that ever you saw!

And it costs so little more than the commonplace kind!

No room in all the house is more deserving of bright and pleasing appearance than the bathroom. And none is more likely to be dull, drab and monotonous.

But commonplace bathrooms are no longer necessary. Sani Onyx has lifted the limitations and opened wide a whole new world of decorative possibilities.

Sani Onyx, as you've probably heard, is that astonishing new wall material made from melted rock. New effects. New surface textures. New colors and color combinations. It is exclusive and distinctive; yet not nearly as expensive as you'd imagine.

Unlike other materials, it doesn't crack, chip, check or discolor. And it's as easy to clean as a china dish. Send for your copy of a beautiful portfolio, showing bathrooms, kitchens and breakfast nooks in full color.

MARIETTA MANUFACTURING CO.
133 BROOKSIDE, INDIANAPOLIS

THAT more often he prescribes "plenty of exercise" than he does drugs as curative and preventative. Right eating and exercise is the first simple rule for health.

But, you may say, I can govern my diet, but where and how get the systematic exercise, when time is fleeting, and business and social demands are many and multiplying? Walking, golfing, swimming—even the maternal daily dozen—require time and wherewithal!

Your doctor has an answer—"SAVAGE HEALTH MOTOR," the scientific vibratory mechanical exerciser and reducer. He knows that for ailments due to under-exercising and over-eating, The Savage Health Motor is beneficial and economical, because its pleasant, stimulating, vibratory massage enlivens the vital organs, speeds circulation, aids digestion, elimination and sleep, in fact, rejuvenates the entire system.

The illustration tells the story. Place this portable health motor on table, desk or window ledge; its adjustable anchor strap holds it against the pull of the oscillator belt (easily removable); attach cord to nearest electrical outlet, touch the switch and away goes the fatigue and lassitude.

The Savage Health Motor is compact, portable, vibrationless and silent in operation. And its price ($125.50 East of the Mississippi) is well within the means of the many.

The interesting story, "The Spirit of Health," gives details. Ask for it today. Address:

SAVAGE PRODUCTS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION, Utica, N.Y.
Subsidiary of Savage Arms Corporation
Makers of the famous Savage Stevens Sporting Arms and the Savage Wringer Washer and Savage All Electric Ironing Machine,

SAVAGE HEALTH MOTOR
EXERCISER AND REDUCER

And here's a new idea—a Sani Onyx Window Sill! Painted window sills, you know, are soon marred by sun and rain. They must be repaired and re-decorated. Sani Onyx will outlast the building and always look "just like new."

Beautiful 

SANI ONYX
AVITREOUS MARBLE
Do you seek
Beauty
Utility
Security
Durability
Personality
Authenticity
Individuality?
Then you seek
YALE
Fine Builders’ Hardware
The Yale & Towne Manufacturing Co.
Stamford, Conn., U. S. A.
Canadian Branch at St. Catharines, Ontario

FLOWERS FOR VARIOUS GARDENS
(Continued from page 184)

its single form this is not so with the
double Arabis. Here not only petals
are increased but fragrance also, as
well as its usefulness. In Mrs. Dob-
son’s lovely garden near Poughkeepsie
mats of double-flowered Arabis nearly
a yard long hang from cliff-like rocks
with charming effect. It is slow to get
under way when it is first planted,
but once established it grows rapidly
and increases in beauty year by year.
The double blossoms are richly fra­
grant. Arabis mollis is a good plant for
a rock garden, green of leaf and
creeping closely over the stones. It
blooms a little later than the common
sort. Of the pink species, A. albida
rosa, difficult to get, is most attrac­
tive as is A. subalpina, which has
light mauve-pink blossoms that are
pleasing against its silvery foliage.
A. rosea is a little cheerfully self­
sowing biennial with magenta-pink
blossoms and hoary leaves. It is worth
a corner.

A NEW AYSSUM—New to me this
year in my rock garden was Alyssum
catlinianum. It does not differ
much from many of its race, though
the fact that the individual blossoms
are of good size gives the plant a
good deal of interest. It has a nice
way of clinging itself over a declivity,
but when full grown will require more
space, I think, than A. montanum
or A. serpens. Like most of its
kind it demands a sweet soil, being
impatient of the least acidity and
disliking damp, whether of summer
or winter.

AN ATtractive SEDGE—The name
of the sedges is legion and one does
do not often think of them as garden
plants. Nor are they up to the highest
standard of beauty, but one which
found its way to my garden through
Mr. Durand (who finds beauty in all
our native flowers) has proved an
amusing and attractive acquisition.
This is Carex fraseri, found wild in
the rich mountain woods of Virginia
and southwards. It has broad, closely
ribbed, enduring leaves and fuzzy
white flower heads in late June and
July. It seems a friendly thing, thriving
in a low part of the rock garden
(Continued on page 192)
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Radio tubes are such a vital life-giving part of your radio equipment, they should be tested regularly and all old worn-out tubes replaced with correct Cunningham tubes to give new energy to your set.

6 REASONS

why this new trunk means so much to weekenders

1. The Oshkosh Taxi Wardrobe is not much larger than a large suitcase; you can easily take it with you wherever you go.

2. Yet inside it is a complete wardrobe trunk; it holds everything you need for a month!

3. It brings you the same painstaking workmanship, the same fine materials, that have made Oshkosh the famous name it is.

4. It brings you unique Oshkosh conveniences, such as the Oshkocentric Locking Device, that eliminates drawbolts and secures your possessions by a single turn of the lock.

5. It is made in many models to meet special purposes; you will find one that for all the world might have been built especially for you.

6. It is so smart looking that you are proud to be seen with it.

You must also see the Oshkosh Pullman Wardrobe, the popular piece of hand luggage with wardrobe trunk conveniences, that fits snugly under a Pullman berth.

An attractive descriptive booklet, "Your Home Away From Home," will be sent you on request to 459 High Street, Oshkosh, Wisconsin.

THE OSHKOSH TRUNK COMPANY
Oshkosh, Wisconsin, and 8 East 34th St., New York City

Columbia SHADE ROLLERS

Made by the makers of Columbia Window Shades and Shade Cloth

©Columbia Mill, Inc., 235 Fifth Avenue, New York

When your patience with those old shade rollers (the jumpy, squawky kind) is exhausted, go to your shade man and tell him that you think life is too short to be wasted juggling with old-fashioned rollers. Tell him you want the NEW Columbia Rollers on your shades — the kind with 30% to 40% reserve power — nickel plated ends — RUSTPROOF — self-lubricating bearings that are QUIET.

How a window shade roller ruined the social career of W. Winternitz

Willard Winternitz was in the seventh heaven. At last, he had been invited to tea at the Van Allrich's — and Mrs. Van was showing him her famous collection of Early American furniture and glass.

"Oh do let me put up the window shade," cooed Willard, "so that we may have a little more light on this lovely bit of Siegel glass." He touched the shade. Bing! — up it flew to the ceiling. The cord wrapped itself around the roller.

"Let me fix it," cried the gallant Winternitz. As lightly as a lad of two hundred odd pounds can spring, Willard sprang up on a rare Hepplewhite chair. The rest is silence...

E. T. CUNNINGHAM, Inc.
New York Chicago San Francisco

Cunningham RADIO TUBES

Tireless Sentinels

Radio tubes are such a vital life-giving part of your radio equipment, they should be tested regularly and all old worn-out tubes replaced with correct Cunningham tubes to give new energy to your set.

Size
36" x 20" x 12"

©Columbia Mill, Inc., 235 Fifth Avenue, New York
Now

YOU CAN CHOOSE

THE OIL BURNER

that fits your house and purse

EACH manufacturer of an oil burner in the past has urged the purchase of his particular burner for all types of houses—from the modest bungalow to the imposing mansion. Such a plan was unsound, for no single oil burner could fit every home.

The Caloroil Burner Corporation, pioneer manufacturers of oil heating equipment, has changed that condition. They offer you a line of oil burners, proved leaders in the type and capacity that fit your particular needs and pocketbook.

Moreover these burners are installed by heating and ventilating contractors—men who know the heating business and have reputations for reliable workmanship which they jealously guard.

If you have craved for that extra half-hour sleep on cold wintery mornings—if you desire even, healthful temperature with furnace cares eliminated—see the Caloroil line of Burners. You will find one that fits your home and purse.

Caloroil

BURNER CORPORATION

225 West 34th Street, N. Y. C. : 260 Tremont Street, Boston

CALOROIL BURNER CORPORATION, Dept. 52
225 West 34th Street, New York City

FLOWERS FOR VARIOUS GARDENS
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and putting up cheerfully with being overrun by ramping Pinks and Aubrietias.

A WEE THRIFT—One of the most engaging little plants in the rock garden is that tiniest of Thrifts, Armeria caespitosa. No other Alpine that I know so completely envelopes itself in bloom. One might ask perhaps that these blooms be a little more definite as to color, one way or the other, either pure white or a more convincing pink, instead of the pallid tints they effect, but this is a fault of Thrifts generally and not a serious one. Armeria caespitosa forms dense little tufts of spiny foliage, something after the manner of some Druads and Anemones. The round heads of chaffy bloom sit close upon the green towards the end of April and are most delicious to look upon. The whole plant is not more than two or three inches tall. It like—indeed, it must have—a crevice, with a body of light, gritty soil behind and its head in the sun.

Easier to grow and very attractive is A. juncea (setacea) that is something like a very small Sea Pink (A. maritima). It blooms off and on throughout the summer and its heads of bloom are a good color. The first form of the Sea Pink to grow is A. laevis, whose blooms are a fine color. A. laevis also makes a good green rosette and sends up many tall stems topped by round pink heads of bloom. This plant may find a place near the front of the border. A. alpina is a little after this manner but not so tall, nor so definite in color, nor so generally good.

The Thrifts abound along the shores of southern Europe and A. maritima, at least, grows freely along England's coasts. For the most part they are easy to grow from seed and most friendly in the garden. The Sea Pink makes a good edging plant and was once used freely to outline the patterns of the intricate "knottes" that were fashionable in Elizabethan days.

FREE-FOR-ALL—The self-sown seedlings in a garden might be called our unearned increment. To receive this free largess all that is necessary to curb a little our passion for neatness, but however tidy we may be, some seedlings will evade the hoe and smilingly greet us where and when we least expect to find them. I love these generous spirits, though of course it is often necessary to curb their freedom, especially in the rock garden where space is a consideration.

(Continued on page 196)
SEWAGE DISPOSAL FOR Unsewered Districts

Kausitine Septic Tanks are inexpensive to buy and easy to install. The only tank made of Armco Ingot Iron.

YOUR HOME, whether it be in the suburbs or on a farm, can be made as scientifically sanitary as a modern city apartment. A genuine Kausitine Armco Ingot Iron Septic Tank provides complete sewage disposal for every room in the home—bath, kitchen, lavatory, laundry. Underground, out of sight, these tanks disintegrate the sewage and the resulting liquid is drained off into the soil. Endorsed by health authorities. Widely used for homes, schools, factories, camps and institutions. In fact, there are entire communities equipped with Kausitine Septic Tanks.

Kausitine SYSTEMS for Sewage Disposal

Write for your copy of the free book "Scientific Sewage Disposal". It tells you what you want to know. Use the Coupon.

Incinerator Co., Inc. 40 Main St., Perry, N.Y.

Does Your Home Hide Something?

Get rid of it—the decent way

At your back door, or in your yard, is there something you don't like to think about—a garbage can? And how about your basement—is it cluttered with fire-inviting litter?

Surely, in this age of modern bathrooms, automatic heat, and mechanical refrigeration, decency and health demand clean, odorless, gas-fired incineration. For as little as $100 (f.o.b. factory) you can install INCINOR—the home incinerator.

INCINOR
THE HOME INCINERATOR

GARBAGE • RUBBISH • TRASH

...reduces wet garbage, trash, and rubbish to a few handfuls of clean, odorless, sterilized ash. Can be installed in any house, old or new, in a few minutes. No bother—simply press the lighter button and gas flame does the rest. Exclusive patented features ensure complete incineration. Will not attract vermin; nothing "built-in." Incinors are made in sizes for all homes and institutions. You can have it for as little as $100 (f.o.b. factory).

1928, H. I. Co.

For as little as $100

This coupon is for your convenience. Why not mail it—TODAY?

The Bassick Company
Bridgeport, Conn.
And NOW . . .
A New WALKER DISHWASHER
for Old Homes

For those who wish to retain their old sinks, Walker has now provided an electric cabinet model dishwasher which may be connected with plumbing or not as suits the user. And it comes in colors to harmonize with your kitchen. Easy terms if desired—ask your Electrical Dealer about them.

A NEW spirit is alive today in kitchen arrangement and equipment . . . a new sense of beauty . . . a better relief from drudgery and confining tasks for housewives who do their own work or employ maids.

Mr. Hoover in his acceptance speech paid a fine tribute to the Housekeeping Institute and the leading domestic science authorities.

Write for booklet that fully explains these values and describes several models for every requirement and pocketbook. WALKER DISHWASHER CORP., Dept. 715, 246 Walton St., Syracuse, N. Y.

WALKER Electric Dishwashers

WALKER DISHWASHER CORP.

IN PRAISE OF THE MAPLES

(Continued from page 182)

whose small, oblong-ovate, pointed leaves change from yellow to crimson or black-purple in the autumn. No other Maple assumes such dark tones as this Japanese species. It is a bush or small tree, seldom more than twenty feet tall, with smooth purplish branches very slender and spreading. Among the lesser trees of Japan this is one of the most lovely.

Quite unlike any other Maple and strangely mimicking the Hornbeam is the Japanese A. carpinifolium with narrow, ovate, sharply pointed, serrated and many-veined leaves. This is a bush or small tree with slender, spreading branches clothed with gray bark. Unless in flower or fruit it is easily mistaken for a Hornbeam.

One of the hardiest and most attractive of all Maples in the autumn is A. ginnala, a large bush or small bushy tree with abundant ovate-pointed and coarsely toothed leaves. No Maple is more unbragorous during the height of summer and in the early autumn it assumes blazing fire-like tints and might well be called the Burning Bush. Those who want a feast of brilliant orange and crimson in the fall should plant A. ginnala.

The Moosewood or Striped-bark Maple (A. pennsylvaniaicum) is typical of a small group of species characterized by their thin, perfectly smooth bark striped alternately with white and olive-green, the white being particularly prominent in the winter. All are slender trees or large bushes and confined to moist woodlands. The Moosewood is the only species known from this country and it is characterized by its palmate, three-lobed leaves on long petioles which change to clear yellow in the fall. There is a variety (var. erythrocladum) with salmon-red bark, particularly brilliant in the winter. A very similar species widely spread in the forest of Japan is A. japonica. More graceful with reddish-veined leaves and petiole is A. caprifolium, one of the finest Maples. Similar in character of bark but with a more or less ovate, long-pointed leaf is A. Duelli, a very common Maple in the forests of central and western China.

In Maples the variety in form and shape of leaf is not confined to moose or lobing but it goes a step further and the leaf becomes pinnate, like that of the Ash tree. There is the group of those of which the American Box Elder (A. Negundo) is a well-known example. At its best this is a tree sixty feet tall with a trunk to feet in girth supporting a round-topped crown. In its different forms it is found widespread throughout the United States, being represented in California by a distinct geographic form. In Texas and other States it is commonly used as a street tree, for which purpose it has been widespread throughout the world and it is request in South Africa, Australia and elsewhere. In cultivation a number of forms with variegated foliage have arisen, none being better than the typical variegatum in which the leaf has a broad white margin. There is a form ( aureum) in which the leaves are wholly yellow and another which they are margined with yellow ( aureo-marginatum). The Box Elder and its varieties are quite quick trees, easily acclimatized in ordinary soil. Their wood, however, is brittle and on this account they are often damaged by storms. In a small garden they can be kept into round-topped affairs by close pruning.

THE TOP OF THE WORLD

(An Old New England Farmstead)

Two stone walls and a cart-way through,
Waving grass that the wind blows over,
Quaker-ladies with eyes of blue,
Daisies, buttercups, pink-cheeked clover—
Chirp of crickets and hum of bees,
Birds a-twitter, and leaves soft sighing—
Gracious and tender things are these,
Under the sky, and the light clouds flying;
Light clouds flying so high, so high,
And drifting shadows that follow under,
Depthening the bluish on the hills that lie.
Wrapped in mystery—clothed in wonder.

There'd I'd be when the first white flakes are whirled,
There when the first white flakes are whirled,
When God smiles down on the Top of the World.

ESTHER MORTON SMITH
“Dinner is just ruined, Tom and the cook’s wild!”

Their guest had gone up to dress an hour ago. She reached the bath—and then—

A rusty, sluggish stream of water trickling into the tub. She drained it off and tried again—and again—.

Well, the dinner was ruined. The cook was up in arms. The water—the plumbing—the antiquated, rusted pipes—these were to blame again.

And how needless it all was—and is. Even in this enlightened age—when plumbing is so efficient and bathrooms so important—even now, many, many folk neglect the question of water pipe.

They do not know that cheap pipes are certain to rust in time. They do not know that you are almost certain to get red, rusty water—ruinous to tempers, exasperating, troublesome in a hundred ways . . .

Alpha Brass Pipe in your home is your best safeguard against rusty water, low water pressure and leaks from rusted pipes.

And it’s less expensive than you may think. In a typical $20,000 house it costs only $76.00 more than the cheapest rustable pipe.

ALPHA BRASS PIPE

made from a special kind of Chase Brass

*All brass pipes are not the same. Alpha Brass Pipe is better than ordinary brass pipe because it contains more copper and lead. Plumbers prefer it because it cuts cleaner and sharper threads, making leak-proof joints. It positively cannot rust and the Alpha trade-mark, stamped every 12 inches, guarantee it for soundness and satisfaction.

Smartly NEW —these cored window shades

Piqué cords in a new velvet-smooth window shade fabric! In step with the fashion set by leading decorators—Brenlin Piqué.

Its hand-applied tints blend with your draperies. Brenlin Piqué wears and holds its beauty, resisting sun-fading and rain stains.

For Brenlin has none of the usual brittle “filler” to loosen, fall out and leave unsightly cracks and pinholes. Strong, flexible, much like tightly woven linen, Brenlin remains always smooth and straight.

Your nearest dealer is now showing these new Brenlin fabrics. Write for his name and for free samples in various colors. Address the Chas. W. Breneman Company, Dept. A-4, 2045 Reading Road, Cincinnati, Ohio.

BRENLIN PIQUÉ

Ask your dealer, too, about the new BRENLIN ROLLER. It has a highly perfected spring mechanism—never catches or whirls.
and there are many fragile lives to be protected from over-crowding. My Spanish Poppy, *P. rutifolium*, for one, has to be severely held in check, but when it appears among the plants of Blue Flax in the borders, or clinging about the stems of Madonna Lilies, how delighted I am! Cowslips in a garden that suit them are prolific spreaders and take up some pleasing situations for themselves. They seldom sow amiss. The illustration shows where they have crowded along a border edge (sowing from across the path) in front of the crowding Poet's Narcissus. They make a most fresh and lovely spring picture. True Primroses have not been generous in self-sowing with me, but Primula denticulata (see illustration) sows freely, and its balls of lavender, purple or white bloom are among the chiefest delights of the early spring. Once get a bed of them started in a shaded place in deep, rich soil and you will have them forever.

And Forget-me-nots. I am sure I could never have too many of them though they are among the most prolific of self-sowers. Nearly all the kinds are free self-sowers but where great sheets of them are desired I think *Mystisist disstifta* is the best. It is sown by birth and has a white form as well as the blue. This is the kind that is most highly recommended for use as a groundwork of spring bulbs. When my Forget-me-nots go to seed I pull up the plants and shake them about beneath the shrubs, among the Daffodils or Primroses and wherever their lovely color is desired. ANNUALS BY THE BAG. The Cape Ann flower-women grow annuals to perfection and some of them are past-mistresses in the art of arranging charming bouquets. Some of the prettiest combinations I noted were the following: lemon-yellow Snapdragons with that very attractive "Daisy", *Arctotis grandis*, with its soft lavender coloring. Bush-colored Asters with long spikes of rose-pink Snapdragons, three tones of pink Sweet Peas with Mignonette, white single Dahlia with yellow Gladiolus, great bunches of Zinnias in delicate pastel shades—mauve, pale salmon, ivory, delicate buff, and by the way, how versatile is the Zinnia for house decoration! I believe were I to be limited to a choice of one flower for cutting during the summer, it would without doubt be the Zinnia. A packet of mixed seed from a first-class house yields marvels of color—tints and tones to harmonize with any indoor color-scheme and flowers enough for your own and your neighbors’ homes. The blossoms last long in water and fairly arrange themselves so as to appear decorative and picturesque. Some of the bronze tones in the mixed packets are very stunning, and the new mauves and purples most effective in certain settings. Of course, colors may be had separately, but for cutting this is hardly worth while.

Bunches of pink Cornflowers were also conspicuous among the bouquets of the Cape Ann flower-sellers. They were in their way quite as delightful as the more familiar blue type, being of that especially appealing and insidious tone of pink that we associate with the trappings of a baby.

**FLowers FOR VaRIOUS GARDENS**

(Continued from page 192)

**THE RIGHT TIME for a Christmas Gift—**

**THE CHIMING ELECTRIC CLOCK!**

*The Revere Electric Chime Clock* is a striking example of a gift that combines rich beauty with practical value. It has been created in many styles of authentic period designs, to suit the models ranging from mantel clocks to 9-tube-chime floor clocks. It possesses all the unique accuracy and dependability of the Telechron...taking *Observatory Time* right from the electric outlet...and doing away with all the winding and regulating required by ordinary clocks. Ask to see Revere Clocks at your dealer’s, or send coupon for brochure.

**Revere Clocks**

**Telechron**

**MOTORED**

*The CHIMING ELECTRIC CLOCKS*

*Also available without chime feature, if desired*

**MAIL THIS COUPON FOR LITERATURE**

Revere Clock Company

Dept. GI, Cincinnati, Ohio

Please send me illustrated brochure about Revere Chime and Strike Clocks which will give me observatory time from my electric light current.

**ON LIVING IN AN OLD HOUSE**

(Continued from page 174)

But I do not mean it to end there. There are Primula species and varieties blooming nearly every month in the year, many of which perseverance will make available even in our rigorous climate. The auricula is one of the earlier sorts. Being a true Alpine it will stand sleet and snow, freezing and thawing, but if one is wise and gets the harder, less pampered and less highly developed strains. In English gardens *cadmiu*ana flowers as early as February.
A comfortable Chair by the open fire invites one to a period of relaxation. This illustrates only one of many that can be seen and its comfort actually demonstrated at our Showrooms.

SHAW FURNITURE COMPANY
ESTABLISHED 1780
Specialists in Furniture Made to Order
SHOWROOMS AND FACTORY: NEW YORK SHOWROOMS:
20 SECOND STREET-CAMBRIDGE, MASS. 730 FIFTH AVENUE-HEIDSCHEI BUILD.

Our Furniture must be purchased thru a Decorator or Dealer.

Enduring Quality
is an acknowledged feature, expert construction an accepted fact, and comfort an ever present contribution to the standards of excellence in bedding made by Hall craftsmen.

Our 100 years of experience is your guarantee of perfection in the Hall pure horse hair mattress or upholstered box spring you select. Orders may be placed direct or through your dealer or interior decorator.

FRANK A. HALL & SONS
25 West 45th Street, New York

The Sign
of Quality

1828 - 1928 - Centennial - 1928

"The Trousseau House of America"

A friendly hint on MONOGRAMS that have Xmas intentions

If you are contemplating the gift of any Maison de Blanc appurtenances requiring monogramming (and of course you are)—we tactfully suggest that you place your order now.

You will thus be assured of your delivery date and we will be certain of a satisfied patron.

GRANDE MAISON DE BLANC, Inc.
540 FIFTH AVENUE, 44th and 45th Sts., NEW YORK
902-904 MICHIGAN AVENUE NORTH, CHICAGO
2322 WEST 7th STREET, LOS ANGELES

CASSIDY COMPANY
INCORPORATED
Designers and Manufacturers of Lighting Fixtures
Since 1867
181 PARK AVENUE AT FORTIETH STREET
NEW YORK CITY

REPRODUCTION OF AN ENGLISH IRON CANDLE SCONCE, SUITABLE FOR HALL, LIVING ROOM OR LIBRARY

The Sign
of Quality

1828 - 1928 - Centennial - 1928

Nov 28, 1928
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The proportioning of rooms

(Continued from page 164)

For long a tradition, these were later raised on stands, the slope top serving as a writing desk. From this form to the later splendiferous desk was but a short step, the step instead of being hinged at the top, being then hinged below and thus lowered on to pull-out slides to serve for writing space. These old boxes on stands may yet be seen in the halls of ancient posting houses and in rare instances above them hang a small wooden box with a slot on which is inscribed "T. I. P." The tradition of these is almost forgotten although their former use was to hold coins, which the patrons dropped into the box as a material recognition of the servants' need to improve promptness, from the initial letters of which we derive the word "tip".

Other essentially local characteristics in the provincial woodwork continue from the oak period, as for example the Spanish influence in East Anglian chairs. But this only survives for a brief period after the arrival of the new styles. Similarly with the appearance of the ladder back chair in Yorkshire, the same form with the cyma curve being adopted for supports of tables. Among seats in common use in the north during the late 17th Century were the settle, those of Lancashire having plain panel backs, the upper rail of which was often carved with lunettes.

ENGLISH COUNTRY FURNITURE

(Continued from page 164)

Throughout the northeastern districts and those to the east in Westmorland, the same form with the cyma curve being adopted for the gate supports of tables. Among seats in common use in the north during the late 17th Century were the settles, those of Lancashire having plain panel backs, the upper rail of which was often carved with lunettes.

With the more architectural pieces such as large cupboards, wardrobes and similar structures of the south-west, the top panels of the fronts frequently exhibit a reversal to the previous period in the use of the Gothic arch. This tendency to employ arched panels although a relic of the oak traditions also finds expression in several of the western counties, particularly with beehive bases, the convex front of which was often carved with lunettes.

MEN SAY YES TO THESE GREENHOUSES

When choosing a greenhouse, the woman of the family almost invariably decides on a Lutton Solar V-Bar greenhouse. They admire the extraordinary beauty of the curved eave construction and are impressed with the number of prize-winning flowers grown in them.

But the men of the family say "yes" to Lutton not only for beauty, not only for their well-known superiority as growers, but because in every feature of construction their more mechanically inclined minds can see superiority of material and design.

Let us point out to you the features that make Lutton Solar V-Bar greenhouses the inevitable choice of discriminating, thoughtful people. A card will bring a representative, or ask for our catalogue.

Owing to the use of the name V-Bar by other builders, all genuine Lutton products will now bear the trade-mark "Solar."

Range of Lutton Solar V-Bar Greenhouses built for Arthur V. Davis, Mill Neck, L. I.
For Best Results, Plant Now—

DREER's Dormant Hardy Hybrid TEA ROSES

Both professional and "armchair" amateur Rose enthusiasts agree that Fall planting of dormant plants is thoroughly practical. It is also likely to result in four flowers next June, because of the early start which the plants get. The sturdy, well-hardened plants we supply should be set out just as in the Spring and protected like you do your other Roses. They will then spend the winter in nature's own storehouse (your garden soil) and will be ready for root action with the very awakening of Spring.

From the hundreds of varieties which we offer, none could bring a greater measure of Rose satisfaction than the Famous Dreer Dozen of Hardy Hybrid Tea Roses

Each year we literally test hundreds of Roses—old and new—in our Riverston Trial Grounds. As time goes by, new varieties supersede old standards. The Dreer Dozen consists of varieties that have proven their merit under existing tests. All are noted for their freedom of bloom, length and quality of season, and wide range of colors. It includes such famous varieties as Souvenir de Claudius Pernet, Radiance, Los Angeles, Imperial Potentate, etc., etc. Altogether you will find it a selection of truly high-grade varieties that will be a credit to any garden.

We will supply one each of the Dreer Dozen, in strong two-year-old dormant plants for $1.50 delivered to any Post Office in the U.S.

A BLAZE OF COLOR

Flowers grown from Sutton's Seeds have long been the glory of English gardens. Possibly because the English have made flower growing an art—but due credit must be given to the superior quality of Sutton's Seeds—seeds that have been bred and selected and bred again and again for more than a hundred years by members of this old English house. Wherever flowers are grown the name of Sutton & Sons is highly esteemed.

In America, Sutton's Seeds are quite well known. Thousands of amateur gardeners and the professional gardeners of large estates prefer Sutton's Seeds to any other strains. They know that Sutton's Seeds produce plants that are true to type, sure to grow and produce fine, sturdy plants with a profusion of bloom. You can get equally good results from Sutton's Seeds. Try them this year.

Send for Sutton's new catalog

This catalog lists the full line of Sutton's Flower and Vegetable Seeds. It is also a complete guide to horticulture—a valuable book to keep in your garden library. It will be sent postpaid on receipt of thirty-five cents in stamps or International Money Order.

SUTTON & SONS

Reading, England’s Best

Southern Evergreens for Holiday Greetings

A BOX of fresh, fragrant evergreens from the Blue Ridge, redolent with the odor of Pine and Balsam and brilliant with Galax and Holly.

Can you imagine anything more in keeping with the Christmas season, or that will convey in such unique fashion your Christmas message?

These Christmas greens are carefully selected, and skillfully packed, which ensures delivery in perfect condition. The keeping qualities are unsurpassed under ordinary conditions, and even in warm rooms they will retain for days their freshness and brilliant natural colorings.

Special Prepaid Box Prices

**CASE N.** 500 Assorted Galax and Introductory assortment of Pincushion Mollis, Lobster and Hydrangea Petals. $6.00

**CASE O.** 1,000 Assorted Galax, with extra-size assortment from all of above evergreens. $15.00

**CASE P.** 2,000 Assorted Galax, 50 Lobster Rosary. 25 Pink Pincushion, 5 Fir Pomanders, 1 St. Brumet Green, and 6 sprays choice Mollis—$40.00

**CASE Q.** 1,000 Assorted Galax and extra quantities of all. Twenty-five of most beautiful collection will be enough for everyone and to divide with all your neighbors. S.P. Special Value $55.00

Order Now for Shipping in mid-December

**Hicks Nurseries**

Box H, Westbury, Long Island, New York

E.C. ROBBINS

Gardens of the Blue Ridge, Box 9, Ashford, North Carolina
EMBOSSED TISSUE WRAPPINGS

FOR gift wrapping the Dexter Embossed Tissues are always in excellent taste—unique, beautiful, refined, slimy but extra strong. The entire surface of these papers is covered with an intricate design in repouse.

THE Dexter Embossed Tissues are made in the same mills that produce the remarkable Sheffield Non-Tarnish Tissues, which absolutely prevent disfigurement in assorted colors. 30 cents.

C. H. DEXTER & SONS, INC.

C. H. DEXTER & SONS, INC.

High-Grade Thin Papers

WINDSOR Locks, Conn.

TRADE MARK

Dexstar

EMBOSSED TISSUE WRAPPINGS

The interest in a book of this kind, which is sentiment limited, is growing one in the country, and Mr. Kimball has written a book which surely will help that interest to grow. His easily understandable story is forecast in a sentence from his first paragraph: "It is in architecture that America, grown to imperial might, has said something new and vital in art."

...The chapters, sixteen in number, embrace: I. The Beginning; II. The Afterglow of the Middle Ages; IV. The Heyday of the English Colonies; VII. First Works Under the Republic; VIII. The Greek Revival; XI. The Stage of Modernism; New Materials and New Types; XV. The Present; XVI. Manhattan.

The book includes a good index, for which everyone who uses it will be grateful. Commend us to the makers of good indices. As a class they should have a monument at least as beautiful as the one pictured by Mr. Kimball on page 100—"The Washington Monument in Baltimore." For to such go the thanks of the student.

Mr. Kimball has an appreciation of American progress, of American spirit, and of American accomplishment. He rehearses the contradictions of the different nations of the old world, here fused in our "melting pot," and ends with a vivid picture of our great Manhattan, dominating the cities and towns of the whole country. "The spell of the metropolis is on them all." C. C. C.


FRIENDS of Beans and Violet, of Scotty McPhee, Susie Airdale and the rest of Robert Dickey's inimitable canine characters will find in this new symposium of humor a generous source of pleasure. The author and artist has assembled between covers some of the best work that he has done—and Dickey's best is so far above that of anyone else who portrays dogs that comparisons are quite impossible.

Mr. and Mrs. Beans is a book for every home where any kind of dog is, has been, or will be, or will. It is the sort of volume that never grows stale, for there is in it that inherent understanding of and sympathy with the lives of dogs which makes instant and lasting appeal. We defy anyone, whatever his favorite canine breed, to withstand the ups and downs of theBoston Terrier family whose adventures form the background against which the author characterizes appear. They are real dogs, every one of them, and their various racial traits and peculiarities are woven into the illustrations and captions with delightful skill.

R. S. L.


Mr. Kimball takes us by readable text and fine illustrations from the "English Wigwams" of the earliest settlers of our "forest primeval" to the "Mass and Line" of that wonderful city which is "the hearth of all the ages."

W. J.

Caloric Punch

Imported from Stockholm

A most delectable flavor similar to Baccardi. Made by the famous distillers, J. Cederlunds Soner. Caloric in cocktails adds a delicious originality.

B. B. Dewar & Co., 547 Park Ave., New York

Please send without charge your illustrated book "Cordial Cocktail Confidences" #30,

Name

Address

My Grocer's Name

HOUSE & GARDEN'S BOOKSHELF


As long as there are dogs in the world and people, who like to have them around there will be a ready place for a book like this latest offering from Mr. Lemmon's. In point of fact, we suspect that it will have no slight effect in stimulating its own popularity, for to its obvious practicality are added an insight into canine nature and a sympathetic exposition of its workings which are rarely found in volumes on dog affairs.

The author has brought together here the net conclusions of many years' personal experience in the breeding, handling and training of dogs of diverse breeds. His interest lies in the multitude of factors, temperamental as well as physical, which affect the dog as a member of the family rather than in the more outward characteristics which influence success in the show ring. He seems to see the whole subject as much from the canine side as from the human. The book is a sane balance of psychology and plain, unvarnished facts which is both good reading and immensely helpful to those who want to know dogs better and thereby gain in mutual satisfaction.

There isn't an unexplained technical word or phrase in the whole book, and yet the note of authenticity is on every page.

Starting with a review of the general principles involved in the right sort of dog-and-human companionship, the book swings into chapters which treat specifically of such pertinent matters as selecting a breed, buying, schooling, feeding, care in sickness as well as in health, showing, dogs in public, breeding, boarding kennels and numerous other topics on which every dog owner should be informed. The illustrations are from photographs specially posed under the author's direction and are noteworthy for their excellence and for the clearness with which many of them portray the actual points in dog handling to which the text refers. They help the book materially to live up to its purpose as expressed in the full title: About Your Dog: Making Him One of the Family. A workable index and a bibliography for those who wish to go more deeply into special phases of the dog game add the final note of completeness.

W. J.


Mr. Kimball takes us by readable text and fine illustrations from the "English Wigwams" of the earliest settlers of our "forest primeval" to the "Mass and Line" of that wonderful city which is "the hearth of all the ages."

R. S. L.
Order them now! Tip-Top bulbs at rock-bottom prices. For example—

100 Darwin Tulips $3.50
Cheapest, first size bulbs, sure to bloom. Schling's special mixture of ten of the finest season varieties—at the ordinary field grown mixture. A $4.00 value for $3.50 or, if you prefer, 20 bulbs for $5.00.

SIX SPLENDID COLLECTIONS

100 Single Early Tulips—15 named varieties. Bloom April and May $6.00
100 Double Early Tulips—15 named varieties. Bloom April and May $4.00
100 Darwin Tulips—15 named varieties. Bloom April and May $4.00
100 Geisha Tulips—in 10 named varieties. Bloomer’s tulips more moundy than ever. May and June $5.00
100 Broder or Art Tulips—in named varieties. Wonderful shades of I runes. May and June $7.00
100 Parrot or Hybrid Tulips—in 5 named varieties. May and June $7.00

Virginia Grown Daubolls and Narcissi for Naturalizing and Lawn Planting

100 for $5.00
Airy and medium Trumpets, short rooted and lovely Parrot varieties, double and medium, all top size, better bulbs.
ALSO THESE LOVELY HERALDS OF SPRING

500 Bulbs—a $22.50 value—$16
100 Crocus in 4 named varieties $4.00
100 Koalit White, Blue $2.50
100 Blue Grape Hyacinth $2.00
100 Chiceniana—(Blue Grape $2.00

Very Special REGAL LILIES at big Savings

A LUXURY, but minute purchase enables us to offer for a short time only these first quality bulbs at a tremendous decrease—Long, treasured-cared blooms—几步 white petals, thinned shaded with yksle yellow, in clusters on 3 to 4 ft. stems. Regularly $6.50 a 100 bulbs.

REGAL LILIES

100 for $39.00

Our new Bulb Book—Lists of selected bulbs for in or outside planting—Free on request.
MAX SCHLING
SEEDSMEN, INC.

A Garden Full of Darwin Tulips

For $2.00

IN anticipation of again placing before our customers a collection of Darwin Tulips we have had a sufficient quantity grown so that we can offer

50 Giant Darwin Tulip Bulbs

Selected from fifteen named varieties
Few setting flowering plants rival the Darwin Tulip. They are a wonderful addition to the flower garden. Plant any time before the ground becomes frozen, and they will bloom from the middle of May to Decoration Day.

Mail your order with Check, Money Order, Cash or Stamps, mentioning this advertisement, or call at any of our stores, and secure this exceptional collection, sent prepaid to any point in the U.S. east or the Mississippi. For points West and Canada, add 25c ($2.25).

For those desiring Darwin Tulips to adorn varieties, so the order may be filled, we offer a Collection of 10 each of 10 varieties separately labeled for $5.00.

Our 1928 Full Bulb Catalog sent on request.

Stumpf & Walter Co.

One of the largest Growers and Importers of American, Dutch, French and Japanese Bulbs for Flowering and Ornamental Flowering Trees in the United States

30-32 BARCLAY STREET, NEW YORK

Branch Stores in Newark, N. J., White Plains, N. Y., Baltimore, Md.

FOR FOUR GENERATIONS BUILDERS OF GREENHOUSES

Isn't It Because
You Don't Really Know
What They Cost?

It isn't as if you couldn't afford A Glass Garden of your own. Leave all your feet, plants and shrubs to us. We have the last word in choice. If you can. So if they think so, then the only reason you can't have a Garden is that they think one, must be because you have a mistaken impression as to their cost. More than likely you don't know you can have one 14 feet wide and 33 feet long erected and fully equipped for around $2500. Only the price of a car.

This one shown is 18 x 50 with workroom about 16 x 12. Why don't you send for our catalog? Or send for one of us? Or both?

WES T O V E R

LEAFMOLD-HUMUS

is 89 per cent organic matter
Fully, finely and completely rotted and disintegrated leaves, twigs, branches, bark, wood and roots—containing 11 per cent ash, which provides the food value.

WESTOVER LEAFMOLD-HUMUS

Fibrous root growth of an Evergreen

EVERY experienced gardener and every trained horticulturist knows that the rots feeding areas of trees, plants and shrubs must be properly conditioned with abundant organic matter to enable the roots to begin and carry on their soil-collecting work without interruption during the active periods. Organic matter must be present or they cannot thrive.

To enable the fine, hairy, fibrous root tips to bore through the soil and reach the food the soil must be friable and porous. The 89 per cent organic WESTOVER LEAFMOLD-HUMUS abundantly supplies this essential.

To enable the boring tips or rhizomes to work on the ash solvents, constant and sufficient moisture must be held in the soil to provide the solvency. WESTOVER LEAFMOLD-HUMUS holds the moisture and releases it on the demands of the root-ends Malta values. The leaching and drying out of moisture is prevented by incorporating in your soil also enables the air and gas to pass into the soil freely as demanded by the room. The gardeners provide this feature in the soil by what they call "mulching"—which is the digging in and occasional stirring of organic matter. WESTOVER LEAFMOLD-HUMUS for sothing to keep it "open."

Sold by the cubic yard with just enough moisture to readily incorporate with your soil. Averages two yards to the ton.

Westover Nurseries, Stamford, Conn.
THE GARDENER'S SCRAP BOOK

SEEDS THAT ARE SLOW

G RANTED a fair share of patience on the part of the planter, experimenting with sowing the seeds from the various berried trees and shrubs is interesting work. Most of them are slow to start—some not germinating until the second year after they are planted; but to the real plant lover there is often a thrill when the seedlings finally break ground which amply atones for the long wait.

Commercial growers follow methods of handling these seeds which result in the highest percentage of germination but are too bothersome on a small scale for most amateurs. Unless you want to follow these professional practices you will adopt the plan of autumn sowing outdoors in a fairly well protected, shady seed bed where the soil is moderately rich and perfectly drained. It should be of a sandy rather than clayey nature, as hard caking during dry weather is to be avoided.

In such a bed the seeds are sown at depths ranging from one-half to one inch, according to size and kind. After the ground freezes a mulch of dead leaves is laid over the planting and left there, winter and summer, until germination takes place.

Among the many seeds which can be handled thus with fair prospect of success are those of the Yews, Barberries, Dogwoods, Bittersweet and Shadblows.

BRIGHT BERRIES

A LONG with the more intelligent interest in a variety of plants which has grown up among the amateur gardeners in this country there has developed a marked tendency toward the use of those shrubs whose outstanding claim to attention lies in the autumn and winter coloring of their berries and fruits. Perhaps

Turn Dead Leaves into Rich Manure

Don’t burn fallen leaves. Add ADCO, keep them moist, and they will turn into excellent manure.

Do not destroy any garden refuse. It represents more than half the yield of the soil. By the simple ADCO process it can be converted into manure and turned back to nourish that same soil.

Anybody can use ADCO, and every good gardener should use ADCO. Nothing takes the place of manure, and with ADCO you can make quantities of it, rich, odorless and clean.

Your seed house can supply you with ADCO, or it can be had directly from us. Simple directions accompany every package. Drop us a card and we will gladly send interesting booklet free.

ADCO, 1740 Ludlow Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
IN November, 1928

If you travel, here's all my Eveready rides on every trip I make. It's there just in time to help find things in my bag, and for more light to dress by. When you're undressing, I use it, too—tucked in your berth. I've often wondered that's MY advice.

Points in Tree Planting

A large factor in the success of tree transplanting operations is the care given to their root systems while digging, during transportation to the new sites, and in the resetting of the stock. Taking these three stages in order, we find that:

Not only is the root system to be dug up as nearly complete as possible, but the roots must not be injured. While a tree's roots are tough and capable of withstanding considerable force exerted in a straight pull, they are easily bruised, twisted and frayed. Their outer covering or bark, too, is soft and a little rough.

Eat and Be Well!

A continued set of health rules—many of which may be easily followed right in your own home, or while traveling. You will find in this little book a wealth of information about food elements and their relation to physical welfare.

Control Your Weight Without Drugs or Tiresome Exercises

Effective weight control diets, acid and blood diets, fasting and blood-bulking diets, and diets used in the correction of various chronic maladies.

The book is for FREE circulation. Not a mail order advertisement. None and address on card will bring it without cost or obligation.

Health Extension Bureau
374 Good Health Bldg., Battle Creek, Mich.

keep your body at normal weight


Kathryn Munays' five-minute-a-day facial exercises

Now you simply follow a few rules in the privacy of your own home, as thousands of beautifully dressed women have done with amazing results. No exercise—no massage—no strings—no treatments. Just your natural beauty and Kathryn Murray's Five-Minute-A-Day Facial Exercises.

Results Guaranteed

More comes to be FREE book. Sent in vanilla wrapper. Explains everything. Read it minutely. Then start at once on the formula read to fresh, velvety-skinned youthful beauty. The road to yesterday's discrimination.

KATHRYN MURRAY, INC.
Suite 1131, 8 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Illinois

Give Five Minutes a Day

Look as Young as You Please!

MAIL the coupon below for FREE book, and in your own time—either alone or with your family—improve your appearance by going through the exercises illustrated. Fill in the coupon.

Kathryn Munays' five-minute-a-day facial exercises


Results Guaranteed

More comes to be FREE book. Sent in vanilla wrapper. Explains everything. Read it minutely. Then start at once on the formula read to fresh, velvety-skinned youthful beauty. The road to yesterday's discrimination.

KATHRYN MURRAY, INC.
Suite 1131, 8 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Illinois

The little green hammock

The one in the Pullman berth. I've often wondered what it's for. Now I've found out. It's a great place for a flashlight and that's where my Eveready rides on every trip I make. It's there just to be handy in case anything should happen. I use it, too, to help find things in my bag, and for more light to dress by. When you're in a hurry, it's a time-saver, if there ever was one.

Get the flashlight habit when you travel. Here's all you have to learn about it—keep your flashlight loaded with Eveready Batteries and it will come through on schedule with LIGHT. In- sist on Evereadys, in fact. That's MY advice.

The Gardner's Scrap Book

the trend to outdoor life has brought more before us the possibilities of the garden as a place of year-round beauty; probably the efforts of a few horticultural leaders have had their effect in turning us in this direction. At all events, the bright-fruiting shrubs are coming into their deserved own.

And there is a surprising array of them, once you start investigating. Their berries range literally from black to white, including many purples, blue and reds with now and then a yellow or an orange sort. Some are persistent, clinging to the twigs from early autumn to midwinter or even later; others are so favored by the birds that they are picked off clean and eaten long before snow flies. But one and all offer color notes which go far toward lending brightness to the shortened days.

It is too late to bring the cheeriness of berries this fall into the garden where it does not already exist, but the time is ideal for studying those which grow on the places of others and decide from first-hand knowledge just the ones you want for future effects. Once the selection has been made it is just a case of placing an order for good-sized plants with some grower, setting them out as soon as they arrive, and confidently awaiting a gratifying display of your own next autumn and for many years thereafter.
THE GARDENER'S SCRAP BOOK

Handling will strip it from the wood and seriously injure the latter. It is advisable to take up a tree with most of the roots still embedded in the original soil, for this means a minimum of disturbance and consequently a quick re-establishment in the new site. Should this be impossible, however, good results can usually be obtained by attending to the following points.

Keep the tree out of the ground as short a time as possible. During the interval between digging and replanting, even though this is only a few minutes, see that all the exposed roots are kept covered with wet burlap to counteract the fatal drying tendency of sun and wind.

Dig the hole where the tree is to go large enough to admit all the roots in their natural positions and without crowding. If any are bruised, stripped or broken, cut them off clean at the point of injury. In planting, work fine soil in thoroughly among the roots until all are covered, then soak with water, add a few inches of dry soil, tamp down firmly and water again. The final step is to fill in the hole level with loose soil which will serve as a mulch.

THE WINTER COLDFRAME

Among the bulbs which have proved particularly satisfactory for coldframe planting the Calochortus (or Mariposa Lily, to use the name by which it is commonly known on the Pacific Coast) is one of the best. It will scarcely bloom before May, but at that time its large and gorgeous flowers will more than repay the trouble of planting a dozen or two bulbs now under the protecting sash. Polyanthus Narcissi, too, can be had very early in the season, and so can many of the Gladiolus varieties.

And then there are the non-balbous plants, Pansies, of course, and Snapdragons, which are really tender perennials. And if you are addicted to the spicy fragrance and prim reticulations of the Clove Pinks, try setting a few plants in the coldframe in November.

China Faucets that Sparkle with Color

DECECO faucets, the easily cleaned china covered faucets, with no exposed metal are now available in Black and beautiful colors.

Completing a color ensemble, impossible with metal faucets, DECECO ALL-CHINA FAUCETS in lovely shades of GREEN, BLUE, LAVENDER and YELLOW are the climax of Bath Room decoration.

Your own plumber can supply them for new or old installations. Brochure describing them fully mailed on request.

THE DECECO CO., 76 Battery March Street, Boston

ALL-CHINA FAUCETS & FIXTURES
NO METAL TO TARNISH

DUBOLS Woven Wood Fence

Beau; protection, privacy—what other fence gives as much as this strong durable product from France. Made of split, live, chestnut saplings closely woven together. Three heights, 5'6", 7'0", and 9'0". Supplied in 5, 6, and 7 foot sections, ready to erect. Ideal for enclosing gardens, screening laundry yards, or protecting house plants from excessive wind and more. Made entirely in France entirely in France. Supplied and fitted solely by Robert C. Reeves Co. 878 Water St., New York, N.Y.
Write for beautiful illustrated catalogue.
KAPOCK

For sunny windows, furniture and wherever permanence in color and beauty is desired.

Drape KAPOCK at your sunniest windows with perfect assurance that its lovely colors will remain as new. With the same degree of confidence, give it repeated washings.

KAPOCK has proven itself to be absolutely sunfast and tubfast in actual service during the past 17 years.

Those who have used KAPOCK will not think of purchasing any other fabric, because they have found that in the end KAPOCK saves them time and money and gives the utmost in satisfaction.

See KAPOCK at your dealers or write us direct.

Mail sure it’s KAPOCK—name is on selvage

Send 10c for the Dressy KAPOCK SKETCH BOOK Beautifully illustrated in colors

A. THEO. ABBOTT & CO.
2301 W. Allegheny Ave.

"How do you get such Gleaming Floors"

"All of my friends ask the same question. You would think I used magic, but the secret lies in a small can of Old English Wax (Paste or Liquid).

"It not only gives the floor a real high polish but also removes dirt better than soap and water. And it takes but a jiffy to make ALL the floors in the house clean and fresh looking — whether they are wood, linoleum, varnished, shellacked or painted. Besides, you protect the surface against scratches and wear.

"You can have the same rich looking floors by stopping at your hardware, paint, drug, grocery, house-furnishing or department store and getting a can of Old English Wax."

Old English Wax

HORN & BRANNEN MFG. CO.
Designers Manufacturers Importers

Our product sold by all first class dealers

“Cedarcraft” Fence Primitive
The Aristocrat of all Fencing

Pronounced by landscape architects to be the most beautiful fencing on the market.

MADE of whole round Michigan White Cedar posts, rails and pickets left in the Natural Bark. No other fence offers just that same blending effect with Nature’s background, and the curved top of this Fence which is brought into relief by the soft silver grey tone of the sharp edged (not pointed) tops of the pickets presents a graceful appearance obtainable by no other means.

Produced in three designs, Under-curve, Over-curve and Alternate Over-curve and Under-curve sections, with several different type gates from which to choose. Height Under-curve sections, maximum 46 inches; minimum 39 inches. Height Over-curve sections, maximum 57 inches; minimum 49 inches.

MICHIGAN CEDARCRAFT COMPANY
GREENBUSH, ALCONA CO., MICH.

PLEASE send me your free Illustrated “Cedarcraft” Fencing Catalogue.

Name

Address

City State H & G.
November, 1928

**Kick It Out!**

The filthy garbage can — out with it forever! Do it now — when it costs the least — now when the plans are being drawn for your new home. Only rarely can the Kernerator be installed after the building is erected, and even then, not as reasonably as when specified.

Off your driveway with the sickening garbage wagon — with its following of mongrels! Off your lawn with the refuse strewn by cats and dogs! One of your basements with the space-taking rubbish pile — cause of 75% of residence fires! Off your list of daily chores, those tiresome trips to the garbage can that always seems filled to overflowing!

Garbage and waste, dropped into the handy hopper doors, falls to the combustion chamber in the basement where it is air-dried without odor. An occasional match burns it and the flames sterilize non-combustibles for removal with the ashes.

Write for free booklet, "The Sanitary Elimination of Garbage and Household Waste."

**Residence model:** as low as $97, and the masonry costs but little more when regular chimney is used.

KERNER INCINERATOR COMPANY
725 East Water St. (Office in 89 cities) Milwaukee, Wis.

**THE CHIMNEY-FED INCINERATOR**
Garbage and Waste Disposal without Leaving the Kitchen

---

**There's a heap o' friendliness in this handsome entrance**

**FRIENDLINES...**

graciousness... hospitality! These are the loveliest charms of modern America today. Hartmann-Sanders has published a booklet that will interest those who are striving for the gentler, happier experiences of life.

The booklet illustrates dozens of beautiful entrances... tells how these better entrances are finely hand wrought by skilled craftsmen in the Colonial tradition... explains why they lend to homes an atmosphere of rich beauty, style and good taste... adding to pride of ownership and increasing home values.

Write for the booklet. No charge, of course. Hartmann-Sanders Co., 2165 Elston Avenue, Chicago, Eastern Office and Showroom: 5 East 39th Street, New York City.

---

**A different gift idea...**

The question of suitable and useful Christmas gifts is always a problem. A happy solution — "Buffalo" Wire Fire Fenders and Spark Guards. Distinctive in appearance, built to endure, offering perfect protection from the danger of flying sparks, these Wire Fireplace Guards will be welcomed by everyone having an open fireplace.

Give something different this year — "Buffalo" Wire Fire Fenders or Spark Guards. Full information and prices on request. Send for folder No. 79-C and measurement sheet.

BUFFALO WIRE WORKS CO., Inc.
(Formerly Schoeler's Sons) Est. 1869
475 Terrace
Buffalo, N. Y.

"BUFFALO" WIRE FIRE FENDERS
"Made up to a standard, not down to a price"

---

**Vanished - the radiator and radiator smudge**

Trico has just created this smart new fad in radiator furniture.

And in an instant (that's all it takes) your living room radiator is transformed into a piece of modern furniture — this Trico pattern with panelled front and new adjustable feet.

You have it finished in exactly the color you want. In Ivory, a fine old walnut, or a two tone effect that matches your interior scheme.

Then your drapes are safe. Completely protected from radiator smudge. Your walls, too.

And you breathe healthier air humidified by this unique furniture. Which also keeps your other pieces from drying out! May we send you a book to choose from?

TRICO, Inc.
The Makers of Art Metal Radiator Furniture
1714 North Kolmar Avenue, Chicago • Representation in every important city

Name
Address
Last chance offer!

HOUSE & GARDEN

NOW
1 year $3.50
2 years 5.00

after January 1, regular price
1 year $4.00
2 years 8.00

12 ISSUES A YEAR

Annuai Building Jan.
New houses, new plans, fresh inspiration from all over America and Europe—even a modernist house, modern as the maddest furniture! Discussions of building materials, equipment, landscaping and decorating to suit every new householder's needs.

Furniture Feb.
The traditional—and the modern—always the best of both. How to achieve modernity in old surroundings—how to give stability and dignity to the newest things. Everything that the best decorators are using, their best clients buying—what a mine of suggestions!

Gardening Guide Mar.
Here's the short cut to a garden that grows no regrets—advice from specialists all over the country—the best of the new varieties and how to treat them. Whether your garden is reckoned in acres or square feet, you can make it a success with this issue.

Interior Decoration Apr.
Work that cost thousands—yours to look at, free! Ideas blossom while you turn the pages—things from other people's houses—things from the shops—discussions about color . . . This one issue may save you hundreds of dollars and months of time.

Spring Furnishing May
How to put your town house in the mood of summer—what to do for your country house—the latest, gayest, maddest whims in everything from hall curtains to kitchen kettles.

Garden Furnishing June
Outdoors—the garden is growing new tables, new chairs and summer tea parties, guy new china and glass, as well as the flowers to background happy hours. Charm costs so little—when you follow House & Garden.

Every month, House & Garden gives you the best in architecture, decoration, household equipment and maintenance, and the landscaping of your garden and grounds.

It shows the work of all the leading architects and decorators, who are happy to have their best stuff appear in its pages.

It shows the new trends . . . modernism and all . . . side by side with the classical and fine . . . usually long before they are mentioned elsewhere.

It has an unequalled staff of authorities on horticulture writing for its garden pages . . . takes its own photographs . . . maintains its own experimental gardens . . . is the authority in America on planning and planting.

House & Garden will actually save you money . . . many times the price of its subscription . . . for house mistakes are the costliest of all. Sign and mail the coupon now, if you have a house you love . . . it will be the best investment you ever made for it.

ACT NOW

Sign coupon and save money

SIGN COUPON AND MAIL

HOUSE & GARDEN
Graybar Building, New York City

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________

Enclosed find $5.50 for which send me TWO YEARS (24 issues) of House & Garden beginning at once.

Enclosed find $2.50 for ONE YEAR (12 issues) of House & Garden.

Enclosed find $5.00 for ONE YEAR (12 issues) of House & Garden after January 1, 1924.

S. ROWLAND TAYLOR, Editor

12 ISSUES A YEAR

Small House July
Whether you want a small house because you have a small purse, a small family or just a soul that prefers the small chic to the large—your house is sure to be here, complete to its chimney pots!

Household Equipment Aug.
The most practical number of the year—every labor and time-saving device invented in the last twelve months, the whole list carefully censored by House & Garden to include only the very best. Every new toaster shouldn't be installed till you've read every page.

Autumn Decorating Sept.
Here's where you learn just how the pendulum is swinging between the traditional and the modern for House & Garden shows you not only what is being done at the moment—but what will follow it!

Fall Planting Oct.
The wise garden goes to bed as directed by House & Garden, if it's to wake up next Spring to best advantage. No matter how good a gardener you are—this issue will bring you tips.

House Planning Nov.
Whether you've built, are building or plan to build, House & Garden promises to show you how to achieve greater chichi for the same money. All sections of the country will be considered—and most purses above the poverty mark.

Christmas Gifts Dec.
The secret of never giving the obvious, the commonplace, the "what'll they do with it" sort of gift is mirrored in page after delightful page. The editors have fine-combed the shops of New York—and you get the benefit.
Although the reputation of Deems Taylor rests largely upon his opera, "The King's Henchman," he has composed many other lovely things. His suite, "Through the Looking Glass," is a delightful fantasy, peopled with the strange and charming creatures which Alice found in fairy-land.

It is almost taken for granted today that a well-appointed home shall contain a fine piano. Among cultivated people it is little short of a necessity. And in every walk of life it is accepted as an index and warrant of good taste.

In homes of this sort the numerical superiority of the Steinway is overwhelming. And its margin of physical superiority is no less striking. There is no other piano to compare with it in the depth and beauty of its tone... its power... its sensitive and incredibly fluent action.

That is why virtually every musician of note from Franz Liszt to Deems Taylor has chosen the Steinway, both for personal and concert use. It is the fundamental reason why the Steinway is the leading piano wherever good music is known and appreciated.

Yet for all its obvious advantages, the Steinway is not an expensive piano. When one considers that it will last 30, 40, and even 50 years or more, its real economy becomes apparent. Long after a commonplace instrument has gone its way the Steinway will continue to serve you well... You need never buy another piano.

There is a Steinway dealer in your community, or near you, through whom you may purchase a new Steinway piano with a 10% cash deposit, and the balance will be extended over a period of two years. Used pianos accepted in partial exchange.

Prices: $875 and up—plus transportation
10% down
balance in two years

Steinway & Sons, Steinway Hall
109 West 57th Street, New York
THE NEW Chrysler Sixes—"75" and "65"—are so far ahead from every point of view that Chrysler once more out-modes everything else that runs. For sheer artistry of design, for luxury of grooming, for behavior that out-Chryslers even Chrysler, for downright value at their lower prices—Chrysler has once more wiped out every existing standard by which motor cars have been judged. At a single bold stroke, it has initiated the style that re-styles all motor cars.

New Chrysler "75" Prices—Royal Sedan, $1535; 2-Passenger Coupe (with rumble seat), $1455; Roadster (with rumble seat), (illustrated), $1555; Town Sedan, $1655; (6-ply full-balloon tires.)

New Chrysler "65" Prices—Business Coupe, $1040; Roadster (with rumble seat), $1065; 2-Door Sedan, $1065; Touring Car, $1075; 4-Door Sedan, $1145; Coupe (with rumble seat), $1145. All prices f. o. b. Detroit. Wire wheels extra.